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ABSTRACT

Public programs and public policy can succeed or fail

on the basis of the compatibility of the social under

standings (definitions and perspectives) actors in the

issue arena hold of the targeted population, the organiza

tional structure and the goals encompassed in the public

program. As socially constructed realities these social

understandings vary according to the social structural and

social psychological conditions and processes operating

within the program and its socio-political arena at any

given time.

Sensitized by the grounded theory methodology this

study is a qualitative field evaluation of the implementa

ition of the California program for the Developmentally

Disabled derived from the federal "Developmentally Dis

abled Assistance and Bill of Rights Act" of 1975 (P.L. 94

loº) and the complementary California "Lanterman Amendments"

of 1976. It analyzes the consequences for program perfor

mance of implementing a program around a population in

definitional flux--i. e. a population around which social

definitions are diverse, are in conflict or are rapidly

changing. As consequences definitional ambiguity, defini

tional uncertainty and definitional inconsistency are
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recurrent social conditions throughout the implementation

phase in programming for such populations. These condi

tions allow for discretionary processes to develop which

lead to goal deflecting and compromised efforts in public

programming. At the same time the condition of defini

tional flux in the program-specific arena and the

national arena of disability allows for the emergence of

novel social understandings and strategies to challenge

and to demand definitional clarification and commitment in

legislation and programming for the disabled.

As a targeted population the Developmentally Dis

abled have recently emerged as a state and federal pri

ority requiring programs to make their lives "work".

Federal legislation is enacted and carried out through the

New Federalism strategy of realization at the state and

local levels. However, without definitional clarification

and strong federal commitment program intentions and pro

gram outcomes will be determined by the discretionary ac

tions of state or local groups and organizations holding

divergent social definitions of the Developmentally Dis

abled and their status in society. Definitional clarifica

tion is required at both the federal level (to insure

compatible goals) and at the state level (to insure defi

nitional consistency and coordination).

The conditions of ambiguity, uncertainty and incon

sistency as subconditions of definitional flux are explored

in their various manifestations and interactions with
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other program conditions and processes (e. g. budgetary

practices; authority and power; organizational growth).

Part I, "Introduction" (Chapter l) provides an orientation

for this study and an introduction to some key concepts.

Part II, "Emerging definitions and organizational struc

tures" (Chapters 2, 3 and 14) explores the Developmentally

Disabled as an emerging national priority and the concom—

mitant state and federal efforts at public programming.

Part III, "Structuring public programs for failure t

problems in communicating, building joint action and goal

attaining" (Chapters 5, 6 and 7) explores the ways in

which divergent social meanings can interact with histori

cal and current social conditions and lead to the lack of

coordination, goal deflecting and overall failed efforts

in programming. Part IV, "Structuring for success

strategies for success in public programming" (Chapter 8)

explores the strategies developed to seek definitional

dominance or to guarantee that divergent social under

standings can emerge and influence public programming and

public policy. Part V is the "Conclusion". An "Appendix"

is provided to more fully explain the use here of grounded

theory methodology.
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PART I I INTRODUCTION



CHAPTER I

PUBLIC PROGRAMS 1 ONLY SYMBOLIC GESTURES 7

The structuralization of public programs around con

troversial issues or populations (e. g. abortion; the

aged; the disabled), especially emerging with the social

programs of the Great Society" in the l960's, have been

strongly influenced by the condition of definitional flux.

That is, definitional ambiguity, definitional uncertainty

and definitional inconsistency in the social definitions

held by program participants and the larger society char

acterize the defining and the implementing processes for

the targeted population, the program goals and the strate

gies to achieve these goals. These program variables pre

exist as well as emerge during the structuralizing or im–

plementing of these programs. Although especially charac

teristic and influential for public programs in the social

arena these factors are influential to all public policy

and public organizational efforts requiring mutual agree

ment and coordinated actions.

The most recent large-scale public program to promote

the "social good" is the federal program for the disabled,

especially the Developmentally Disabled (i. e. Mental Re

tardation; Cerebral Palsy; Autism; Neurological Handicaps;

º



Epilepsy--until 1978 legislation when a functional classi

fication took precedent). As with the programs of the

Great Society the "DD program" shares the condition of

being in definitional flux (as public understandings dif

fer from, merge into and change with public policy). This

has resulted in the generation of program consequences

such as miscommunication, role ambiguity and goal deflec

tion.

This document is based on research from l975 to l978

on the California "DD program" and is in general agreement

with the February 20, 1980 General Accounting Office (GAO)

report, HOW FEDERAL DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRANS ARE

WORKING, in its findings of inadequate program definitions

and difficulties in assessing program performance.” How

ever, the analysis here combines the variable of social

definition (i. e. meaning) with the variable of structural

barriers to program performance in explaining program out

come. Moreover, while the following document is based on

the "DD program" the general conditions and processes

which are highlighted are common to many social programs.

Orientation

General questions regarding public programming began

this research. For example, are our programs just sym

bolic gestures? Or, do they represent a commitment to

clearly defined national goals and values? Existing within

an "Era of Limits"—-emergent within the l970's--will pub





lic programs in the l980's find the necessary support and

commitment at the federal and state levels? Will public

programs be successful attempts to resolve the questions of

equity and justice which have faced the nation for decades

but which found a "home" in the Great Society of the

Kennedy-Johnson administrations? Or, will the public pro

grams for the disabled, the poor, the aged and the minor

ities remain in the realm of appearance and not of reality?

Most importantly, what happens to a "good idea" as it be

comes translated and implemented into our substantive

public programs? Do programs as they develop resemble

original intentions? If not, why not?

These are some of the generative questions for this

study into the social processes and social structures in

fluencing the interplay of social understandings and social

actions emerging during the early implementation and per

formance of public programs. Sensitized by the methodology

of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser,

l978) these questions are explored in the California

"DD program" legislated by P. L. 94-103 ("Developmentally

Disabled Assistance and Bill of Rights Act" of 1975) and

the California "Lanterman Amendments" (of 1976).

Programming for the DD (Developmentally Disabled) has

slowly emerged with federal and state legislation legiti

mating the needs and rights” of groups with chronic" and

often severe and/or multiple disabilities. The "Mental

Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Center

* -





Construction Act" of 1963 (P.L. 88–1614), amended by the

"Mental Retardation Amendments" of 1967 (P.L. 90–170),

legitimated the Mentally Retarded as a group requiring

special attention and intervention. The "Developmental

Disabilities Services and Facilities Construction Act" of

l970 (P.L. 91-517) was a landmark act in creating a group

of various disabilities requiring special attention. It

was amended by the "Developmentally Disabled Assistance

and Bill of Rights Act" of 1975 (P.L. 94-lo2). This latter

set up federal and state structures comprising most of the

DD program documented here. At the state level in

California P.L. 94-l93 was expressed in the "Lanterman

Amendments" of 1976. The most recent major legislative

package was signed into law in November 1978 as the

"Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services and Developmental

Disabilities Amendments" (P.L. 95-602) amidst conflict

over whether the "DD program" should be continued and how

it should be structured.

Unlike the social programs inaugurated during the

Great Society the DD and the "DD program" have found a dif

ferent social, economic and political environment in which

to be the nation's "newest poort" (Phelps, l974). However,

similar processes and conditions within public programs

continue to influence the implementation and potential suc

cess or failure to meet legislated goals (cf. Baer, l975;

Edelman, 1977; Estes, 1979; Ginzberg and Solow, 1974;

Levitan and Taggart, l976; Pressman and Wildavsky, l973).





Implementation and Program Evaluation

Federal legislative efforts to achieve the goals of

equality of opportunity, quality of life, or justice for

given populations has resulted in the emergence of

evaluation research and a body of implementation litera

iture (Bardach, 1977; Berman, 1978; Elmore, 1978; Pressman

and Wildavsky, 1973; Rabinovitz, Pressman and Rein, l976;

Rossi, Freeman and Wright, l979; Shortell and Richardson,

1978; Van Meter and Van Horn, 1975).” Defining the imple

mentation problem as the social control of the various

agencies, actors and organizations involved in the "program

assembly process" (Bardach, 1977), ways are being sought

to intervene in, and to control, this process to insure the

success--not the failure--of public efforts. Some of the

variables interferring with the operation of the process

have included "games" (Bardach, 1977); organizational

failures (Berman, 1978); or the use of inappropriate tech

nological or organizational forms (Elmore, l978).

The implementation process has been variously defined

as a "strategic interaction" (Bardach, 1977 9), a "diffu

sion of knowledge problem" (Bunker, l972), an "administra

tive or program management process" and a "legislative

political bargaining process" (Rabinovitz, Pressman and

Rein, 1976). However, a basic premise for the realization

of implementation is coordination or joint action by the

various program participants. This coordination strategy

is in turn dependent upon prior or emergent consensual



definitions within the public program and program arena.

Without this definitional congruity discretion, conflict,

ambiguity and symbolic reconstruction can result in the

eventual limited success, if not failure, of the implemen

tation process and public program effort.

The influences of symbolic reconstruction and defi

nitional flux in public programs have been alluded to

(Edelman, l977); Estes, l979; Pressman, 1975) but have not

generally been the major foci of study. Emphases have

generally been on the administrative or managerial pro

blems (Berman, 1978; Elmore, lg,78) or the political and

economic factors (Estes, l979; Miller, l976; Pressman and

Wildavsky, l969). This exploratory sociological analysis

hopes to complement and to generate theory for the growing

body of implementation literature and to explore the

factors influencing the implementation process as defined

by Pressman and Wildavsky (1973) as the "complexity of

building joint action".

The Sociological Perspective

The Sociological Perspective is an ordering of the

mind such that one asks particular kinds of questions

about "society" and "man". (It is not historical-unique or

psychological-individual.) It is a recognition that 1

society exists in man (man is socially defined and social

life exists as a reality outside of man); man exists in

society (man is a participant and accepts role definitions

" * ---



from social life); and man exists outside of society (man

can refuse social definitions and can create new meanings

and definitions that allow for social change). (See

Berger, 1963. )

To facilitate the understanding of these processes

one takes the Sociological Perspective which involves a

process of looking beyond our commonly taken-for-granted

assumptions and explanations about everyday social

reality--i. e. throwing into doubt what one believes or as

sumes uncritically to be "true". (What Alfred Schutz has

termed the "Epoché of the Natural Attitude". ) This in

volves an awareness that human events have different levels

of meaning--some of which are hidden from consciousness in

everyday life. It is an awareness that different groups in

the same situation may have different definitions of the

situation (Thomas, 1923). This leads to an awareness that

by redefining what is occurring one transforms the world

and opens up new options for problem-solving and social

change .

This process of redefinition in which reality is

socially constructed (Berger and Luckmann, 1967) through

the symbolic interaction” of individuals and groups in

social life allows for new meanings to emerge in public

programs. Participants' perspectives can be altered and

new identities and roles can emerge. However, since real

ity is socially and multiply constructed there is the po

tential for divergent definitions and perspectives to

t





emerge upon which to base social action. The social action

which emerges may be conflictual and bring about non

aligned or even opposing ends.

To understand the consequences of social action the

definitions and understandings of participants in public

programs are of primary importance. This is what Weber

meant by the "subjective approach to social action" (1946).

Specific to public program analysis Robert Broadhead has

suggested that any evaluation of public programs (i. e.

knowledge of the "fundamental processes, problems and con

sequences that make up a given program") must be grounded

in, and generative of , a more formal theory of social

action (Glaser, 1978 ; lél).

Questions to ask include : how is the group or issue

defined in the legislation, by "society", by the program

participants? Are these definitions complementary, con

flicting or synonymous 7 Can social action develop from

these definitions which is aligned (coordinated) or non

aligned (antagonistic or without meaning)? Can actors en

gage in negotiations over their differences? Who has the

power to define or to make their definition(s) dominate?

In addition, as the political economy perspective of

Estes (1979), Miller (1976) and Navarro (1975) reminds us,

public programs exist within a larger political and economic

environment wherein some participants have greater propor

tions of, or access to, resources. Therefore, any public

program analysis must consider the structural conditions

* =
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allowing for some, rather than other, participants in an

issue arena to define the reality and the emerging social

action of that program.

For example, the ways in which the DD are defined in

everyday social life become key assumptions of the defini

tions built into legislation. The conflict over whether

the DD are an individual or family responsibility or

whether they are a "burden" assumed by all of society will

find its resolution in the definitions and perspectives

held by those groups with the power or influence to have

their perspectives dominate. How the DD are defined will

lead to the social structures and the exclusionary pro

cesses which develop around them.

These "myths"7, ambiguities and discretionary defini

tions interact with social structural and social psycholog

ical conditions to structure a program for the DD leading

to success or failure in goal attainment. The ambiguities

surrounding a condition, issue or population (e. g. are the

disabled as a group to be "protected" or "competitive" in

social life?) do not disappear. They remain as significant

conditions which may or may not be consistent with other

definitions and policies emerging in the program.

The emergence of social definitions does not mean that

they are based upon "fact" or can be alleviated in empiri

cal reality. However, be they "fact" or "myth" their sym

bolic rendering into a social reality influences the social

action in which participants will engage. Indeed, a major
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task of policy analysis is to find ways to discover and

to separate "fact" from "fancy" in public programs. The

ways in which "myths" become "facts" in certain social

worlds or for particular public has profound significance

for program development. Discretionary processes can be

constructed on the basis of "myth" as well as "fact" with

significant alterations in life chances for the program

population.

Key Concepts

Social definition. "Social definitions" are the mean

ings that individual actors, groups or cultures bring to

Social situations with which to "make sense" of , and to

engage in, social action. They may pre-exist an individu

al's entrance into a culture or they may be created during

his interaction with that culture (Berger and Luckmann,

1967; Mead, 1956; Whorf, l956). These social definitions

can become the everyday "common sense" ways of perceiving

and consolidating diverse social realities. Although they

may change they equally may remain stable and only change

historically over long trajectories of time.

For example, the ways in which the DD are defined has

changed historically from definitions of an almost nonhuman

status to being human but "ill" to being "normal" and

"equal" but requiring "protection". These various defini

tions are still held in varying degrees by diverse social

groups .
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Program. "Program" is used in two ways in the follow

ing pages. At a general level program is used in the

sense which one says "there is no energy program in the

United States". What one is saying is that there is no

formulated and clear policy or set of goals regarding an

issue. Therefore, one can speak of the presence (or lack)

of a "Program for the disabled" whether or not there are

various pieces of enacted legislation over time.

In a particular sense one speaks of a specific public

program (structure) arising out of specific legislation.

For example, one speaks of the "DD Assistance and Bill of

Rights Act" of 1975 (the basis for this research) as creat

ing a "DD program" with federal and state structures and

processes for social action.

A third use of program is synonymous with organiza

tional "projects". It will not be used or emphasized in

this study.

Arena. "Arena" is a sociological construct for order

the social action, the social actors and the social reali

ties within which a public program is developed and

implemented--e. g. the "arena of disability". Social

arenas may pre-exist or may be created around or in inter

action with an issue or population. (For an examination of

the ways in which an arena emerges around a social problem

see Wiener, l979. )

"Arena" as a sociological concept has been employed

by Strauss et. al. (1964) to explain the understandings,
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tacit agreements, negotiations and emergent meanings in

organizational settings. It has been further developed in

Weiner's l979 study of alcoholism to disclose the actors

and the processes involved in the emergence of a social

arena. Arena as a "place of action and contest" (Wiener,

l979 lj) is an appropriate mental image for this study.

In addition, for policy analysis arena alerts us to

the participants (actors and structural units) and the

political, economic, social and legal conditions which in

fluence the interactions of these participants (cf.

Rabinovitz, Pressman and Rein, l976; Warren, l97l). For

example, the "DD program" cannot be fully understood apart

from the historical factors and the socio-political and

economic environment (s) by which it is constantly influ

enced. Aside from the particular participants in the "DD

program", other influences in the social program arena in

clude 1 l) the influence of the "New Federalism" strategy

of the federal government; 2) historical factors such as

inflation and the emerging "cost consciousness" of public

and government in the 1970's and l980's; and 3) the assump

tion of political, social and economic "pluralism" which

undergirds much policy decision making in the United

States.

As a heuristic as well as an analytic construct arena

gives unity to diverse and multiply complex social actions

involved in and around public programs. However, not all

public programs exist within the same arena and not all

■
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arenas are at the same stage of development. For example,

the arena of "organized labor" is far more developed than

the newer arenas for the "alcoholic" (Wiener, lg,79), the

"elderly" (Estes, l979) or the "disabled".

The programs under consideration here are relatively

new social programs generally housed within HEW or HUD.

Other programs such as the federal income tax program are

much less fraught with definitional ambiguity and dis

cretionary processes. Therefore, not all arenas are iden

tical. "The important dimension on which arenas differ

from each other is the extent to which there is a settled

pattern of interaction among the participants versus the

extent to which the arena is largely open because the cus

tomary ways of working have not been established"

(Rabinovitz, Pressman and Rein, 1976; 1906). Social programs

have generally existed within these "open" arenas.

Moreover, in the case of "open" arenas social order

becomes a negotiated order (Strauss, 1978). The social ac

tion which emerges is created and sustained by acting, will

ing human beings trying to negotiate "who shall be whom and

what order shall prevail" (Gerson, 1976 : 276).

Social world. Complementary to arena as a key concep

tual link to explain the interaction of individuals and

groups with social structures through group identification

is the concept of "social world" (Shibutani, 1955 1565-567;

Strauss, 1969, 1978). For social life is composed of numer

ous social worlds--"stages" on which public program actors

|
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construct careers and seek to maintain and to enhance sta

tus (Shibutani, 1955 : 567). Each social world provides a

perspective, a set of values and an identity--a shared

universe of discourse (Shibutani, l970). Sets of social

Worlds comprise given issue arenas.

What is generally termed "society" is the sum of the

relationships (processes and structures) of these social

Worlds. A more appropriate model for viewing social ac

tion is to envision not "society" but the arena (s) within

which the participants from various social worlds come to

£e ther in interaction around some social issue or social

question. Coming from different social worlds they bring

to this arena varying perspectives, commitments and images

of what "should be" (e. g. of "parent"; of "disabled";

of "professional").

Further, individuals move in and out of social worlds

aligning and realigning themselves according to changes in

historical conditions and social circumstances. In the

process they find themselves conflicting, agreeing, frag

Ternting, coalescing, stabilizing and changing (strauss”).
All the time they are constructing or negotiating new

Social realities, and, consequently, a new social order.

The social world of the disabled? (especially the DD)

is a world bound by common experiences of social stigma;

of segregated education and employment; of unemployment;

of physical and occupational therapies; of friends who be

gan as counselors, teachers or therapists. It has been a
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world of social and psychological isolation in which

social interaction emerges on the basis of one's dis

ability. It is a world where futures have been limited and

everyday social realities are composed of institutional

settings, therapeutic personnel and mechanical technology.

The quality of life is determined by the ability to cope

with extraordinary as well as ordinary demands of daily

living. It is a world where accomplishments are measured

by where one was five years, one year or one month ago as

well as where one developmentally "should be". It is a

special world one is generally born into and never leaves.

It is a world of societal and parental protection in which

there is always the danger that social control may mas

querade as social benevolence.

Those who influence the social world of the DD include

those who have "careers in" DD (i. e. the DD; the pro

fessionals; some parents and guardians) and those "con

cerned with" DD (i. e. legislators; professionals; parents

or guardians; the "general public"). The socially con

structed realities of the experts and "gatekeepers", of

parents and guardians, of legislators, of the mass media,

of the community, and of the DD have come together in the

"DD program".

The "DD program" is the vehicle for social change and

in its success or failure lies a future for the DD. The

arena for social change is the context within which social

policy and public programs are created, negotiated, and
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either supported or hindered by national goal consensus or

dissensus in policy making. The ability to obtain goal

consensus depends upon the degree of definitional flux

influencing the "DD program".

Research and Format

Research was carried on from 1975 through 1978 with

interviews (e. g. legislators ; board members; providers;

parents; DD); observations (e. g. workshops and board meet

ings); secondary data and material from organizations in

the DD field (e. g. minutes of board meetings, state and

local, back five years) and from other public programs;

position papers of relevant interest groups ; and private

communications. Sensitized by grounded theory the defini

tions and perspectives of actors are utilized in the form

of quotations throughout the following pages. The words of

the actors are especially important since data was sought

out and developed in terms of its theoretical relevance to

the core variable (s) (i. e. key explanatory variables) which

emerged from the early interviews and observations in the

research process. (See "Appendix i Methodology" for fur

ther discussion of this process. )
-

The remainder of this document is divided into four

additional parts. Part II is concerned with emerging defi

nitions and organizational structures in the arena of the

DD (i. e. Chapter 2--"The Developmentally Disabled An

Emerging Priority"; Chapter 3--"Emerging Federal Programs

** = -
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for the DD"; and Chapter k--"An Emerging State Program").

Part III is concerned with those processes and conditions

in public programming structuring programs for failure

rather than success (i. e. Chapter 5-–"Processes and

Problems in Building Joint Action"; Chapter 6--"Goal De

flecting How Good Intentions Go Awry"; and Chapter 7––

"Processes and Conditions Leading to Structural Failure").

Part IV is concerned with the ways in which individuals or

groups in the program and the DD arena utilize the

condition of definitional flux in structuring for success

in the disability arena (i. e. Chapter 8--"Strategies for

Success"). Part V is the conclusion (i. e. Chapter 9–-

"Implications for the Future").
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NOTES TO CHAPTER I

l. The concept of the Great Society was a framework for
President Lyndon Johnson's administration. The underlying
premise for the Great Society was the belief that institu
tional structures could be created leading to a just and
equitable social order. The technology and the market
were believed to be such that a better life could be had by
all at a low cost to society——i. e. that resources were
plentiful. "The Great Society rests on abundance and
liberty for all. It demands an end to poverty and racial
injustice" (CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY, CONGRESS AND THE
NATION, 1965–1968 /Washington, D. C. : 19797 II, p. 650).
Whether or not the Great Society programs were successes
or failures is mired in controversy. For the former
opinion see Sara A. Levitan and Robert Taggart, THE PROMISE
OF GREATNESS (Cambridge i Harvard University Press, l976);
for the latter opinion see Eli Ginzberg and Robert M. Solow,
"Some Lessons of the 1960's" in Ginzberg and Solow, THE
GREAT SOCIETY: LESSONS FOR THE FUTURE (New York; Basic
Books, l974), pp. 211-220.

2. The two general conclusions reached by the GAO report
are 1 l) "problems are so fundamental and pervasive that
major improvements are needed, beginning with a clear
Congressional definition Zauthor's emphasis/ of what this
program should accomplish"; and 2) "while some progress has
been made in meeting the needs of the developmentally dis
abled, overall program performance was virtually impossible
to measure" (WORD FROM WASHINGTON /■ arch 19807 il, p. 1).
The GAO study involved field audits in Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Washington and California and DHEW regional offices III,
V, IX and X. It looked at the "DD program" following
P.L. 94-103 but did not include the P.L. 95-602 provisions.

3. A great deal of the discussion of rights and the dis
abled has grown out of the history of the treatment of the
Tentally Retarded--specifically the right to habilitation.

The right to habilitation conceptualizes a constellation
of legal rights belonging to Mentally Retarded citizens
confined to institutions. It involves the rights of due
process, equal protection, freedom from cruel and unusual
punishment, informed consent (e. g. the forced steriliza
tion issue) and the right to adequate community services.
For example, see Charles R. Halpern, "The Right to
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Habilitation", in M. Kindred, et. al. (eds.) THE MENTALLY
RETARDED CITIZEN AND THE LAW (New York i Free Press, lg,76).

4. Chronic, as distinguished from actue, illnesses and
disabilities require special kinds of treatment and sup—
portive structures. Chronic illnesses are long-term, un
certain, expensive, often multiple, require a variety of
ancillary services, require primary care, present manage
ment problems and are life-intrusive for individuals and
families. See Elihu Gerson and Anselm L. Strauss, "Time
for Living Problems in Chronic Illness Care", SOCIAL
POLICY (November/December 1975) 6, 3, pp. 12–18.

5. There has been a wide latitude as to the meaning of,
and underlying conditions for, implementation. Anselm L.
Strauss (NEGOTIATIONS i VARIETIES, CONTEXTS, PROCESSES AND
SOCIAL ORDER /San Francisco Jossey-Bass, 1978.7 pp. 97
98) asserts that general studies of implementation have
tended to be substantive, descriptive, focused on a few
cases with little comparative analysis and given little
attention to the subprocesses of implementation and their
interrelationship.

6. Symbolic Interactionism emerged as a distinct perspec
tive in Social Psychology through the works of John Dewey,
Charles Horton Cooley, William I. Thomas, Florian
Znaniecki and the most seminal thinker George Herbert
Mead. It has expanded and developed with two directions :
the "Chicago School" with a stress on process and "sympa
thetic introspection" (e. g. Herbert Blumer; Everett
Hughes ; Timotsu Shibutani; Anselm Strauss) and the "Iowa
School" with a stress on operationalizing S-I concepts
(e. g. Manford Kuhn, Norman Denzin).

7. "Myth" can be defined as an "unquestioned belief held
in common by a large group of people that gives events and
actions a particular meaning" (Murray Edelman, POLITICS AS
SYMBOLIC ACTION /New York Academic Press, 19717 p. 53).
Especially relevant is that myths are "socially cued" allow
ing for their social construction and mantenance. In this
way they can also be used as a "particularly relevant form
of symbol" in political arenas where fates of populations
are determined as much by language as by social action
(Edelman, 1971, pp. 53, 65).

8. From i unpublished memo and in seminar discussions
with Anselm L. Strauss, University of California, San
Francisco, graduate program in Sociology, 1976.

9. As yet there is no formalized Sociology of Disability.
However, Sociologists have made significant inroads in
their understandings of what it is to be physically or
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mentally disabled (Robert Bogdan and Douglas Biklen,
"Handicapism", SOCIAL POLICY / arch/April 19777 7, pp. 14
l9; Fred Davis, "Deviance Disavowal The Management of
Strained Interaction by the Visibly Handicapped", SOCIAL
PROBLES ZFall 19617 9, 2, pp. 120-132, and PASSAGE THROUGH
CRISIS : POLIO WICTIMS AND THEIR FAMILIES ZNew York ;
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 19637; Eliot Freidson, "Dis
ability as Deviance", in M. B. Sussman /ed.7 SOCIOLOGY
AND REHABILITATION /Washington 1 ASA, lgó67 pp. 71-90; and
Erving Goffman, STIGMA NOTES ON THE MANAGEMENT OF
SPOILED IDENTITY ZEnglewood Cliffs, New Jersey
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19637 ). Unfortunately, much of the
literature could more appropriately be termed a Sociolo
of Rehabilitatively Disabled rather than a Sociology of the
Chronically Disabled. TGenerally, emphasis is on the types
of disabilities which can be rehabilitated and returned to
an active or "normal" social role. (See Constantina
Safilios–Rothschild, THE SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
OF DISABILITY AND REHABILITATION /New York i Random House,
19707). The majority of DD are disabled from birth and
many will be labeled severely disabled throughout their
lives (barring extraordinary medical discoveries, e. g.
total nerve transplants). Their chronic problems and their
needs are different from those who can be rehabilitated.--
i. e. returned to functional "normalcy".



PART II : EMERGING DEFINITIONS AND

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES



CHAPTER 2

THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABIED 1

AN EMERGING PRIORITY

The DD being defined as an important priority is a

relatively recent process because the social definitions

of the DD have only recently demanded federal attention.

However, these social definitions are still in flux as is

the federal, as well as the public, commitment to the DD.

Twenty-five years ago there was no interest on the part

of federal or state legislators to commit resources to

individual programs for the groups defined by P. L. 94-103

as the "Developmentally Disabled" (i. e. the Mentally

Retarded, the Epileptic, the Cerebral Palsied, the Autistic

and the Neurologically Handicapped). It is only within

recent decades that the DD have ceased being the hidden

minority, that an arena of disability has emerged, and

that the DD have become a focus of social and political

attention.

What follows is an analysis of the social psychologi

cal and social structural processes and conditions involved

in this transformation of meaning of the disabled in their

emergence as a group defined as a national priority.

Special attention is given to the role of the parents and

I
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relatives of the DD as being instrumental actors in this

transformation process as the social definitions within the

disability arena have been socially reconstructed.

A Community Perspective on the Disabled

Over generations and into "modern society" the dis

abled, especially the Mentally Retarded, have been rede

fined from a status of being "healthy" (i. e. "normal") to

being "sick" (i. e. "deviant"). These social definitions

have been butressed by a social organization allowing for

conditions within which to "hide" the disabled minority.

Symbolism has emerged, was created and has been used to

create a "public" to respond to the "social problem" of

the disabled (Edelman, 1977).

These processes made it easier to create and to assign

the role of "deviant" to all who manifested any of the set

of primary stigmata associated with definitions of dis

ability. A "label" of deviance was socially assigned to the

disabled through community definitional processes (Becker,

1963). The label was socially sustained and a consensus

of opinion on the disabled was created leading to a com

munity perspective (Rubington and Weinberg, 1968 88).

The disabled were defined as "deviant" on the basis of

"objective" criteria of mental and physical differences

(the "clinical perspective", Mercer, 1973) as well as

through "subjective" social processes selecting out and

defining particular persons, acts or situations as deviant
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(Becker, 1963; Davis, 1961; Erikson, 1965; Freidson, 1966,

Lemert, 1951). As Freidson (1966 : 339) has pointed out

"one does not play the role of the deviant until he has

been so identified by others or by himself". For example,

before the Mentally Retarded were defined as such they

were viewed as harmless (the "blessed infants of the good

God") and allowed to roam and forage in the countrysides

of Europe. A few became the "court jesters" of particular

royal families. However, with increased industrialization

and changes in religious dominance this group increasingly

became singled out as "outsiders" to normal social and

economic roles. During the Enlightenment they became the

focus of religious persecution for being the incarnate of

"sin" or the "Devil" (Kanner, 1974). The social world

within which disability resided belonged to restricted,

deviant and punitive parameters.

However, through interaction between the disabled and

the community, social reality has been reconstructed with

new social "rules" creating groups of insiders and out

siders, normals and non-normals, and majorities and minor

ities (Becker, 1963). The disabled, defined and redefined,

on the basis of subjective interpretations of generally

held "objective" physical and mental characteristics, be

came the new social (and hidden) minority. It was this

cultural transformation of the meaning given to the condi

tion of the disability and the discretionary utilization of

the symbolic category which has had social consequences for
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biographies and social careers of the disabled. Until

about the mid-1800's many disabled were grouped under the

term "idiocy" which was believed to be a unitary condition

(Kanner, 1974 : 87). Differentiations were not generally

sought and the label had the same "career" for all so

defined. Considering that even today many disabled are

multiply disabled this definitional process was discre

tionary yet created a common heritage and fate. (Most DD

have more than one disability. For example, an estimated

50% of the Cerebral Palsied are also Mentally Retarded and

an estimated 75% have speech defects, Hardy and Cull, l974 :

l!2-lº2. )

The Transformation of Meaning

The transformation of meaning of "disability" has been

a result of various social conditions in society involving

social psychological and social structural processes.

These conditions set the parameters within which the dis

abled would be defined and from which the arena of dis

ability would emerge. For example, the change to an in

creasingly complex, urbanized and industrialized lifestyle

requiring high levels of complex social interaction, re

quires persons able to understand and to interact in com

plex mental and physical transactions. Without social Sup

port the disabled have found modern society increasingly

inhospitable.

Eugenics movement. An historical movement influencing

––– 1"|_*-
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the transformation of meaning was the rise of the Eugenics

Movement when Darwinian thought was prominent. The

"idiots" or "cretins" (then used synonymously) were de

fined as a potential threat to the genetic and social fa–

bric and in need of social control. (This philosophy per

sists today in the "welfare reform" movement around dis

cussions of sterialization for welfare recipients. )

Political powerlessness. The political (and social)

powerlessness of the disabled allowed for the transforma

tion of meaning and arose directly from the properties of

the disabilities themselves.” Those who cannot comprehend,

cannot use language, and cannot physically move around have

little opportunity to present counter-definitions or to

gain access to the means to develop more control over their

life chances. Without group strength or community support

there have been few to fight for new social definitions of

the disabled other than the exceptionally ardent disabled;

interested nondisabled; or parents, relatives or guardians.

This especially vulnerable position creates a situation

favorable for discretionary processes to occur. (A process

common today in such groups as migrant health workers, the

very poor and the mentally ill. )

Intellectual vacuum. The relative absence of scienti

fic or intellectual thought regarding the disabled, especi

ally Mental Retardation, allowed for the transformation of

meaning of disability. Among thousands of recorded and

sometimes annotated items in medical literature there were
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no allusions to "mental deficiency, except for the evidence

of sporadic interest in cretinism toward the end of the

Middle Ages" (Kanner, l974 :8). This intellectual vacuum

of scientific and professional thought regarding the dis

abled allowed for commonsensical, spiritual and ideological

interpretations of the physical or mental characteristics

to define the situation of the disabled. Only with ad

vances in neurology in the late l800's and early l900's did

accelerated interest in disabilities emerge and lay claim

to "objective" definitions of the nature of the disabled.

The years between 1910 and l935 have been termed the

"great lull" (Kanner, 1974 illºl; Hardy and Cull, 1974).

Only with the 1934 breakthrough discovery and treatment of

one retarding condition--phenylketonuria——did scientific

and clinical interest emerge. (Phenylpruvic acid olio

phrenia--phenylketonuria——was diagnosed as a metabolic dis

turbance reversible by proper dietary regulation.)

Social roles. The inability of the disabled to per

form the "normal" social roles and expectations of the com

munity has acted as a condition for transforming the mean

ing of disability (Lorber, l967). Over time social control

mechanisms typified the disabled and placed them in cul

tural and social roles such that it had become impossible

for them to attempt to function in role performances re

quired by urbanized and industrialized societies. This per

sists today in I.Q. tests which categorize according to

"economic performance and productivity". (For example,
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moderate retardation means a person has some earning

power; mild retardation means the "ability for self

support", the classification of the American Association

on Mental Deficiency, Abrahamson and Bloomfield, l973 15. )

These exclusionary processes allowed a social world for the

disabled to emerge and to be encapsulated within the

larger society.

Institutionalization i An Emerging Strategy

With the passage of time those concerned with the dis

abled (public and professional) let institutionalization as

a strategy to care for and to protect the disabled give

way to a fear and a concern to protect society from the

disabled. A moral stigma was added to the physical and

social stigmata. Symbolic walls were created by invisible

social beliefs and concrete social structures operated to

Segregate the disabled. Institutions of care and cure were

reconstructed as "warehouses".

As the institutional arrangements emerged the original

goals for cure and normalcy underwent a metamorphosis and a

new perspective emerged. The first residential institution

for the instruction and the medical care of the retarded

opened at Adenberg, Switzerland, in l939. The stress was

on curing and treating. Aside from some historical

theories (e. g. that high altitudes were conducive to low

levels of retardation) treatment consisted of focusing on

diet, activity (including mental stimulation) and the
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physical environment. Unfortunately, no one was cured.

However, the experiment succeeded in arousing similar

attempts in other countries including the United States

which opened its first institution for "idiotic" children

in Massachusetts in 1843. Fifteen institutions subse

quently opened. By 1917 all but four states had some in

stitutional provision for the Mentally Retarded (a term

which subsumed other disabilities) : 3,361 in state-spon

sored; 3,943 in other publicly supported; and 2,816 in

private institutions (Kanner, 1974 66).

Nevertheless, there was still ambivalence over what it

was that these arrangements were to accomplish. The defi

nitional problem is evident by the differential labeling of

these structures as school, training school, home, insti

tute or institution. However, the trend was towards ameli

oration rather than normalcy, custodial care rather than

education, and social control rather than cure . Another

perspective had emerged. As Szasz (1966 : 48) has reminded

us "the desire to control the disease . . . seems to go

hand in hand with a desire to control the diseased person".

Patient management emerged as a core focus • Disability had

become a social problem. The disabled were moving from a

sick role (leading to treatment) to a deviant role (leading

to social control).

As the rapid numbers of disabled entered institutions

they were not expected to return to the community. (At

this time the segregationist policy and perspective tried
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to introduce mass sterialization as the "final solution" to

the "retarded problem"--a solution still debated and

occasionally illegally practiced. ) The community now had

a physical place to match the social definition.

Yet, again, the meaning of disability was transformed.

In 1934 the discovery and treatment of phenylketonuria saw

the re-emergence of cure and habilitation as conceptual

foci. Research, diagnosis and treatment again became re

spected and legitimate concerns for the scientific com—

munity. However, this refocusing and redefinition did not

stop the process of institutionalization. It would be

years before the social structural and social psychological

changes would catch up with the medical and biological dis

coveries.

Philosophical Reconstruction

In the United States the translation of these defini

tional changes into political and programmatic priorities

came in 1963 when President Kennedy sent a message to

Congress suggesting a national program to combat Mental

Retardation. This inaugurated the strong role of the

federal government as an actor in the arena of disability

and opened up this arena for the increasing participation

of other significant actors (e. g. state and local govern

ments; public and private agencies), How in this span of

time had we progressed to a proclamation by the President

targeting this disabled population?
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This emergent philosophy can be attributed to a number

of factors. First, a new social perspective towards the

powerless and the minorities as social problems emerged in

the 1960's. Second, there was a growing awareness that

total institutions (i. e. institutions controlling all as

pects of one's life) were not meeting the needs of, and, in

fact, had unintended consequences for the disabled popula

tions (Goffman, 1961).”
Third, communities and groups became concerned about

the rights of institutionalized populations. Questionable

medical research using prisoner and inmate populations

brought up questions of consent in captive and uncompre

hending populations.” (This culminated in the l970's in a

broad movement regarding ethics in research centering on

"informed consent".)

Fourth, there has been an increasing awareness and

growing concern with the general "quality of life" and the

processes and structures to promote and maintain this

(Gerson, 1976). Fifth, possibly most importantly, there

was a twenty-five year growth in parent associations for

the disabled--e. g. National Association for Retarded

Citizens (NARC); United Cerebral Palsy Association (UCPA).

These parent groups were instrumental in creating new

social definitions and transforming the meaning of dis

ability.

Parent Groups : A Conflicting Perspective

Through the processes of growing politicization, | |

–-H — –
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self- and group-validation and the denial of expertise,

the parent groups created a new perspective on the dis

abled. They redefined social reality and created new po

tential biographies for their DD children.

For years parents, guardians and nonprofit organiza

tions involved with the different DD groups struggled by

Whatever means available to obtain needed resources and to

provide services. Parents grouped together out of social

and psychological necessity. Socially, because their

children were neglected by society. Psychologically, be

cause their children were stigmatized by the community and

they needed support and confirmation of their discrepant in

sights and perceptions of their DD children. They vali

dated and legitimated each other's emerging perspective •

Originally, parents were susceptible to the collective

social sentiments regarding the disabled (e. g. as the

"lame"; the "morons"; the "cripples"). These images were

augmented through interaction with the "experts"--the

physicians; the caseworkers; the agency staffs. However,

physicians have been as susceptible as the general public

to the fears and prejudices surrounding the disabled but

their opinions are legitimized by their very claim to

expertise and their professional dominance (Bagley, 1971;
Benveniste, 1972; Freidson, 1970). Further, legislators

held the domain assumptions, definitions and expectations

of the disabled that were promulgated by professionals and

practioners (Ehlers, 1966).

=- *— — —
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By their very claim to expertise the professionals

were dominant in their interactions with the parents.

However, it would be unfair to define the "parent as

victim". Parents also had a choice and for a variety of

reasons many--but not all--chose the subordinate position

to the professional--e. g. due to lack of knowledge, pre

ferring to let someone else make the decision, or for fear

that any "rebelliousness" would result in rescinded care

or services. Still that parent-professional interaction

has been one of conflict and tension when parents question

expert assumptions is borne out by this account of inter

actions at the Willowbrook Institution for the Retarded in

New York.

Whenever we tried to ask questions, we were
treated coldly. We were told that we were
ignorant--they were the professionals. If
we pressed to get our child into a program,
we were told that he was too retarded to bene
fit and that he would only be taking the oppor
tunity away from some who could. Most parents
were afraid to make too much of a fuss for fear
the staff would take it out on their children.
After a few months or years, you come to accept
this (Kotelchuck, l973 il 3).

The perspectives of the professionals led to the be

lief that institutionalization was the only course of

action for many disabled. They counseled little hope of

improvement t "at least one child out of every l, 000 . . .

will be an idiot--a person totally incapable throughout

life of caring for his own needs" (author's emphasis, from

Macandrew and Edgerton, 1961; 1317). They were unclear as to

what status the Mentally Retarded should hold-–"they stand

_-_C.
lºº -- - _ _ _-
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on the threshold between man and not-man" (author's empha
sis, from Macandrew and Edgerton, 1961; 1317). There is

little wonder that when the Mentally Retarded were viewed

as "profoundly incompetent beings" (Macandrew and

Edgerton, l964 1318) the consensus presented to parents
held little hope of habilitation.

It was the deviant parent who questioned this dominant

perspective or chose to ignore it. By contrast, the par

ents of the late l960's and 1970's have a segment which is

"young and angry" with a "militant human rights approach"

in "conflict with the charity-organization of the older"

parent groups (Kotelchuck, l973 ilj). They have been more

willing to organize with other groups to achieve the

general goal of humane treatment and human rights for the

handicapped. For example, the Willowbrook case in the

early l970's produced a coalition of parents and interest

groups for the retarded/disabled called the Policy and

Action Conference (PAC). On the other hand some parents

in this research expressed concern over the growing lack of

parental commitment fearing that many were willing to re

linguish participation to the emerging federal and state

structures and growing body of professionals.

Yet, in the 1950's parents did begin to change. With

the emergence of parent groups and national associations

they increasingly came to question or to ignore the domi

nant perspective. In interaction with their children they

slowly constructed new identities for their children.
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Slowly, sometimes alone, but increasingly in interaction

with other parents, new images of the disabled were

created and, hence, new potential biographies were

imagined.

The process of parental association did not seem "re

volutionary" at the time. It was the product of various

groups in communities coming together to get needs for re

sources and services met. For example, in Fresno,

California, in the early 1950's a school for the handi

capped was created.--Sunshine School. At this school a

parents' association developed--as it would at schools for

"normal" children. This provided a context for inter

action. During the same historical time national associa

tions were being created--e. g. United Cerebral Palsy

Association in l953. The parents in the school associa

tions became involved in setting up the affiliates to the

national associations. Interaction in these settings

helped to create a new social world for the disabled.

As the social world of the disabled and the new paren

tal perspectives changed moral outrage at what was happen

ing with the disabled began to emerge. An outcome of the

interactions of parents and the sense of moral outrage

was an emerging political perspective. Becoming politici

zed at this point did not mean entry into formal political
structures--e. g. formal political party system. (Although

the national associations were concurrently learning to

become interest groups. ) For the parents becoming politi
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cized did mean a growing group awareness that the conse

quences of action in social life could be arbitrary, that

life was not "fair". What emerged was the willingness to

fight for the moral right to normalization and social par

ticipation in society for the disabled.

Given these emergent parental perspectives on the DD,

parent associations organized and quickly swelled with mem

bers. If the special (segregated) schools for the DD

needed a service parent groups raised the finances for it.

Or, they went into the community in search of ways to pro

vide for it (e. g. fund raising activities). They brought

informal pressure to bear where necessary by appealing to

the moral sensitivities of the community--a strategy parent

groups still utilize as the continue the "gap-filling"

process for services. For example, the l978 newsletter of

a UCPA affiliate cites the following 1

The Livermore-Pleasonton Parent Group is going
full speed ahead Î The group has already met
with the School Department to demand more
therapy and other services for their area.
They are now in the process of orienting them
selves to their rights under P. L. 9-lº2.4

Parent groups did not have any real power in the sense

formally associated with the word. They had no recourse to

the physical force which is the basis of most relation

ships. (Potential force is assumed in relationships legi

timized in rational, legal or charismatic authority struc

tures, Weber, lgly 6, 19147.) There were no sanctions they

could enforce if needs and demands went unmet (nor can they
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now). They have had only their zealousness which has

grown out of a sense of moral outrage and their commitment

to changing the status of the DD.

Although the disability associations (individual

groups or national affiliates) were created within the

same general time frame each disability group remained

alone in its efforts and did not unite with other dis

ability groups. It was primarily from the lobbying efforts

of the National Association for Retarded Citizens (the

proportionately largest disability group subsumed under

the label DD) plus an accident of history that the

Mentally Retarded population began to emerge as a program

priority for federal and state governments making dis

ability a visible issue and forging a disability arena at

the national level.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 2

l. Linked to this perspective on the disabled is the
question of the numbers of individuals labeled as "mentally
deficient" who "just happen" to occupy the lower socio
economic strata and nonwhite segments of society. Rather
than questioning the relationship between economic and
political powerlessness and access to educational and
social resources, more powerful groups redefine these seg
ments of the population as "mentally inferior". The
question of the relationship between economic and politi
cal powerlessness and the ability to manipulate and to
gain control of valuable social resources remains a promi
nent question for all minority groups.

2. In 1970 Willowbrook, New York, exemplified the ills of
the institutional approach for the retarded disabled. It
housed 5,268 residents (500 more than rated capacity and
l,800 more than suggested capacity) of whom 77% were
"severely or profoundly retarded"; 60% not toilet trained;
76% unable to dress themselves; 30% with a history of
seizures and 70% having "behavior problems". Willowbrook
did not meet licensing standards for state institutions or
those for privately operated facilities. Developmental
programs were virtually nonexistent : 13% of school age
children and lº of adults receiving any kind of schooling;
37% participating in recreational programs; lož receiving
speech therapy; 6% receiving physical therapy (only one
licensed physical therapist for 5, 200 residents (Ronda
Kotelchuck, "Willowbrook i From Agony to Action",
HEALTH/PAC BULLETIN ZJanuary l973/, És. p. ll. The response
to the conditions at Willowbrook was the organization of a
parents' group (the Benevolent Society for Retarded
Children, Willowbrook Chapter) who with other groups and
some Willowbrook professionals succeeded in bringing a
class action suit on behalf of Willowbrook residents and
forced a state investigation with reforms promised.

3. Jay Katz, EXPERIMENTATION WITH HUMAN BEINGS - THE
AUTHORITY OF THE INVESTIGATOR, SUBJECT, PROFESSIONS AND
STATE IN THE HUMAN EXPERIMENTATION PROCESS, (New York i
Russell Sage Foundation, l972), pp. 955-1052.

lº. "Program Up-Date", UCPA of Alameda-Contra Costa
Counties, Inc., (Spring).





CHAPTER 3

EMERGING FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR THE DD

Whether or not there is now a national policy or

Program on or for the DD there have developed--albeit

fragmented--federal programs impacting on the groups

labeled DD (especially during the 1970's). However, frag

mentation is a symptom of the underlying dissensus and

definitional flux (i. e. ambiguity, uncertainty and incon

sistency) built into the programs for the disabled. What

follows includes 1 l) a discussion of the legislative

priorities, trends, conditions and strategies leading up to

and including the federal structures and processes of the

"DD program" of P.L. 91-103 (the "DD Assistance and Bill of

Rights Act" of 1975); 2) a discussion of the philosophies

and ambivalences emerging within the legislative arena in

fluencing recent federal efforts in the areas of health and

welfare; and 3) a discussion of definitional flux as exem

plified in the differential semantic assignment of meaning

to the DD which has resulted in divergent and emergent

meaning structures in legislation and national policy for

the DD (and other disabled).
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Emerging Priorities and Trends

Two great efforts to establish federal programs in

the area of disability emerged during the eras of the

New Deal and the Great Society. The New Deal with the

"Social Security Act" defined disability as a criterion of

eligibility for cash assistance and social insurance. It

later expanded Title V of the "Social Security Act"

authorizing federal grants to states for Maternal and

Child Health Services and Cripple Children's Services.

Although other efforts emerged between the New Deal

and the Great Society it is to the "boom period" of the

l960's that one has to return to view the growing concern

for the quality and quantity of social services and pro

grams for the disabled.” From the interactional processes

with parents there was a growing awareness amongst profes

sionals that the chronically disabled needed a continual

life-long program to meet the set of needs arising in

living with a moderate to severe disability.

Traditionally, the DD had "fallen between the cracks

of existing service systems, generic and specialized".”
When they existed programs focused on a single service or

category of need or a specific age group, while the DD

require(s) comprehensive multiple services throughout their

lives. This is not only from the nature of a given dis

ability but because many of the disabled have multiple dis

abilities requiring a variety of services. Hence, the

growing recognition of the chronicity of disability and the
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need for multiply coordinated services increasingly found

its way into federal legislation.

Cash payments were recognized as "not enough" to

solve the problems of the disabled. In 1962 the "Social

Security Act" was again amended authorizing direct Social

Services to cash assistance recipients. The emphases were

on rehabilitation, prevention and the maintenance of

family life (Ross, September 29, 1976).

In 1963, specific to the Mentally Retarded, the

"Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health

Centers Construction Act" (P.L. 88–164) was passed. This

legislation and the increasing concern with the Mentally

Retarded was prompted in part by the personal (and organi

zational) lobbying efforts of Eunice Shriver (the sister

of President Kennedy). This act was also instrumental in

bringing attention to the problems of other disabled popu

lations. Therefore, the prioritizing of the Mentally

Retarded on the national agenda came about partially

because the President of the United States happened to

have a family member (sister) who is Mentally Retarded.

The decade of the l970's saw a period of consolida

tion of the 1960's programs and an expansion of eligi

bility and benefit parameters. Plus there were some new

beginnings and approaches to solve the emerging "health

problem" of the l970's and l980's.

Deinstitutionalization and Independent Liviná. Much

of the legislation during the 1960's and l970's has been
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geared to independence as a goal for the DD and other dis

abled. During the 1970's deinstitutionalization (adopted

in 1963) and independent living (reinforced in the 1978

"Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services and Developmental

Disabilities Amendments", P.L. 95-602) remained as prior

ities for the disabled. Various strategies have been em

bodied in the legislation throughout this period.

For example, the concept of intermediate care

facility was introduced through expanded Medicaid coverage

for the DD. The consequence was that severely disabled

began moving out of the total institutional setting.

Intermediate care facility also implies a "way station"

from which the DD could leave for a less restrictive, more

independent, environment. Ideally, the time spent here

allows the DD to further acquire the skills and self-confi

dence necessary to live more independently. The reality is

that unless enough of these facilities are adequately pro

vided in the community this strategy for deinstitutionali

zation is nullified.

For example, in California in 1980 the prospect of

a tax-cutting initiative (Proposition 9) passing in June

requiring the release of 3000 mentally ill patients from

state hospitals to the communities brought dismay from

local health officials. The state mental health director

Dale Farabee's support for such deinstitutionalization was

countered by those believing that "there are practically

no vacancies in the federally funded beds in California
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communities, and there are no plans to augment the number

by any substantial amount" (e. g. Robert Bull, director

of the United States Department of Health, Education and

Welfare's certificate agency in California).” While not

facing such a rapid deinstitutionalization process the

issue of adequate and available facilities is equally

immediate for the disabled.

Strategies to promote independent living include

changing the education, housing and transportation pro

cesses and structures to include and to facilitate the DD.

Section 50% of the "Rehabilitation Act" of l973 (P.L. 93

ll2) banned discrimination of, or denial of, benefits to

the disabled under any program or activity receiving

federal financial assistance. The "Education for All

Handicapped Children Act" of 1975 (P.L. 911–ll2) entitled

disabled children to be educated in the "least restrictive

alternative" (for many this means a taxfree public educa

tion).

For the DD the latter has meant a victory over the

"separate but equal" philosophy in special education which

for many has meant "separate but unequal". In which even

the "best" education produced eighteen-year-old graduates

of normal intelligence who were unable to do sixth grade

mathematics or to understand the fundamentals of English

grammar. They had been educated to meet the requirements

for a delimitative future. This future did not include

employment (other than a sheltered workshop) or future
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education with nondisabled peers. Many disabled were

educated to be doubly disabled.

If the disabled of various types were politically

"hot" the l973–1971 period exemplified this." Thirty-two

pieces of legislation were enacted by the 93rd Congress

which in some way benefitted the disabled.”
In 1974 national housing laws were amended to provide

significant housing programs for the disabled. The

"Housing and Community Development Act" (P.L. 93-383)

established program bloc grants to local governments for

community development, created direct government loans for

housing for the disabled, and authorized rental assistance

programs • Increased appropriations followed the programs

in the community ("Supplemental Appropriations Act" of

1975, P.L. 93-554).

Accessibility in transportation facilitates the move

ment and visibility of the disabled allowing for the inter

actions necessary for a public redefinition in reconstruct

the social reality of the disabled. Barrier-free transpor

tation is a key link to actualizing the independent living

concept. It can be as simple as making curved surfaces

instead of angles as in the "Federal-Aid Highway Act" of

l973 (P.L. 93–87) which mandated curb ramps for the dis

abled.

However, what appears simple is not modified trans

portation systems are still embroiled in conflict. Rushmer
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(1975) found that federal regulations regarding accessi

bility to transportation for the disabled have almost never

been enforced. Hearings found that one-third of Americans

have difficulty with public transportation--about lož

because of physical handicaps. No transportation means no

employment.

During the final stages of this research the issue

of transbus (i. e. with modifications for accessibility for

the disabled) in the Department of Transportation had not

been resolved. The executive director of the Architectural

and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board which includes

DOT acknowledged at congressional hearings that accessible

public transit is essential to the integration of disabled

Americans. However, the future of transbus was still in

question. Especially since no bids had been received for

its manufacture (for the first order of 530 transbuses for

Los Angeles, Miami and Philadelphia) and the "Buy American

Act" clause in the "Surface Transportation Assistance Act"

of l978 seemed to preclude——unless revised--foreign bids

for transbus.

Secretary of Transportation Brock Adams was "deeply

disappointed" with the lack of bids and expressed the

belief that the manufacturers "acted against the needs of

all Americans, particularly the elderly and the handicap

ped".” The executive director of ATBCB acknowledged that

the board was (s) in the process of "evolving its transpor

tation policies in this new area".” Strategies by the
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disabled for protesting the transbus issue have included

sit-ins and other forms of civil and political pressuring

(e. g. an AC Transit sit-in in San Francisco, May 1978).

One strategy to promote deinstitutionalization is the

concept of a national minimum income as embodied in Title

XVI of the "Social Security Amendments" of l972 (P.L. 92

603). Unfortunately, Title XVI has also had the unintended

consequence of creating a disincentive for habilitation by

the disabled because of eligibility restrictions for

Supplemental Security Income (SSI)--i. e. there is a ceil

ing on monies receivable from employment and one's eligi

bility for aid.

Another strategy for promoting deinstitutionalization

and independent living has been the consolidation of all

social services into a new Title XX (the "Social Services

Amendments" of 1971, P.L. 93–647). Essentially, Title XX

built upon prior federal social service legislation wherein

social services were to be delivered to AFDC (Aid to Fami

lies with Dependent Children), SSI (Supplemental Security

Income) and low income groups. (Amending of Title XX in

1976 retained the essential goals. )

The most noticeable change from Title XX is in the

formal planning process. Title XX allowed for greater

flexibility for states in planning services and programs

and relaxed past eligibility (gate-keeping) barriers.

State officials could determine income eligibility levels

and which services could be provided. Title XX also

—E-F –
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required states to publish an Annual Program Plan for

public input--the first time for mandated public partici

pation. The provisions of Title XX were one way to insure

that processes encouraging deinstitutionalization were

provided.

One final--and most recent--strategy for deinstitu

tionalization and independent living is the direct one of

providing monies for this purpose. In fiscal year l980

(FY'80) sixty-five grants averaging $200,000 each were to

be awarded through the Rehabilitation Services Administra

tion (RSA) for establishing and operating independent

living centers. The monies are the consequence of the

1978 amendments (P.L. 95-602) to the "Rehabilitation Act"

of l973 which established a new independent living

authority (Title VII) to provide independent living for

severely disabled.”

Innovation in the 1970's

Three significant pieces of federal legislation in the

l970's were the "DD Services and Facilities Construction

Act" of 1970 (P.L. 91-517) which introduced the concept of

"Developmental Disabilities"; the "Education for All Handi

capped Children's Act" (P.L. 94-ll/2); and the "DD Assis

tance and Bill of Rights Act" (P.L. 94-103)--the latter

two both in 1975. Although the latter two provided for the

continuation of earlier efforts they both had innovative

provisions. Both acts looked at the role of the federal
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government in changing institutions formerly the responsi–

bility of state and local agencies. The strategy for

change was the grant-in-aid with requirements for effec

tively changing administrative governmental units in pro

grams for the disabled.

Significant to the l970 act was the concept of

* Developmental Disabilities"—-i. e. diseases or injuries

of the central nervous system. Conceptually, "nobody

knows where the term DD came from except maybe Meyer . . .

of Virginia Zor/ the White House Conference on the Handi
capped many years ago /and/ the stimulation obviously came
from the largest single group of DD-–the MR". (Where no

citation or reference to source is given the quotation is

from research interviews. ) However, the concept of DD has

had both social psychological and social structural signi

+icance for programming for the DD. In terms of program

development the concept of DD has been viewed as an

"administrative" or "organizational approach to the inte

§ration and expansion of services for the handicapped"

(Stedman, 1976, 187). The conceptualization is a way of

rationalizing existing services and creating a coordinated

program ("system") for the DD where none previously

existed.

Social psychologically the term DD changes the way the

targeted categories of disabled were/are viewed. Unlike

"crippled" or "handicapped" the new terminology implies

particular problems in the stages of development rather
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than identifies the total potential and "persona" of the

disabled. "Crippled" is a term which implies a general

state of being and identity for a person. Dewey and

Bentley (1949) were correct in asserting that "to be named

is to be known"--i. e. in the process of naming all the

parameters for what one believes can be known or expected

alre therein included. The term that generalizes from a

Particular disability to a total social psychological state

of being is what "cripples"——not the disability.

"Developmental" implies two premises. First, that

there is a particular physical or mental problem but one

which is only a portion of a person's physical or mental

reality. Second, that this is a problem which has a poten

tial for being overcome, improved, or counterbalanced by

© ther processes of growth and by a properly structured

Social environment.

With the concept of DD Mental Retardation was joined

by Cerebral Palsy, Epilepsy and Autism (Neurological

Handicaps was added later) in the "DD Services Act" of

+970. The legislative definition of DD which has come to
be known as the minority definition was phrased in terms

of particular disabilities, their chronicity ("continue

indefinitely"), their origin ("before the age of eighteen")

and their role as a "barrier to normal functioning in

Society".

The "Education for All Handicapped Children Act" tries

to guarantee an equal education for disabled children.

––.
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Far more costly than the "DD Rights Act" (P.L. 911–103) it

is also more expansive and controversial. It remains to

be seen if the goal requiring restructured educational in

stitutions and processes can be met given questionable

funding and resistance by school districts. Or, whether

to be effective this "symbolic gesture" must be repropor

tioned to its funding base with the possibility of success—

ful operationalization and implementation.

Less costly but equally significant is the "DD Rights

Act"--the "heart of the DD program". Innovative to this

act are advocacy (a rights provision for the DD)? and a

s: o ordination of services strategy. For the first time

=federal law required independent agencies at the state

-level to protect and to advocate for the rights of the

DD. 10 Whether in retrospect the program can be labeled

Fuccessful it was given only a short time--l975 to 1978–-

ir, which to perform before the 1978 amendments to the

"Rehabilitation Act" of 1973 and the "DD Rights Act" (i. e.

P. L. 95-602). This research as well as the l980 General

*c counting Office report (see p. 3) have been generally

*Regative in their appraisals. However, even at the outset

there were critics "it started out as a hodge-podge,

exiven a limited area /with/ the same administrative patho
logy that destroys everything immediately /present/".

Prior to the "DD Rights Act" the DD service "system"

was dominated by "age limitations, income limitations or

Professional credentialling" resulting in "gaps in the
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delivery of services" (Ross, January 20, 1977 il). The "DD

Rights Act" was to be that link impacting on some thirty

generic services. DD "services" included those generic

and specialized services leading to the alleviation of a

developmental disability or to the "social, personal,

physical or economic habilitation or rehabilitation".

The mandate was large in scope and somewhat vague

creating the grounds for future discretionary processes to

dominate. For "social, personal, physical and economic

habilitation or rehabilitation" are as difficult to oper

a tionalize as the World Health Organization's attempt to

define "health" as "total physical, mental and social well

being" (Wilson, 1970 ill). The success of the service pro

€ram becomes dependent upon variables difficult to define

*rld the margin of success becomes smaller as the parameters

Sºr goals become larger. In addition, as Spitler (l'974 7)

has pointed out the emphases on coordinated services and

semprehensive planning for the DD (as for the aged) assumes

that "comprehensive services do, at this time, exist at the

+ocal level and need only to be refocused, coordinated and

-linked".

To implement the coordinated services and advocacy

Strategies the "DD Rights Act" created a structure with

+) a National Advisory Council on Services and Facilities
for the DD, and 2) State Planning Councils to insure the

development and rationalization of the "comprehensive ser

Vice network across departmental lines". This structure

" " --
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and approach to creating a DD program was reflective of

other trends in program development in health and welfare

stressing the philosophies of New Federalism, rationaliza

tion and "legislation by formula".

Philosophies and Ambivalences i Program Arenas

Decentralization. The "DD Rights Act" is represen

tative of the New Federalism strategy of the l970's for

returning discretion and power in decision making to the

states and local communities. To achieve this decentrali

zation recent legislation in health and welfare appears to

be "legislated with a formula" of one federal unit and

rhumerous state and/or regional or area units. For

example, this structure has already appeared, or has been

Droposed for, the following programs i

l. Comprehensive Health Planning Act of l966 : crea—
tion of a National Council, a state "a" agency
and local health planning "b" agencies.

2. National Health Planni and Resources Develop
ment Act of 1975, creation of a National Coun
cil for Health Planning and Development; a
statewide Health Coordinating Council (HCC);
a state Health Planning and Development Agency
(HPDA); and a network (N=200) of local Health
System Agencies (HSA).

3. Title XI of the Social Security Amendments of
1972; established State Professional Review
Council and area-wide Professional Standards
Review Organizations.

*: Older Americans Act of 1965 plus the Amendments
of l i creation of State Units on Aging#; and Area Agencies on Aging (AAA).

5. The proposed Health Services Act of 1978."
creation of United States Health Service
Organization plus a system of area,

_--I-L.
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regional, community health boards with a
goal of participation "by the people".

This process of decentralizing has theoretical sup

port--i. e. that the dispersion of activity and authority

to the local level will increase involvement and strengthen

the viability of a program since communities can best per

form needs assessment. However, decentralization has also

been critized as a way of dispersing and neutralizing

moral and political force through interest group politics

at the local level--"decentralization is abdication" (Lowi,

1971,80).” If, in addition, the mandate and the language

of the legislation is vague and amgibuous the way is open

for fluctuating definitions in the program arena allowing

for discretionary processes to develop.

The above legislated programs, as with the Great

Society programs in general (Baer, l975; Ginzberg and

Solow, l974; Moynihan, 1969) have been criticized and even

-labeled failures. The Comprehensive Health Planning

-Agencies (CHPs) have been cited for, and were terminated

clue to, problems with role definition, lack of authority

or power, conflict due to environmental (contextual) vari

ables, the introduction of the planning perspective when

operating with a pluralist model, staffing and funding

limitations (Clark, Jr., 1973; Colt, l970; O'Connor, l974;

Roemer, Kramer and Frink, 1975). Similar problems with

definitions, roles, staffing, funding, existing organiza

tional structures and planning have been expressed
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regarding the aging program (Estes, l975; Hudson and

Veley, l974; Spitler, l974).

Similarly, the Professional Standards Review Organi

zations (PSROs) have come under attack. Mandated to moni

tor Medicaid and Medicare related services to cut costs

and to eliminate unnecessary medical treatment, they have

Performed less than hoped—-if not expected (Anderson,

1976; Welch, 1973). A federal DHEW study has shown the

PSR0s to be ineffective in cutting costs and the Office of

IVianagement and Budget has suggested removal of the program

from the 1979 budget. However, DHEW Secretary Califano

extended the program until 1980 with a proposed 20% budget

increase.* 0. Anderson's critique is that the PSRO

5 tructure had been created without a technology to do the

Jeb--i. e. there is no systematic methodology with vali

Slated criteria for monitoring medical practice at this

time.

The "National Planning and Resources Development Act"

** =s also found critics, especially regarding issues of

Jeswer and evaluation mechanisms (Anderson and Robbins,

+S76). Critics of these programs include 1 l) those who

Would prefer little or no change in the organization of

health care ; and 2) those who see planning efforts as anti

thetical to decentralized decision making. More radical

Sritiques see planning and power given to the program

\lnits, e. g. HSAs, as a strategy of maintaining the status

Quo. This raises the questions of whether planning units
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are intended to be or actually can be effective. This is

relevant to any discussion of the success or failure of

the "DD program" since it, too, was mandated for a planning

role .

Planning within a pluralist perspective. With an in

creased emphasis on rationalizing existing modes of health

care in America (Battistella, l972; Clark, Jr., 1973;

Douglas-Wilson and McLachlan, l973; Roemer, Kramer and

Frink, l975; Rosenfeld and Rosenfeld, l975; Somers, l97l)

Elanning becomes the natural handmaiden.” However,

another philosophy current in the public program arena is

the belief in a pluralist society (i. e. competition of

*nultiple groups with equal access) which does not easily

S C –exist with planning requirements.”
Planning is by definition a rational, coordinated and

*Senerally centralized strategy to achieve specific goals.

+rn the United States the political and social environment

** =s not been particularly conducive to any extreme planning

Sº if fort preferring instead an incremental (i. e. "piece

*neal") strategy for problem solving (Frankenhoff, 1977;

* =l7; Lindblowm 1959). When extreme planning and centrali

*ing processes such as the New Deal have taken place it is

§ enerally in times of agreed upon national "crisis" and it

is generally not followed too soon by similar global ac

tions. Moreover, if the thesis presented here of defini

tional ambiguity, uncertainty and inconsistency (i. e.

flux) in program arenas is accepted, then it follows that
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planning will be very difficult to achieve.

Incremental planning is evident by the progression

of programming and policy making for the DD but it is

also compatible when there is no "Program" or national

policy for a population or issue.” It is also compatible

with the pluralist perspective on problem solving--i. e.

the division of position, power, responsibility or obliga

tion amongst groups or institutions. This implies sharing

and competition, frequently conflict, although it does not

imply hostility (Hiestand, l97l). With the New Federalism

Pluralism is based on the assumption that states and com—

munities will decide within an incremental planning

= pproach which solutions are best suited and can be actual

ized.

However, incremental planning is also a condition for

S■ iscretionary processes and symbolic reconstruction in

|Sublic programs to occur. Without a central force for de

finitional consistency or the power to enforce compatible
ºlefinitions, the existence of multiple realities in

|Sluralism operating at the state and local levels creates

the conditions for the discretionary use of particular

ºlefinitions and the symbolic reconstruction of others.

In addition, since pluralism and incrementalism denote

multiple and piecemeal efforts it is questionable whether

the coordination strategy will succeed (Marris and Rein,

l967; Moynihan, l969; Warren, l973). That is, at the

federal level general goals are decided which are not well

—m—-
|L- - –
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defined. They are now decentralized to the community or

state level. But the community is by definition under the

pluralist perspective given the option of competing defi

nitions and perspectives on social reality and social ac

tion. The question is whether coordination and consensus

can be created, and, if so, from the top-down or the

bottom-up.

A key to the success of the coordination approach

—lies in the consensus of meaning or social understandings

among the participants in the program and program arena

C i. e. those groups and agencies with which the program

*> omes into contact). Given the vague language of much

+egislation (even with clarification through federal regu

+=tions) the meanings assigned by participants and the

Yays they symbolically reconstruct the program parameters

Will determine the success or failure of the coordination

strategy--and, hence, the program.

Rivergent meanings. Legislation and Arena
The legislative act is a prescription for social

action. As such it is based upon the consensus of meaning

that the social actors can create within the situation.

For the implementation process to occur social actions must

be aligned through the units and by the actors in the pro

gram and program arena. However, this is complex and

highly problematic resting upon the faith that the original

prescriptive consensus can be maintained during program

-- a
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implementation.

Construction of social action. The ability of social

actors to mutually construct and to align joint action--

i. e. Mead's "social act" (1938; Blumer, l966)--is what

makes the action "social" (i. e. taking into account the

perspective of the other actor in building action, Mead,

1956; 31.6). Therefore, social action becomes the ability

to define and to agree to the same definition (s) of the

situation--i. e. to hold shared meanings. From this the

construction of , or negotiation of , mutually satisfying

Joint lines of action(s) is possible.

The issue of shared meanings permeates all levels of

The DD and other public programs. The problem of shared

*n eanings is what the actors in the DD program mean when

*hey speak of a "communication problem" between units. As

Pewey (Dewey and Bentley, l949 31|| ) has written "to see

the problem another sees, in the same perspective and at

the same angle--amounts to something. Agreement as to

Conclusions is in comparison perfunctory".

Individuals and groups come to the public program

arena with varying degrees of identification with divergent

reference groups comprising multiple realities (social

worlds)--e. g. parent; legislator; provider. To the extent

that these actors have difficulty understanding, or agree

ing to , the definitions held by each other one can expect

that the conditions will be created for failure in coordi

nated action, and, hence, failure to achieve program

-
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goals. This is especially so when social understandings

of the issue or population are in flux, conflict or are

Vague .

To understand the emergent program problems of commun

ication, role, identity, expectations, responsibility,

credibility, program structure, conflict and aligned ac

tion visible in the "DD program" one has to seek out the

range of definitions (and assumptions) present. For exam

IPle, in the case of the DD, what are the perceptions,

+abels or philosophies which make up the social definitions

ësiven to the DD which become part of any policy or program?

*hese include whether or not the population is defined as

"healthy", "ill" or "deviant"--i. e. to be "habilitated",
"rehabilitated", "deinstitutionalized", "protected", "com
Retitive", "cured", "dependent" or "independent". If
*here are conflicting definitions, then held "by whom and

*ith what consequences?" If there are conflicting defini
*ions, then definitional flux and ambivalence will continue

Sºonditioning the implementation of the program.

A consequence of definitional flux is that given con

trary or contradictory definitions in particular situations

(e. g. ambiguity in roles ; differential power structures)

one or another of these definitions may be discretionarily

used (Edelman, 1977). This discretionary assignment of

meaning (i. e. differential semantic assignment) results in

conflicting or stalled lines of action and can result in

the failure to achieve program goals.
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Yet, differential semantic assignment of meaning does

not always have negative consequences. For example, one

can treat the DD population as a group to be both "protec

ted" and "competitive". The problem arises when labels

are inconsistently used or use is determined by the poli

tical and economic conditions which exist (Estes, l979;

Miller, 1976).

A key conflict arising out of divergent definitions of

the DD is whether or not they are to be rehabilitated or

Jºhabilitated. The 1978 amendments to the "Rehabilitation

4-c t” of 1973 and the "DD Rights Act" of 1975 were a compro

In this compromisenise of the House and Senate versions.

tº he definitions of who are the DD and how should they be

*reated were crucial. There were groups who wanted to eli

*irate the separate "DD program" and to place the DD under
*he Department of Rehabilitation.

There was discussion of broadening the Vocational Re

*\abilitation program to include independent living as a

*-egitimate objective. Vocational Rehabilitation already
had an organizational, structural, financial and legisla

tive history and professional experience with adults who

This was a strong argument favoring indepenare disabled.

(Independent living bedent living under Rehabilitation.

came Title VII in the amendments.)

there were others who believed that the needsHowever,

of the chronically and severely disabled of the DD could

not be appropriately taken care of under Rehabilitation or
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that the philosophy of Rehabilitation would not meet the

chronic long term care and service requirements of the DD.

Rehabilitation has had a strong "productive employment"

orientation--"the bias of the Department of Rehabilitation

is toward persons who can expect to enter the competitive

job market".” In addition, Vocational Rehabilitation has

a history of denying services to persons on the basis of

severe disability (Ross, January 20, 1977; 2).

A 1974 study by a private consumer organization

C Enck, 1976 : 1) found of thirteen affiliates studied serving

+ 729 disabled adults l;39 were classified as severely dis

*-bled (i. e. with serious limits on mobility, communica

Tº ion, self-care, self-direction, independent living, work
* <>ilerance or work skills. Of these, 90% received SSI, a

*= jority had educational levels of the second to eighth

Esrades and the majority had minimal or no marketable

*kills. Therefore, it would appear that the majority did

**ot meet the profile of the typical Vocational Rehabilita

tion client. Moreover, Vocational Rehabilitation has had

an age limitation and it is a single generic service which

raises the question of whether it can coordinate or be

responsible for all components needed for independent

living skills.

The conflict is ongoing. Structural elaboration (i. e.

building new organizational structures) in Washington,

D. C. , has already included the demotion of the DD Office

to a Bureau of DD in its structural reorganization efforts.
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Some respondents in this research would prefer that the DD

become direct recipients under a Social Security Adminis–

tration mechanism (e. g. a vendor system) rather than be

placed under the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation.

Differential semantic assignment. Differential seman

tic assignment is the process by which divergent meanings

are assigned to objects, persons and actions in social

life. Definitional flux in social settings is a key con

sequence of differential semantic assignment.

Conditions for differential semantic assignment in

* Plude the following. One condition is the symbolic history

<> -■ the participants-- i. e. the past experience and collec

Trive symbols actors bring to the situation (e. g. some DD

Froviders still refuse to acknoqledge that "DD" means other

*han Mental Retardation). A second condition is time (i. e.

Tt he intensity and extensity of actors' association with the

*ituation or population (e. g. parents and DD have a long,

*rld legislators have a generally short, involvement with

*PD as an issue). A third condition is accessibility (i. e.
the degree of accessibility to new symbols or meanings to

redefine the object (e. g. without physical visibility and

participation by the DD the community has little opportunity

for creating new definitions). A fourth condition is social

structure--i. e. the formidability of existing political,

economic and social relationships (e. g. deviant parental

perspectives versus established professional perspectives

or deinstitutionalization versus the nonavailability of
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alternative care structures). A fifth condition is the

available symbols to create or sustain definitions (i. e.

the existing "stock of knowledge" in the public vocabu

lary (e. g. are the DD to be integrated when public opinion

views them as "cripples"; or, emerging from a recent sit

in, how are they to be defined when opinion perceives them

as receiving "handouts from a benevolent society"?). A

sixth condition is novelty (i. e. the input of meaning not

Dreviously existing which creates a new and sudden way of

IPerceiving the population (e. g. the political sit-ins by

the disabled of DHEW offices has created public attention

* emanding new meanings for behavior which not previously

*PEist). A seventh condition is the "politics" of the

= i tuation (i. e. Edelman, 1971 and 1977, has shown the

**=-jor role of symbolizing processes in political life is

to assign and differentially allocate meanings in order

to assauge and socially control public anxiety about given

+ssues or populations (e. g. programs may be "symbolic

ëse stures" for populations such as the DD which are politi

Sally in one year and out another).

The fluxuation of definitions arising from differen

tial semantic assignment of meaning to the DD occurs most

frequently between the parents and professionals, the DD

and their parents, and the DD (parents; guardians) and the

general public. The fact that there are few DD on any

boards of the "DD program" in California is as much a pro

blem of parental and public biases toward the DD as it is a
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problem of recruitment (e. g. having an available pool of

recruits). The ambivalence over whether "developmental

disability" (DD) is a "disease" or a "condition" emerges

in the interactions between the DD and the general public.

DD were not as of the l975 minority definition a diseased

population. DD was defined as a condition with which most

DD are born. The importance of the differentiation is that

the DD do not get worse but generally cannot be "cured"--of

Program significance since they can be improved. (The

l 978 amendments with a new "majority definition--see

Chapter 6–-opens up "handicappism" to include disease pro

c esses such as Multiple Sclerosis as well as alcoholism. )

Whether the label of deviance is given to the DD is

Sº if importance since it sets up exclusionary processes and

= tructures for the DD and because it is a social process in

Which a group becomes singled out for reasons other than

those inherent to the condition or characteristic (Davis,

ºl-962; Edelman, 1977; Erikson, 1965; Goffman, 1963, 1971;

Temert, 1951, Lorber, 1967).” For the DD this has resulted
in a whole set of segregated structures and processes li

miting their chances to attain a "normal" life.

The consequence of this has been the creation of a

Social world for the DD by the fact of being DD. They

share a common perspective, share a common career and share

common expectations of a life style--even if they are iso

lated from each other. "The central feature of social

worlds is not their tightly knit nore extensive organiza
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tion; just the opposite for they are characterized by their

looseness or diffuseness" (Struass, l969 l62). There are

those who engage in "deviance disavowal" (Davis, 1962 120

132) but chances for success are limited by the larger

constraining social psychological and social structural

processes. Such deviance disavowal accounts for the

politicization of the DD and their banding together in an

attempt to fight such labeling (e. g. Center for Indepen

dent Living, Berkeley, California; Consortium Concerned

with DD). However, the potential for the impact and re

emergence of the deviant label is everpresent.

Consequences for program development. The conse

Gluences for program development of definitional flux resul

ing from differential semantic assignment of meanings and

-labels to the DD include a lack of consensus, nonaligned

*action, fragmentation, exclusion from services, and ambi

Valent feelings and hostility from the public (especially

in the inflationary 1970's and 1980's). The lack of con

sensus or the presence of definitional flux is evidenced

by one respondent's statement that

the DD don't fall into any slot Zin existing pro
gram structures/, l) they don't fall into Mental
Health Services because they don't need help from
the psychiatric community; 2) they don't fall into
medical services because they're not sick; 3) they
don't need rehabilitation because there is nothing
to be rehabilitated to ; l; ) it can be argued they
don't belong in education because traditional
education is to learn to read and write but many
of them are learning something else——they are
learning social, physical skills (how to walk;
how to handle a spoon; how to dress them
selves)--not traditional education; /and/ there
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isn't any key place these people can come.
What they have in common is the old federal
definition that they require certain kinds
of services to make their lives go.

One consequence is that conditions are set for terri

—t oriality of groups and agencies toward the DD population

a rid resources. Another consequence is that conditions are

= e t for the absolution of responsibility--"it's not my

jc b ". Another consequence is that conditions are set for

t Fle discretionary treatment of the population in terms of

= <= irvices provided. Another consequence is that conditions

== e set for confusion over role expectations for the units

+***Elementing the program.

A final consequence is that conditions are set for

S’ Tºre rall program failure rather than success. Since if to

** = rine is to know then the failure to name will result in the

* = in ure to know or define the problem. If problem solving

is based on shared (consensual) definitions then problem

** =lving will remain difficult. Another example of this

**e cess is found in Derthick's research (1972 i lj) on the

"New Towns In-Town" program which was riddled with nomen

S**-e-ture problems. Fearing to raise public expectations

“NTITw various names were applied to the program (e. g.

*ederal Land for critical Needs /FELCUN7, Surplus Lands for
°ommunity Development ZSLCD7). Eleven other project names

Were tried. The program was a resounding failure.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 3

-- - E. Clarke Ross, "Federal Legislation--Past, Present
= rid Future Implications for Local UCPA Affiliates",
IE*=per presented to the Annual Conference of United Cerebral
IE’=lsy, North Carolina, Raleigh, North Carolina (September
-> <>, 1976), ps 2.

= - WORD FROM WASHINGTON, UCPA, EFA and NSAC Governmental
-A-ctivities Office, Washington, D. C., (June 1978), 9, 7,
IEPTE • l-2.

-> - "Big Flap Over Mental Health", SAN FRANCISCO
C HRONICLE, Tuesday, March ll, l980, p. 22. See also
** liental Health Chief Offers His Views on Possible Cuts",
S-AN FRANCISCO EXAMINER AND CHRONICLE, Sunday, March 23,
--S80, Section B, p. 14.

++ . Legislation reflects the changing social mores and
|Shilosophies in society—-legislators only codify society's
Slomain beliefs (Robert Park, ON SOCIAL CONTROL AND
SOLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR, edited and introduced by Ralph H.
Turner /Chicago University of Chicago Press, 19677,
|S. 224 : see also Norman Berstein /ed./ DIMINISHED PEOPLE:
FROBLEMS AND CARE OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED ZBoston
little, Brown and Co., 19707).
5. "A Summary of Selected Legislation Relating to the
ºpped", Department of Health, Education and Welfare,975.

6. PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPPED, Office of Handicapped
Individuals (May/June 1979), p. 9.

7. ACCESS AMERICA (Newsletter), (May 17, 1979).

8. "Projects Planned for Independent Living", HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT NEWS, Human Development Services, Washington,
D. C., l980.

9. United States Senators Jacob Javits and Ted Kennedy
worked to build this provision into the law. The rights
clause includes 1 l) the right to appropriate treatment,
services and habilitation; 2) the right to the above
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die signed to maximize developmentally the potential of
e alch person; and 3) the assurance by the federal govern
rnerit and the states that public funds will be held from
airly residential program which does not : a) provide
-treatment, services and habilitation; b) provide adequate
rrn edical and dental services; c) prohibit use of physical
re straint on persons unless absolutely necessary (not as
EP unishment); d) prohibit use of chemical restraints;
e D give permission for close relatives to visit at
reasonable hours without prior notice; and f) comply with
a clequate fire and safety standards.

L C . To insure the protection and advocacy of individual
ri ghts the federal government requires as a condition for
t ITie state receiving its allotment that it must provide
IL D a system to protect and advocate rights of persons with
L'I*; 2) that such system have authority to pursue legal,
a ciministrative and other appropriate remedies to insure
it Irie protection of the rights of such persons; and 3) such
>L system must be independent of any state agency providing
TE=E-eatment, services or habilitation.

H-H . Theodore Lowi (THE POLITICS_OF DISORDER /New York,
VN - W. Norton and Co., Inc., 19717 p. 60) asserted that
s Tºach decentralization was one cause of the failure of the
** War on Poverty" program 1 l) it "removed the policy pro
* ess entirely from the focus of the large national move
**hent. This meant a transfer of the conflict from the

Scus of the national movement down to a multiplicity of
F Sints where the force of the movement would be lost

hrough dispersion".

ºl-2. "Pffff:ft for PSROs", HEALTH/PAC BULLETIN (January/Febr
\lary 1978) 80, p. 3.

+3. Darwin Palmiere ("Types of Planning in the Health Care
System", AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH /August 19727,
S2, pp. lll2–lll:5) distinguishes between three types of
planning 1 l) dispersed health planning (equivalent to the
pluralist model of decision making); 2) focused health
planning (consensual decision making on the basis of
common or self-interest); and 3) central health planning
(central decision making and enforcement powers). He
suggests all three can and will be used concurrently regard
ing decisions and operations of health care "systems".

lly. It may be that these ambivalences and conflicts re
garding the tole of planning and the differing perspectives
on approaches to problem solving create the major obstacles
which result in programs failing rather than succeeding.

l5. Incremental planning approach has been open to criti

|
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c isms of failing programs, high costs and wastes, unmet
rheeds and tendencies to entrenched power and the status
cluo (Elliot A. Brause, "Recent Trends in Planning as
Ideology A Critique of Anderson and Robins", INTER

º JOURNAL OF HEALTH SERVICES ZI9767, 6, ly, pp. 671–76 ).

IL6. SDDC MINUTES, July 12, 1977.

IL7. Kai T. Erikson ("The Sociology of Deviance", in Edward
C. McDonagh and Jon E. Simpson Zeds .7, SOCIAL PROBLEMS
IPERSISTENT CHALLENGES /New York Holt, Rinehart and
VAWinston, Inc., 19657, pp. 1157–1464) defines deviance as
conduct which deviates from community norms and becomes
-the object of social control. Edwin M. Lemert (SOCIAL
IEATHOLöGY /New York, McGraw-Hill, l9517, pp. 75–77) adds
-that deviance is not a property inherent in a given social
=ct but is conferred upon those actions. It is ascribed
TEo a person or a group by significant others who have the

ower to define (e. g. professionals; community). Murray
IEdelman (POLITICAL LANGUAGE OWRDS THAT SUCCEED AND
EOLICIES THAT FAIL /New York, Academic Press, 19777,
Tº. 62) suggests that it is also a discretionary process

** any categorization scheme that consigns people to niches
=lccording to their actual or potential accomplishments or
behavior is bound to be political, no matter what its
scientific function--I. Q. , personality types, etc."

Fred Davis ("Deviance Disavowali The Management of
Strained Interaction by the Visibly Handicapped", SOCIAL
FROBLEMS /Fall 19617, 9, 2, pp. 120-132) suggests that
the deviance label to the physically disabled is more pro
blematic and discretionary than for other "deviants" (e. g.
in Black-White interactions) and is more of an interac
tional emergent than for other more conventionalized
labeling of groups as deviant. In addition, unlike other
stigmatized populations the DD (aside from the mildly
retarded or the asymptomatic Epileptic ) cannot "pass"
(Erving Goffman, STIGMA NOTES ON THE MANAGEMENT OF
SPOILED IDENTITY_/Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey Prentice
Hall, Inc., l9637, pp. 73-91) or redefine the situation
through "impression management" (Erving Goffman, THE
PRESENTATION OF SELF IN EVERYDAY LIFE, ZNew York, Double
day Anchor Books, 19597, pp. 208-237). TGoffman stresses
the importance of appearing "normal" so that others will
"disattend" (RELATIONS IN PUBLIC i MICROSTUDIES OF THE
PUBLIC ORDER /New York Basic Books, Inc., 19717, p. 279).
Yet, this is not possible for most DD who are always "on
stage" due to the high visibility of their disability.
The public has access to the DD.





CHAPTER l;

AN EMERGING STATE PROGRAM

When asked to describe the "DD program" in California

c ine respondent stated : "where DD is now is that we have a

= ~ystem". The research question is whether California does

I-lave a "system" for the DD and how this "system" works--

i . e. the interrelationships and understandings of the

TE articipants. Or, whether the system is a "nonsystem"

TEP ecause programs in definitional flux are doomed to reflect

i-r their structures (units) the ambiguities, uncertainties

= rhd inconsistencies flowing from this basic social condi

Tt ion. What follows is a discussion of the structural com—

ls onents of the "DD program"--i. e. the units and their

*als signed statutory, as well as emergent, roles-–and the

Gliscrepancies between expectation and performance.

As Silverman (1970 : 134) has suggested social structure

refers to "meanings . . . that define the social setting it–

self and the approximate relationships between the role

players that are expected to be part of it". The statutory

intent (or definition of the situation) by legislative

framers is open to interpretation by participating actors

as it becomes structured in units to fulfill this mandate.

Therefore, although the following stresses the structural
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Lara its or organizations of the California "DD program" they

alre analytically useful as conditional settings within

vºyri ich social action is constructed. For to stress only

** = tructural variables fails to acknowledge the importance

c -f the orientations of the people involved and the meanings

-t Fiey attach" to temporal social conditions and social pro

<= esses (Silverman, 1970 : 135).

I-H =i-storical Emergence of a Disability Program

As the social meaning of the disabled was transformed

C = lifornia opened the first mental institution in the West

i-rh l851, Stockton State Hospital, and in 1891 opened its

Ef irst institution exclusively for the Mentally Retarded,

R. cnoma State Hospital (Amundson, l976). As the philoso

PRhical reconstruction leading to deinstitutionalization

Sº nerged the first steps were taken in 1939 to place State

*Hospital patients into small residential homes in the com—

*nunity and in 1946 the Bureau of Social Work (now Continual

Sare Services Section, CCSS) was created supervising these

Sommunity placements. This process was augmented in 1950

with the federal Hill–Burton Hospital Construction program

providing large sums of federal and state matching funds

for construction of residential programs for the Mentally

Retarded. In 1962 President Kennedy's panel to study the

nation's delivery of services to the Mentally Retarded

eventuated in the passage of the "DD Services and Facilities

Construction Act" of 1970 (P. L. 88–1614) to carry out the
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Parmel's recommendation for a "fixed point of entry and

return" for the retarded in local communities.

At the same time the California legislature estab

IL i shed an Assembly Ways and Means Subcommittee on Mental

IHe alth Services (i. e. with Frank Lanterman, Nick Petris

= rid Jerry Waldie) and in 1964 established a study commis

= i on (which published the UNDEVELOPED RESOURCE). Both the

= ~abcommittee and the commission defined a need for major

se lºanges in the state's system of delivering services to

Tt Irae retarded.

California legislation in 1965 (coauthored by Waldie,

PE* =tris and Lanterman) created two pilot regional centers

K FC) for the Mentally Retarded (i. e. San Francisco; Los

*-ringeles) with the intent of reducing the State Hospital

Y=iting list of 3,000 persons. The two pilot RCs deter

*nined that two-thirds of the waiting list did not require

**ospitalization. (Severe overcrowding and understaffing

had the State Hospitals characterized as "remote ware

houses".)

The strategy of RCs was further promoted in a second

legislative study in 1968 after which Assemblyman Lanterman

introduced AB 225 (the "Lanterman Mental Retardation Act"

of 1969) structuring a statewide network of regional centers

(RC), area boards (AB) and a state Council (SDDC)--the fore

runner of the "DD program" structure under P.L. 94-lo2.
DefinThis legislation faced immediate opposition.

ing this action as an invasion of territory and power the
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C allifornia State Employees Association filed a lawsuit

c cºntending the unconstitutionality of the state contrac

—t ing with private agencies for the provision of RC ser–

~rices. Their reasoning--which the Court rejected.--was

-tz Fiat state employees perform this function. Thereafter,

F C development progressed and in l972 the "Lanterman Retar

clation Act" was expanded to include the other disability

as Eroups .

==tatutory Definitions and landates

The "DD program" in California operated from two sta

TE utes : the federal "DD Rights Act" (P.L. 94-l93) and the

C =lifornia "Lanterman DD Services Act" (AB 3800–3809

series in 1976--now Division l; .5 of AB 363, California

*Health and Safety Code). Federal legislation only man
Slated the structuring of a State Planning Council on DD

KSDDC). However, legislation in California built upon an

S*Xisting philosophy of decentralization and regionali

3-ation through Area Boards (AB). In addition, other units

have been created (e. g. Organization of Area Boards, OAB)

or already existed in the program arena (e. g. County

Coordinating Councils on DD, CDDC). Yet, these units were

not clearly defined and definitions of role have fluctuated

according to conditions and perspectives. Definitional

ambiguity, uncertainty and inconsistency have emerged

around role and expectations.

*
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A-rea Board as an Emerging Concept (AB, N=13)

California is unique in the structuring which has

c. ccurred——no other state has a "system" of ABs. Further,

cºrne AB region--identified as ABY for confidentiality in

—t His research--is unique in that it also has in existence,

vºrith paid staff, five county DD councils (CDDC). The

C: IDDCs are an important, yet formally neglected, structure

i_rn the California "DD program".

One rationale for the ABs is, as one respondent sug

sº ested, due to California's diversity--"California is

e =sentially Europe". For example, one Southern California

=-Irea has a profile of a high Indian population, low

Fracbility, numerous counties, a rural population and a

*>eavy concentration of people in small communities. This
*-s in contrast with the large, urban, mobile and hetero

seneous area comprising ABY.” These areas have different

S■ efinitions and perspectives on the DD and required ser
Yices. However, the commonality is the DD and their need

for a structure ensuring comprehensive and coordinated

Services. The "fragmentation of services as a primary ob

stacle to an efficient and responsive system" for the DD

has continually been cited as a problem.” Services have

continued to be defined as "disorganized", "sporadic",

having "information gaps" and "inconsistently funded".”
The ABs were first defined and mandated with AB 225

(1969) and, therefore, pre-existed the structural require

ments of P.L. 94-103. The significance of this is that an
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crganizational mechanism was already in place upon which

—the l976 "DD program" could be developed. The pre-exist

ing structural arrangements could have given the l976 pro

erram a "headstart" if all other actors of the DD "system"

consensually defined the parameters of the program--i. e.

I-low respective roles of the significant units were

cle fined.

Although innovative to the state enactment of the

=fe deral statute, from the beginning the ABs were not with

<> La -t their critics. One CDDC Director responded to the ABs i

** = s I read the ten bills I had no confidence in Zthe AB7.
*F->w can fifteen people with no constituency in a huge

+ra e Ttropolitan area take seriously the business called moni

Tt- e. Gring programs". However, politically, the AB concept

Y=-s a condition for the passage of the other nine highly

**= sired bills. As a CDDC Director stated, "it was the
*-*= ~, I had the most trouble with but we kept being told

*i-st these laws better all pass as a package because if

S’ su fight the AB law you're going to lose on the rates-–and

Ye need the rates".

However, the AB was perceived and defined as the logi

Sal unit for the required planning and coordinating roles--

each AB covers one to ten counties. For example, ABY was

conceived because of its history of common ties to local

units and because of geographical contiguity. Further, the

region of ABY has had a history of cooperative planning

efforts (e. g. associations of local governmental units and
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a transportation commission). Again, in 1978, with advo

cacy as an emergent role the AB was the logical unit.

"Because of the vast size, the legal, civil and service

rights of persons with DD will not be adequately guaranteed

throughout the state unless monitoring responsibility is

established on a regional basis through area boards on

developmental disabilities" (Division H. 5, Chapter ly,

Section 4570 of the Health and Safety Code).

Refocusing of the ABs. The original functions or

goals of ABs have been legislatively reprioritized. Plan

ning and coordinating (1969) have been joined in 1978 by

protecting and advocating and reviewing and monitoring.

"Area boards shall protect and advocate the rights of all

persons in the area with developmental disabilities"; "to

the extent that resources are available, area boards shall

review /monitor/ the policies and practices of publicly
funded agencies . . ." (Division l; .5, Chapter H, Sections

*590 and lºj93, Health and Safety Code).

One question is why the redefining of the ABs has

occurred and how this impacts on the still existent roles of

planning and coordinating. Another question is how the

role of advocating by ABs will align with the role of advo

cating performed by the new California body, Protection and

Advocacy, Inc. (PAI)--a nonprofit corporation mandated at the

state level by federal law. Both advocate for the individual

whereas the SDDC generally advocates for "systems" or

"classes of individuals". (For example, a recent advocacy
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case for the SDDC involved the failure of Stockton State

Hospital to develop an Individual Educational Plan (IEP)

program for its "patients" or "clients". The SDDC advoca

ted for the class of DD but the suit was initiated by an

individual complainant. ) A larger question is how in ad

vocating all units of the "DD program" will define and

align their actions in performing this common goal.

The refocusing of AB functions does not mean that

planning and coordinating are not still significant. Yet,

in practice emphasis has been shifted especially since the

SDDC, not the ABs, is now responsible "for developing" the

federally required State DD Plan--i. e. the ABs need only

submit "information" needed by the SDDC. This allows in

dividual ABs to define the emphasis in planning activities

now that the old role of creating the State Plan has been

shifted to the SDDC. (An annual summary of activities by

the ABs to the SDDC is the remaining mechanism of accounta

bility. )

For some ABs planning activities may become depriori

tized in exchange for other goals. This is because plan

ning is "too difficult" in a political and social reality

where pluralism and planning lead to contradiction rather

than realization. Another possibility is that "hard" plan

ning may not be intended or realized beyond achieving and

meeting federal requirements for funding. Even here it

would require a cross-state study to define exactly what

organizations mean when they say they are doing "planning".
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It is also possible that planning is not a major goal

of AB members. That is, members (paid and volunteer) have

diverse "agendas" or goals. As Silverman (1970 19) has

pointed out "it is doubtful whether it is legitimate to

conceive of an organization as having a goal except when

there is an ongoing consensus between the members about the

purposes of the organization". Where ambiguity or doubt

about role definition or enactment exist diversionary ac

tions may develop. This is especially likely according to

Warner and Havens (1968 5!0–5lyl) if the definition and

understanding of planning for organizational members is too

abstract or intangible--there is a greater tendency for

nonattainment of goals. Further, organizational members

take their cues or meaning from the environment. If that

environment changes (e. g. through legislation) the defini

tions and interpretations internal to that organization

will change (Silverman, l970).

Another possibilitv for the refocusing of ABs to advo

cacy from planning and coordinating is that planning and

coordinating have become imbued with conflict. A l974

study by a private consumer organization stated that plan

ning by ABs "continues to be focused on the problem of

the Mentally Retarded"--implying at the expense of the

other disability groups." Conflict arises when one group

becomes threatened by increasing demands for resources and

attention by other disability groups (see Chapter 7).

By statute AB roles still comprise the following 1 l)
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assisting in the preparation of the State Plan; 2) moni

toring the legal, civil and service rights of the DD on a

regional or area basis; 3) protecting and advocating;

*) conducting public information programs; 5) assisting in
establishing independent citizen advocacy organizations;

6) greating and presenting an annual budget plan to the

SDDC; 7) presenting a summary of activities and achieve

ments to the SDDC as required; and 8) preparing and submit

iting a summary of activities annually to the SDDC. How

ever, as to whether the ABs have the structure to carry out

these roles, a citation from the June 13, 1977 minutes

of ABY is instructive "other items for workshop discus

sion /include/ devising an Zorganizational 7 structure
which will enable the Board to carry out its mandates"--

this a year into the program.

The role requirements are impressive in light of the

fact that most ABs have limited resources, especially per

sonnel—-i. e. most have a Director or Executive Secretary

and one or two secretaries or clerks in addition to the

volunteer segment on the AB. Every AB in 1978 put in a re

quest for additional funding for at least one additional

paid staff. Not one was granted.”
Geographical and organizational ambiguity. While the

ABs are an area wide concept they have initiated actions to

state departments thereby crossing over definitional or geo

graphical boundaries and creating ambiguity over responsi

bility, accountability and interorganizational relationships.
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As one of the Directors of ABY stated——during the two year

period of research ABY had three Directors——she does not

always need "to go to the SDDC but can do it directly".

AB employees are not-–for conflict-of-interest--to be

state employees (Division l; .5, Chapter ly, Section lºél O,

Health and Safety Code). Yet, in fact, they are. This is

due to a ruling by the State Attorney General that all ABs

are state agencies. (Clerical staff come through Civil

Service. ) This raises the question of whether ABs can per

form the functions of monitoring or advocating when they

are also to be responsive to state authority (or the threat

thereof).

Further, the ABs are mandated to monitor and to review

activities of the Regional Center "system" (i. e. local

nonprofit corporations with contracts to the State Depart

ment of Developmental Services). Yet, there are twenty-one

RCs and the service areas are not necessarily compatible

with the boundaries of ABs. Similarly, the state hospital

"system" (N=9) may find one state hospital covered by

several ABs. For example, ABY has one state hospital but

many DD of ABY are in other hospitals and their parents who

reside in ABY will go to ABY with problems.

The role of the AB also includes working with, and com—

municating with, local government organizations (e. g. Board

of Supervisors; Boards of Education). However, a lack of

direct structural links and resource and staff limitations

does not allow effective implementation. For example,
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recently ABY had to go before the Board of Education on an

issue and "had to go before it as any interested group but

not as a "recognized state agency". Yet, by state fiat

ABs have been defined as state agencies. Inconsistency

in unit definition is a discretionary process and results

in poorly implemented action.

Definitional ambiguity arises from the statutes where

lines of responsibility between the AB and the SDDC are

unclear. Consequently, the autonomy of ABs is in question.

Federal law is clear with no other unit but the SDDC

written into the federal legislation. Yet, the California

"Lanterman Amendments" take great length to try to define

the AB and its roles. Sometimes it is specific and clear--

"each AB may, but shall not be required to, adopt an area—

wide DD plan"; "the SDDC may request information, records

and documents from any other agency of State government

. . . " Yet, legislative language of "may", "to extent re

sources available" and "if . . . deemed necessary" do not

clarify superiority and subordination or independence and

dependence between the SDDC and ABs. The result often is

definitional ambiguity and definitional uncertainty.

(State legislation introduced in 1978 /AB 16337 would have

given ABs the option of remaining a state agency or becoming

an area regional body. This was rejected by Governor Brown

because it would have created a dual system of AB units. )

Accountability and the ABs. AB accountability to the

SDDC was to be guaranteed through the annual report mecha
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nism which was subsequently removed. Further, since ABs

are not recognized in federal statute the accountability

issue for various units is ambiguous--e. g. there is no

direct link between ABs and DHEW.

In addition, there are Gubernatorial and Board of

Supervisors' appointments to the ABs but there is no re

quirement for a communication or feedback system with these

(e. g. regarding issues or recruitment). This has reper

cussions for recruitment to the ABs, levels of understand

ing between the units, and the creation of joint (i. e.

coordinated) action.

Power and the ABs. The ABS cannot force providers,

state agencies or other DD units to comply with their re

commendations. They can "recommend", "promote", "assume

primary responsibility", "urge", "apply pressure" and

"encourage" other units to act in the way they define.

Yet, ABs do have the ability to conduct public hearings in

noncompliance issues. However, if after the public hearing

the organization is still in noncompliance the AB must re

quest from the SDDC the authorization to initiate legal

action--the AB cannot initiate legal action without the

power of the SDDC.

For example, in April l977, ABVI—-acting in accordance

with Sections 1392 and lºj93 of the Health and Safety Code--

found the Superintendent of Schools (Responsible Local

Agent, RLA), for the Stanislaus Region Comprehensive Plan
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for Special Education, to be in noncompliance with the

law.” The Superintendent had dismissed all 31 members

of the legally mandated parent/community advisory mecha

nism--called the County-wide Community Advisory Board

(CCAB)--without providing procedural due process or re

course of any kind. This left the Comprehensive Plan in a

situation without parental/community input for seven

months. The questions which arose were i will parents be

given the opportunity for input by legitimate processes,

and will the review and litigation processes of the Lanter

man legislation work, and, if so, how?

Parents reported the action of the RLA to the State

Department of Education with no action forthcoming. They

then went to ABWI. A special executive committee session

was held for documentation of the situation. A June public

hearing by ABVI was to be held. The Superintendent claimed

it was not within the power of the AB to be concerned with

"such matters". However, the Director of ABVI stated that

"the State Department of Education has not solved this pro

blem. Therefore, it is only logical to assume that the

State Department of Education is either unable or unwilling

to solve the problem".

The public hearing by ABVI was held. ABVI found that

the proposed changes made in the Comprehensive Plan for

Special Education in the seven months absence of the CCAB

were "contrary to the spirit of current and pending special

education legislation in the State of California" and that
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the "midnight massacre" of parent advisory boards be

stopped--in this case reinstatement of the CCAB be re

quired. In addition, ABVI requested that the SDDC defer

consideration of any existent or proposed changes, and that

the SDDC provide both "authorization and financial re

Sources to initiate and sustain appropriate legal action to

compel compliance with the law". The hearing--the first of

its kind in California-—proved successful.

State Developmental Disabilities Council (SDDC, N=l)

The rationale for the SDDC is that the programs for

the DD are provided by "hundreds of public and private

state and local agencies, that the legal, civil, and ser–

vice rights of persons with developmental disabilities are

frequently denied, and that there is no effective method

for planning and coordinating the state's resources to

assure these rights" (Division l; .5, Chapter 2, Section

4520, Health and Safety Code). Therefore, the SDDC was

created with "authority independent of any single state

service agency".

By federal and state statutes the SDDC has been given

the responsibilities of 1 l) developing the Annual State

Plan (thereby setting priorities); 2) monitoring and evalua

iting the implementation of the Plan; 3) reviewing and

commenting on plans and programs of other state agencies and

departments (e. g. Departments of Education, Rehabilitation,

Transportation, and Social Services); H ) conducting or
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causing to be conducted, investigations or public hear

ings to resolve disagreements (e. g. individuals; local,

regional or state agencies) and 5) allocating all federal

funds under the provisions of P.L. 94-lo2 (of which no

more than 25% can go to the SDDC and up to l; 5% can go to

the ABs). The SDDC is "attached" to the Health and Welfare

Agency and receives support services (e. g. personnel;

accounting) through the Department of Social Services (as

do the ABs).

Stedman (1975) in a l974 study of the 1969 DD legisla

tion first establishing a system of SDDCs found a wide

variation in the organizational placement and development

of SDDCs--e. g. styles such as primitive, competitive,

advisory-collaborative and affirmative-advocacy. Moreover,

he suggested that the legislative ambiguity was a condi

tion for their success in that the ambiguity was used to

create flexibility in the development of state plans--a

dominant goal of SDDCs at that time.

Advocacy. Ultimately, the SDDC is the advocacy unit

since "somebody's got to advocate for normative and

adaptive planning, for deinstitutionalization, for normali

zation--the SDDC does that". The ABs, the PAI, the RCs and

the CDDCs advocate for the individual but is or should be

in the SDDC that policies, strategies and interpretations

of the "rights of the disabled" are defined and created.

Role conflict. Both the ABs and the SDDC face a

similar conflict as, according to H. Cohen (1973), was
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faced by the Comprehensive Health Planning Agencies (CHPs)

--conflicting role demands. The CHPs were primarily plan

ning agencies that were pre-empted into the role of

regulating units (based on the Certificate-of-Need re

quirement). The role of planning as a rather dynamic role

came into conflict with the role of regulator as a rather

passive role (Cohen, l973). Similarly, the ABs and the

SDDCs are increasingly being required to alternate between,

or to exchange, the role of planning for monitoring and

advocating which are premised on regulatory or adversary

relationships. In the process of conflicting role demands

Cohen suggested that the objectives of the legislation

might fail to be achieved——which was the result of the CHP

program which ended in 1974.

Ambiguity and statutory roles. From a situation in

which the SDDC is being asked to assume varying, and possi

bly conflicting, roles there is the situation in which the

SDDC tries to assume a role which some declare is not in

its province. The fluctuation in role definition creates

this potential and results in uncertainty. For example, in

l977, in response to the federal mandate for a Protection

and Advocacy system in place in all states by October l,

l977, the SDDC was planning and creating the California

Protection and Advocacy Agency (C.F.A.A.)." The SDDC was

pushing for completion because federal planning money (i. e.

$228,635) not used in the actual development of the plan

could be utilized for demonstration projects during the
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current fiscal year. The SDDC had started the selection

process for board members on the agency necessary to

determine the utilization of the remaining funds on demon

stration projects. The SDDC had also started screening

nominees for the board and investigating and preparing

models for incorporation and by-laws.

However, the Department of Finance objected to SDDC

actions due to fundamentally different interpretations of

what the SDDC should and could be doing--i. e. "planning"

Ver’S U18 "implementation".” The Department of Finance

claimed that by selecting board members, drawing up by

laws and incorporation papers, and recruiting staff the

SDDC was no longer planning but was implementing the

California Protection and Advocacy System (C.P.A.S.)

without prior Gubernatorial or DHEW approval. The Depart

ment of Finance stopped what it considered a purely

"implementation" process.

The strategy for handling this situation of defini

tional conflict and uncertainty was for the SDDC to rede

fine "implementing" actions into a form that fit a model of

"planning". Therefore, an Advisory Committee to the SDDC

was created. It helped to develop "models" of a nonprofit

corporate structure, board by-laws and job descriptions to

be put into place for immediate implementation when

approval came through so that the monies would not revert

to the federal government. The SDDC was now engaged in a

planning, not implementing, role. (As it was most states
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did not have a Protection and Advocacy System ready for

October l, 1977, and the C. P. A. A. gave way to a more in

dependent structure in the PAI, Inc., in California. )

Power and the SDDC. The claim to power is the claim

to control social definitions. Definitional flux is

especially prevalent when power is diffused or when the

limits on power in an organization is uncertain. For most

states the SDDC is the only l970 and l975 legislated unit

in the "DD program". Therefore, it should possess control

over definitions which operate in program arenas. However,

does the SDDC have this kind of power required to enforce

social change? For example, in California the SDDC cannot

force an AB to a particular action--it can only "advocate"

that the AB act in a given way. It cannot interfere in the

internal organizational processes of the ABs--e. g. in

their elections.

The SDDC can by statute "review and advise" in cases

of disputes between, for example, RCs and the state but the

SDDC's "advice shall not be binding upon either party". It

can also conduct public hearings but only after all other

appropriate administrative procedures for appeal--as esta

blished in state and federal law--have been fully utilized

(Division l; .5, Chapter 2, Section lºjl,0, Health and Safety

Code).

The federal funding formula operates against the poten

tial power of the SDDC. Federal legislation earmarks only

deinstitutionalization as a specific budget goal (i. e. 30%).
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In California this means that the remaining monies must be

divided between the ABs and the SDDC--li j% goes to the ABs.

Therefore, the California SDDC has less funding than other

SDDCs to pursue its roles and organizational needs. How

ever, the California SDDC input and power over the state

plan and influence on the state budget is a power resource

that other state units do not have.

For example, a 1977 goal of ABY was to insure by June

l979 that the DD receive a "fair share" of mental health

services through Short–Doyle funded programs.” If such

accessibility was not developing by March l978 ABY sug

gested that the SDDC be requested to "use the full force of

its authority over the State Plan and the State budget to

require counties to provide Short–Doyle funds to persons

with DD".”

In a l977 memorandum discussing the legal status of

the California SDDC questions regarding the power of the

SDDC were discussed. In response to the question of neces

sary authority to carry out the mandate of the Lanterman

legislation the SDDC responded in the memorandum thus :

the most potent instruments in the hands of the
Council are communication, requests for informa
tion, public scrutiny through hearings and the
ultimate power of inclusion or exclusion of
specific services and programs from the State
Plan; thºf denying the possibility of Federal
funding.

In response to the question of legal methods available to

the SDDC to insure state agency conformity to SDDC plans

was the following 1
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legal action is feasible, but not practicable
due to expense and the allocation of personal
resources better used in other ways. The
Council has the authority to monitor programs,
and report their findings directly to the
legislature and to the Governor. The Office
of the Attorney General is available to advise
and assist the Council on legal matters, with
minimal fees . . . 12

In practice neither of these responses presents the image

of the SDDC as a powerful unit with the authority to

effect change when other agencies or groups might be

resistant to such social change.

Ørganization of Area Boards (OAB, N=1.)

The OAB is comprised of the "chair (persons)" of the

ABs. It has roles of resolving "common problems", improv

ing coordination, exchanging information between areas and

providing advice and recommendations to state agencies, the

legislature, and the SDDC (Division l; .5, Chapter ly, Section

l,597). These comprise the only mention of the OAB in the

Lanterman legislation.

Although defined as an adjunct structure to aid the

interactions of the SDDC and AB, and AB and AB, the OAB has

assumed a more independent and forceful role. In the

absence of a clearer role definition——and taking advantage

of existing uncertainty--the OAB has, for example, defined

a role of synthesizer for the ABs not intended in the legis

lation. A member of the SDDC defined the situation thus t

what happens is / that 7 instead of the SDDC get
ting the direct interpretation from each of the
ABs we're getting a synthesis. The SDDC is
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where the consensus should be made if it's
going to work well Zbecause the SDDC7 has
all the affected agencies /here in Sacra
mento/.

Within such a definitional vacuum the OAB has taken advan

tage of the definitional uncertainty to create a more

powerful role in the "DD program" not necessarily intended

in the original legislation.

Regional Centers (RC, N=2l)

The "Lanterman Amendments" mandate that the RCs, by

contract with the state, be the "fixed point of contact in

the community for persons with DD /to insure.7 access to
facilities and services" (Division l; .5, Chapter 5, Section

4620). Mandated roles include 1 l) initial intake and

assessment to determine eligible candidates (by state

criteria and regulations) to setting up individual program

plans (i. e. the kinds and amounts of services required with

periodic review and update); 2) purchase of needed services

from any individual or agency (e. g. out-of-home care for

DD); 3) advocacy and protection of rights (if efforts are

ineffective then go to AB); and 4) community organization

and program development (subsumes monitoring and evaluation

role). (Providers include public structures /s. g. county
hospital; university medical center; local school district/

and private structures Ze. g. transportation companies;

homemakers ; day schools/).
Definitional ambiguity and RCs. "Regional" does not
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mean regional as in predesignated areas of the state.

Instead, RCs have been established on the basis of popula

tions needing services and upon the state's ability to

find a sponsoring body. The size of geographic areas and

the populations served vary considerably among the RCs--as

do services. For example, Los Angeles County has seven RCs

while the nine-county Bay Area has four RCs. Boundaries

for RCs do follow county lines. Disputes have arisen

around who provides services when an individual is placed

in a facility in a RC jurisdiction different from the place

of residency--one is served by the county of residence.

goal deflection and Rcs. A 1972 study” of RCs had
hopes that they were a strategy to combat fragmentation.

Criticizing the coordination strategy as "rarely effective"

and "producing little change" as well as being a situation

in which "no one wants to be coordinated", and the agency

oriented strategy (or "department store" philosophy) as

having "no fixed point of responsibility", the study con

cluded that RCs would be the viable "basis for a new system

for all DD".” l5However, four years later a l976 study

by the state found RCs as having done little to alter the

fragmented character of the DD service delivery system.

As a strategy for deinstitutionalization the RCs were

to be an alternative mechanism to the construction of new

state facilities for the Mentally Retarded. In 196l the

State Department of Mental Hygiene estimated that $47.6

million would be needed to meet the expected increase in the
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retarded admissions to state hospitals. The 1965 initia

tion of the RC program obviated this need; additional

operating costs per year were reduced. However, the cri

ticism arose that too small a percentage of the "savings"

followed the disabled into community care facility develop

ment, thereby creating de facto an institutionalization

rather than a deinstitutionalization process.” Further,

RCs have differing philosophies for garnering funds. Some

believe that "patients" or "clients" should not pay;

others believe parents should pay part of the costs. (The

latter possibly influencing the kinds of DD sought and

accepted.)”

Goals 1 Decentralization and Coordination

Lowi (197l) argues that decentralization transfers the

conflicts in the national arena to the local arena. If the

national arena is engaged in definitional flux with ambi

guities or conflict built into policy regarding an issue

or population, this will be transferred to the local and

state arenas where it will be discretionarily utilized

according to the local groups whose definitions dominate.

For example, if the community does not want or cannot

accommodate the severely disabled its definition of what

constitutes a "needy disabled" will reflect this. If there

is conflict over roles and interpretations this will be

structured into the program as it develops. This has been

visible in the "DD program" in California.
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Moreover, while "theoretically decentralization pro

vides for expanding public representation, participatory

democracy and popular local control" (Estes, 1979 l88)

the avenues for participation of the magnitude and kinds

required are not, in fact, guaranteed by the existing "DD

program" structure in California. Missing from the formal

structure are units at levels which have the most poten

tial to remain in contact with the community (e. g. the

CDDCs) and whose definitions of social reality might lend

the necessary input to close the gap between expectations

and performance.

For example, the CDDCs are not formally recognized

although they are mentioned in the Lanterman legislation

in discussing ABs "area boards shall cooperate with

county coordinating councils on developmental disabilities

. . . /complying/ with the reasonable requests of such
groups and Zrequesting/ the assistance of such groups in

carrying out area board responsibilities" (Division 1.5,

Chapter ly, Section lºj99, Health and Safety Code). The CDDC

is the unit to which many individuals and groups in the

community involved with DD will first turn with problems

and needs. For many in the community involved with DD are

not aware of the AB or how it can help them. Therefore,

it is the CDDC which is the link between the community and
the "DD program" represented by the ABs. However, the CDDC

does not have a formal structure or linkage system for

communicating and acting with the AB. In general, as will be
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shown in Chapter 5, there is hostility by the CDDCs over

their lack of communication, status and role within the

"DD program".

Another group which is not formally recognized other

than as a target for AB cooperation and as an assumed in

terest group is the consumer organization so influential

in parental redefining of the disabled (e. g. NARC). There

is no formal mechanism for the continual influence by these

organizations in creating policy for the DD. They are an

assumed participant in the local arena--and increasingly at

the national, e. g. governmental activities offices--but a

role (s) is not defined in the formally mandated program.

Yet, these consumer organizations play significant roles.

For example, they are frequently the source of recruitment

--as are the CDDCs--for participation on ABs and the SDDC.

Both types of organizations are the training ground for mem

bers where they learn dominant definitions, emergent inter

pretations of ongoing action, and roles for future partici

pation.

In addition, given the historical and economic con

straints arising out of the "tax revolt of Prop l?" consumer

organizations will be assuming an increasing role (s) in

creating and providing replacements for the diminishing ser

vices for the DD. As a recent study (Zucker, 1979 7) has

shown "there is Zalready Z substantial evidence that local
governmental units have already found it necessary to cut

back services, and that some persons with developmental
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disabilities have failed to receive services which would

have made them more self-sufficient".

Building a program for the DD becomes more difficult

when significant structures, groups and perspectives are

missing or de-emphasized de facto by legislative fiat. This

allows those who are legitimated by legislation the

official voice and role by participation. In addition, it

allows for intergroup conflict between those regarded as

legitimate role players (e. g. ABs) and those not so

defined (e. g. CDDC). This conflict can refocus attention

to inter- and intragroup processes and defuse political

and social pressure from the original goal of a coordinated

program for the DD.

Moreover, this defusing and refocusing process is aug

mented by inadequate structural power to force change;

structural overlapping or duplicating of roles (e. g.

advocacy is a role for SDDC, ABs, RCs, CDDCs, PAI and pri

vate consumer organizations--how do they interface?);

fragmentation of services; and conflicting and ambiguous

role requirements. The consequence is that the process of

building coordinated or joint action for program success

becomes increasingly difficult with an uncertain outcome.
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PART III: STRUCTURING PROGRAMS FOR FAILURE



CHAPTER 5

PROBLEMS AND PROCESSES IN

BUILDING JOINT ACTION

The general goal and key processual and structural

problem facing public programs similar to the "DD program"

is developing and maintaining coordinated action.

However, as already visible in the structure of the "DD

program", definitional flux and certain social psychologi

cal and social structural processes and conditions make it

difficult for this coordination strategy to be developed

and maintained, and, therefore, for the program mandate to

be implemented.

This chapter is an exploration of the problems and

processes of building joint action in the DD and similar

programs. The starting points for analysis are at the

level of definition or the assignment of meaning in social

action, and the creating of roles. Since it is in

consensual definitions and through aligned roles that

coordinated action is possible.

Creating Roles in Public Programs

The study of any public program and the processes sur

rounding it present a challenge which requires that these
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questions be answered how do the participants define,

create and perform their roles; how do they negotiate their

respective roles; how do they communicate and share common

meanings; how do they manage to resolve conflicts over

definitions; how do they manage "irreconcilable" differ

ences? Especially relevant to public programming is to

understand the social processes and conditions resulting in

miscommunication and role ambiguity (Lindesmith and

Strauss, 1968 376-378; Strauss, et. al., 1964)."
Since the "DD program" has been defined and redefined

in l970, l975 and l978 legislation it is not surprising

that questions of role definition might emerge. However,

given the time constraints within which public programs

must be implemented and be evaluated it is important to see

if and how these conflicts can be resolved. Yet, one

cannot assume that other public programs with a longer

itemporal phase for development will have resolved these

problems. The consequence of ambiguity in role-defining

and miscommunicating is to create the conditions structur

ing programs for failure. Conversely, structuring programs

for success requires the ability to foresee, to understand

and to resolve the problems created by these processes.

Role definition. The interactional perspective on

role emphasizes reciprocal and differential behaviors

within typified ranges as individuals and groups orient be

havior towards what they think the other is doing within a

situated context (Blumer, 1966; Lindesmith and Strauss,
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l968; Mead, l956). "Role" is viewed as an "orienting" or

"organizing" concept for social behavior which is fluid,

episodic and emergent (Lindesmith and Strauss, 1968 1271).

As Strauss (1969 155) has suggested the traditional

Vocabulary for role and role behavior--e. g. "enacting"

and "acting out a role"--with the emphasis upon predeter

mined units and behavior does not fully account for the

complex, episodic, phaselike nature and unexpectedness of

human interaction.

Role behavior. Role behavior is viewed as a conse

quence of the meanings brought to and built up (emerging)

within a situation. The meanings operational in defining

a role are a product of the past and the future--i. e.

present action involves an orientation to past actions and

meanings and an orientation to what the future can be

(Mead, l956; Moore, l963; Strauss, 1978). Each role in a

given social context has the potential for bringing out

different behavioral responses. Yet, over time situations

and roles become regularized and taken-for-granted in

everyday social repertoires--i. e. the "rhythmic recurrence

of patterns creates a sense of structure" (Moore, l963

l6).

Role and identity. The "self" is created and emergent

in a situation pregnant with a variety of pre-existing and

potential meanings--i. e. a "self" is situationally speci

fied (Travisano, 1970). The degree to which the interac

tant can control significant cues or conditions in the
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situation (including those of power, authority or domi

nance) will determine which definition of self will emerge

as dominant. Various strategies towards the "self" which

emerge in a typified role situation can be utilized inclu

ding those wherein the "self" is negotiated, ignored,

distanced, redefined, or transformed (Berger, 1963;

Lindesmith and Strauss, l968; Strauss, 1978). For

example, two members of ABY continually distanced them

selves from identification and role-alignment with other

members by engaging in behavior that was contrary to the

majority--e. g. voting against the majority vote, refusing

to participate in the subcommittee system.

Communication and role behavior. The basis for role

taking, role-building, role-making, role-playing and role

aligning behavior in society is the process of communica

ition--i. e. the process of sharing and understanding

common symbols. It is through the means of verbalization

that meanings can be shared and role behaviors organized.

Language is the prime example of the significant symbol

since it is through words as symbols that "feelings, memo

ries, beliefs and expectations" are ordered (Edelman,

l977; 6l; Mead, l956). It has already been shown how impor

tant words such as "deviant", "ill" or "healthy" can be in

programming for the disabled.

Lack of communication leads to a failure by the par

ticipants to understand the other's "motives" and actions

(Lindesmith and Strauss, 1968 1272). Competition results
>
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when symbols are manipulated and utilized to guide mean

ings into some rather than other directions. Or, competi

tion over the legitimacy of symbols arises between "symbol

manipulators" (Gerth and Mills, 1953 : 295; Edelman, l977)

--e. g. in the interaction between parents and profes

sionals ("experts") in defining and labeling the disabled.

Organizations and interaction. Interactional proces

ses evidenced in role-playing are useful when viewing

organizational action since organizations do not act--

people act. This seems obvious enough but sometimes be

comes lost in the literature where "power structure" or

"military establishment" create an imagery wherein struc

tures not individuals create social action. Any discus

sion of the structural units within public programs must

keep in mind that individuals within a context have coordi

nated action such that it "appears" that the organization

"acts".

Goffman (196l 194–95) has provided a heuristic defini

tion of the formal organization as a "contextual point of

reference" wherein "systematized activity occurs in one

place". This definition considers the varied and episodic

activities which occur within the place and the arena

called an organization. Roles and role behavior in organi

zations become less general but more situated. They must

be understood in relation to a particular setting or an

episode and to a particular slice of time--a temporal slice

of organizational life.
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Any discussion of organizational units in public

programs must situate them by time and locale. As

Silverman (1971) reminds us social action may present a

"routine" character but it is in fact socially accomplished

by particular actors in emergent roles in a context

defined as an organization. Or, as Simon (1957 : 72) states

an organization involves a "complex pattern of communica

tion" (see also Perrow, 1968). Therefore, any analysis of

the organizational units in public programming must under

stand the ways in which the actors in the situation define

that situation and the ways in which they create and sus

tain role behavior.

Further, individuals within an organizational unit

may align themselves into segments with differing inter

pretations of the situation. For example, in the "DD pro

gram." ABY experienced segmentation of individuals on the

board-–the middle class group who would coordinate their

actions and the small segment described by themselves and

others as "agitators" or "outsiders". When these segments

hold very different or conflicting definitions of the

situation the organization as a negotiated order (Strauss,

et. al., 1961 : Strauss, 1978) finds it increasingly diffi

cult for negotiation and agreement to occur. The "solu

tion" for ABY was that gradually the "agitators" ceased

participating and/or left the board.

When negotiation does proceed there is negotiating
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over "new tasks, new roles, new functions and new (and

old) jurisdictional territories" (Strauss, 1978; Wilson,

197l). This, too, has been evident in the "DD program"

amongst and within all units but primarily in the SDDC,

the ABs, and the CDDCs. It has also been seen that nego

tiating does not necessarily lead to consensual definitions

or aligned actions.

Some of the problems of developing coordinated action

in organizations within public programs may lie in the

nature of the organizations themselves. Berton (1968) has

suggested that programs geared to the "management of

social change" differ from the models of bureaucracy

developed by Weber (i. e. organizational efficiency and

effectiveness). He suggests that organizations such as

the SDDC and ABs are "development bureaucracies" which

involve l) managing change (altering basic patterns of

life); 2) designing structures for the change process; and

3) focusing on alternative "ways of life" to "increase the

adaptive capacities of individuals and groups" (Berton,

1968,472).” An outcome of this organizational type is that

the organization itself must adapt to continual change and

is itself experimental. Roles and definitions and inter

pretations of what is occurring are themselves emergents

of the process. Some of the confusion expressed by actors

in the "DD program" over what they should be doing may be

explainable in terms that what they are to do is not there
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to be discovered but must be created. In this creation

process there is great latitude for role ambiguity--along

with role uncertainty and role inconsistency--and mis

communication.

Role Ambiguity and Miscommunication

The cue for role-taking, role-making and role

aligning behavior is meaning created and imputed in the

situation giving rise to definitions regarding the person,

organization and the situation. If meaning is unclear,

then roles are in a state of definitional flux (i. e.

ambiguity, uncertainty and inconsistency). Especially

important is the condition of role ambiguity--i. e. when

the properties of roles are unclear, in conflict or are

ignored. As a result parties in an interaction have

difficulty creating common lines of action towards each

other and such "underdefined" roles have been found to

lead to discretionary behavior by decision makers (Frank,

l969 ilk.53).

Miscommunication is a consequence of the processes

when participants in interaction do not share meanings

(e. g. cannot understand or "talk past one another"). Or,

it is the consequence of nonaligned or misdirected communi

cation. For example, the SDDC claims it cannot perform

its roles (e. g. consensus-building) if the ABs will not

freely and fully converse with the SDDC on problems and

solutions. "There are certain ABs who won't do anything
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until they listen to what the OAB wants . . . They don't

report to the SDDC what's happening in their area which is

the wrong way of handling it". Such situations are some

times only rectified or come into awareness when "crisis"

situations arise. For example, "Proposition l9" prompted

the ABs and the CDDCs to the awareness of, and the forma

tion of a conference to study, the need they all had to

communicate in order to "survive".

The problems of role ambiguity and miscommunication

emerged throughout the research on the "DD program" in

California from all level of participant. The CDDCs

asserted that "communication" by ABY was "poor". With this

they also asserted that ABY had not "figured out what the

AB should be". As one ABY member stated "we have a

tendency to try to do the whole thing and we can't. And

maybe that's the reason that the AB /is in confusion/ be
cause it hasn't looked at the limits of what it can and

can't do". However, as another participant expressed mis

communication and role ambiguity are inextricably linked i

"they're saying that communication is poor. What they're

really saying is they haven't figured out what role an AB

should play".

Conditional Processes

Statutory clarification. Role ambiguity or miscom

munication may arise from ambiguous terminology in the

legislative statutes--i. e. when the legislation is unclear
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or too general in terminology leaving wide discretion for

interpretation (Berman, 1978). For example, P.L. 91–103

calls for an evaluation system by the SDDC. Yet, there is

no discussion of what it is to look like or how it is to

be performed (e. g. instrumentation).

A l977 SDDC report stated that there was confusion

over the then "Public Guardianship" law.” There was con

fusion over the functions of a "guardian" versus a "con

servator" and as to the conditions under which one sought

the appointment of a guardian or a conservator--or some

other body. An "Ad Hoc Committee on Guardianship" felt

that the confusion was due in large measure to the absence

of definite criteria in legislative or administrative reg

ulations.

The consequence of such ambiguity is that participants

may or may not be able to interpret the situation or may

discretionarily interpret it. In the guardian versus

conservator issue the Ad Hoc Committee felt that such

confusion resulted from the "fact that various regional

centers, through which the public guardianship law is

implemented, /took/ divergent approaches with respect to
the purposes and application of the law"." In this case

ambiguity was both the condition for and the consequence

of social action.

In the absence of such clarification action may be

completely retarded. The SDDC requested the federal
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government to define and to write a definition of "dein

stitutionalization" so that they could perform the role of

setting policy for the use of P.L. 94-103 funds for

project grants.”
Eliminating units. Units significant to the implemen

tation process may be eliminated resulting in a definitional

ambiguity over role resulting in the failure to create

processes for communication with other mandated units. The

example already discussed is the absence of the CDDCs in

the Lanterman legislation even though they do have a his—

tory of participation in mental health programming at the

county level with the Petris-Short legislation.

Differential semantic assignment. Different naming or

interpretation of the same name can result in confusion

over identity and role. For example, the head of the AB is

defined by some as a "Director" and by others as "Secretary"

although the role is in the legislation the same. However,

in practice the different naming implies and may bring out

different behavior Director implies authority and deci

sion making power; Secretary implies duties--"find out,

look up, calculate, Write up".

Organizations are similarly differentially defined.

Members of ABY see the role of an AB as l) an "official

body for going through demands to get things done"; 2) a

"screening body"; 3) a "clearing house"; l; ) an "information

center"; 5) a "communications center"; or 6) a "matrix for

|

|
|
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groups to rally around". It is significant that responses

to a question on the role of ABY were almost always dif

ferent (aside from recitation of the legislation). One

respondent tried for fifteen minutes to come up with a sim

ple or unequivocal definition of what the AB is or does.

Organizational placement. ABs were by AB 1633 to

have the option of remaining state agencies (with Civil

Service) or becoming regional agencies. The consequence

would have been varying identities and loyalties, a dual

system of ABs, and the potential for differing interpreta

tions of power and accountability.

Utilization of role. Many roles have the potential to

Te ecome other than what is expressed in legislation. For

example, the AB Director/Secretary could be a more powerful

role. Since the role has some ambiguity the performer can

erngage in role-making. Some participants felt that the

role could be more "political"--i. e. "activist" (as could

the ABs in general).

Community feedback. The lack of feedback or involve

ºnent from the community does not allow for role-correcting

ºr role-clarifying. The AB, one-step removed from the

Sommunity groups, has difficulty keeping "in touch with

the pulse of the community" and lacks necessary input for

future action.

One condition for the failure of feedback or support

is that a "role for the community" is assumed but not
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clarified. Roles for the federal and local sectors may

develop through funding patterns although this role may be

poorly defined also leading to confusion and failure

(Derthick, l972, 1974 ; O'Connor, l974). Frequently,

"interest politics" by special groups at the local level

begins to dominate and the community at the grass roots

level remains undefined and diluted in action.

Goal displacing. Role ambiguity may emerge when pri

mary dimensions of the role are displaced for other dimen

sions--e. g. to bureucratic procedures. One SDDC member

expressed concern that the board had become so concerned

with procedure that little creative action was being

taken--"we are so concerned with procedures . . . to hell

with procedures".

Changing program meaning. During implementation the

energent program may be symbolically reconstructed as the

different groups and organizations interpret program

Phases and create expectations. Berman (1978) has suggested

that as program policy moves through organizations each

Pessage creates more problems with new input and redefini

tion. For example, the "New Towns In-Town" program began

*s a program to "aid the poor" and metamorphosed into an

S*ffort to create a "model urban society in the second half

Sf the 20th century" (Derthick, 1972 92).

Turf-protecting. If an organization or group is un

Sure of its role then it will protect what resources and
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power it does have and refuse to align actions. This in

turn continues the process of role ambiguity and miscom

munication for all participants. Turf-protecting becomes

a condition for an inability to develop a common termino

logy or vocabulary of expectations with which to view

problems and for problem solving (cf. Scott and Lyman,

1967).

Discretionary use of units. Role ambiguity may de

velop when available structures are discretionarily by

passed. First, the bypassed unit is unclear as to its

real role. Second, input necessary from the bypassed unit

is missing making the general process of implementation

more confusing or difficult. For example, in the "DD pro

gram" the OAB perceiving itself as the "negotiating body

for all ABs" will be bypassed by these ABs when they

choose to go directly to the SDDC. The "New Towns In-Town"

Program was an executive program which bypassed Congress.

Yet, to work it needed congressional input and participa

tion.

Inadequate goal clarifying. Significant to partici

Pants in public programs is the process where goals remain

Poorly defined. In the "DD program" the general goal is

Sº Sordination for comprehensive services which requires

*nonitoring, evaluating, planning and now advocating--roles

Which are not that clear to participants in the program.
(One condition for this lack of clarification is the
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ambivalence in the United States over the coordinating and

planning approaches.)

The "Comprehensive Health Planning Act" of 1966 was a

consequence of early ill-defined efforts at planning for

health care in the United States. It reflected all the

conflict and ambiguity that planning engendered in oppos

ing interest groups. It was unclear in practice just what

the goal of the CHP program was to be.

The Comprehensive Health Planning agencies (CHPs)

suffered because of the ambiguous role they were given.

They were given no power and limited activities to effect

the rationalization of the medical care industry

C O'Connor, 1971). Supporting roles were unclear or lack

ing. There was no clear definition of "health planning"

in the legislation yet this was to be the core role and

goal for the CHPs (Anderson and Robins, 1976). What they

did accomplish--which might have been some groups' goal.--

wals to give the aura of change without affecting the real

causes of the problem--e. g. an entrenched service

cle livery system; professional interest groups (Warren,
1973 1361).

Senditions Impacting on Role Performance

Level of role clarity. Variation in role perception

Will of course impact on role performance. AB members

Variously see the AB role as "procedural", "advocacy and

intervention" and as "information processor and referral
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service". The consequence is that there is no consensus

and continual conflict over what the AB should be doing.

Most ABY meetings were engaged at some point in the dis

cussion of what role the AB should play in regard to some

issue. The issue appeared to be the focus (e. g. writing

a letter to state agencies) but the real issue was differ

ing perceptions and demands for the AB.

Differential constituencies. Different constituencies

have different needs and ask different things from the

units in a program. For example, an AB with a heavy

Indian or Chicano population as in Southern California

will have some different priorities than a highly urban

ized or predominantly white middle class community. A

Chicano community may see that advocacy is not only a

Driority for the DD but that it defines a need for the

es eneral population (e. g. in education or employment).

This may then create the community support which will help

that AB more clearly define a role and priorities.

Time. Time is a condition impacting on implementation

a-rid performance. Time is both "boundary" and "sequence"

C Moore, l96318). There is time in the sense of "organiza

*ional time" where there is a great deal to be done in a
5*mall amount of time with many deadlines and demands.

There is also time in the sense of the past history and

Perspectives that participants bring to the program arena.

There is time in the sense that expectations develop about
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kinds and levels of accomplishments within some sort of

time parameter--actions are viewed in terms of "slow" or

"fast" time. This time perspective may be unexpressed or

unacknowledge but it will appear as participants become

disturbed that these expectations have not been met. "A

public which has been encouraged to expect great things

will become impatient, critical, and alienated if the pro

gress that is achieved falls far short of the rosy pro

mises" (Ginzberg and Solow, l974 12lk). For example, in

the area of DD the protest by the disabled over the lack

of implementation of Section 50% of the "Rehabilitation

Act" of 1973 was the consequence of this invisible time

frame not being met and implementation being viewed as

** slow" time.

Knowledge and experience • Impacting on role perform

a race are knowledge and experience—-dimensions belonging

to the actors themselves. ("Actors" signifies people;

* Participants" can signify program actors or program

urnits.) Perceptions of the public program, roles and ex

Pectations will emerge from the actors' familiarity and

Sommitment to the program. Frequently, there is a high

level of uncertainty among actors in public programs--

*Specially consumers on boards. One strategy to handle

this uncertainty is the increased dependence upon

"experts" to define the situation and to propose ways of

handling it (Benveniste, 1972).
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Personnel. The personnel who staff the units can

have great impact in role definition and role performance.

Liebman (1974.18)* claims that the type of person re

cruited to public agencies structures a program for a

particular outcome. Utilization of the civil service sys

tem may change the type of person recruited (e. g. "job"

versus "career" oriented) and, hence, subsequent job per

formance. Clark, Jr. (1975) suggests that inexperienced

personnel helped create the demise of the CHP program.

The commitment of the staff in the "DD program" as

evidenced in the turn-over rate is significant. There has

Toeen an "inordinately high turnover as a result of resigna

tions and other reasons".” At one point there were thirty

rhine vacancies on the ABs : some boards were unable to get

a quorum. (During this research ABY had three executive

directors. )

Allocation of resources. Inadequate resources or the

iraadequate use of resources leads to staff and project

limitations which may jeopardize the public program. How

Sº an an AB do program evaluation, monitoring and reviewing

When they only have one director or secretary and one or

two secretary-clerks--most ABs have fewer than three paid

staff.”

Contextual lock-stepping. How well do the program

\lnits interrelate and how well do they fit in with other

federal programs? For example, how do the "DD program"
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units interface with other state programs--e. g. Mental

Health and Crippled Children's Services? How does the "DD

program" interface with the HSAs (Health Systems Agencies)

created by the "National Health Planning and Resources

Development Act" of 1971, 7 A 1976 federal report of the

impact of social service programs on deinstitutionalization

found that DHEW had not required the states to coordinate

their program plans for deinstitutionalization with those

of mental health agencies, community mental health centers

or other agencies.” Research on HSAs has found their new

regulatory and review functions as "superimposed on the

existing complicated regulatory structure, not integrated

with it" (Kotelchuck, 1979 37).

The credibility of the Area Agencies on Aging (AAA )

created by the "Older Americans Act" was hurt by the fail

lare to designate an official role for the AAAs with other

fe derally administered programs such as Social Security or

Medicare (Spitler, 1971; ; 7). Similarly, in the "New Towns

Tri-Town" program failure developed because of the inability

to define relationships with other federal agencies--e. g.
Housing and Urban Development; General Services Adminis

*ration, Justice Department; Defense Department (Derthick,
+972,16).

Structure elaborating. The creation of new structures

to fulfill roles may lead to ambiguity and confusion. The

SAB has been the example in the "DD program" of a unit

With minimally defined legislative roles in the state
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legislation which has in creating a role contributed to

role ambiguity and miscommunication problems among other

units.

Authority and power. Who has the power to define and

to maintain definitional dominance among the units? Or,

if no unit is delegated such authority and power how are

decisions made and conflicts resolved? The existing sta

tutes have been shown to be vague as to the power of the

AIBs and the SDDC. In practice such ambiguity becomes

apparent. In the absence of definitional dominance a unit

such as the OAB can step into the power and authority

vacuum and create the role of "synthesizer" for the ABs--

thereby accruing power to itself.

Frequency and proximity of interaction. Frequent in

teraction will make role clarification more likely. One of

the problems between ABY and the CDDCs is the lack of a

formal means for frequent interaction. However, frequent

interaction can also increase the potential for conflict as

it gives different groups or individuals the opportunity to

*-larify their own position and opposition (e. g. board

ºn embers on ABY).

Group perception of role. If a group believes that a

* Sle is ambiguous and communication is confused they will

Some to act "as if" that is what is occurring--i. e. the

Self-fulfilling prophecy (Merton, 1968 ill.90). Conditions

for changing this definition will include changing the

■ roup's perceptions (e. g. whether they believe it is
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possible to change the situation) and the structural set

ting (e. g. whether barriers can be removed and channels

of communication opened). For example, in an attempt to

solve the problems of communication and role ambiguity

the CDDCs and ABY called a session to work on the "com—

munication problem".

Strategies to lanage Role Ambiguity
and IV.iscommunication

Individual and group processes. There are various

individual and group processes with which to manage role

ambiguity and role uncertainty. One strategy is to dis

Stetionarily choose to perceive people, events and actions

in order to disattend to events which create more uncer

*ainty. Another strategy is to delay action in hopes that
more information will be forthcoming to reduce the uncer

tainty or ambiguity. (This happens at ABY meet ngs an
issue is controversial or ambiguous. ) However, time con

straints do not allow this for too long.
Another strategy is prioritizing relevancies by some

*■ reed upon system. A memo from one ABY Director on set

*ing priorities listed those items which appeared most

frequently on other units' lists of priorities. (This is

an example of policy making from the "bottom up". ) Other

**rategies include escaping from the task (especially

through goal displacing activities); acting "as if" things
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are clear ("I don't think we've ever identified what the

AB does"); and discretionarily utilizing groups or units

(e. g. bypassing the AB or OAB).

An important strategy to cope with ambiguity and un

certainty is the utilization of expertise. The "DD pro

gram" has shown a proliferation of workshops "trying to

figure out what the role of the AB is". 10 A frequent

response of participants in the "DD program" when faced

with a difficult decision or policy making task was to

develop a workshop. This supports Benveniste's assertion

(1972; 7) that "expertise" develops as a response to the
increased social uncertainty and "the social abdication of

the ability to understand". The workshops can also be one

Way to increase interaction, and, hopefully, communication

amongst participants and to decrease role ambiguity.

Laying claim to these areas of uncertainty is also a

Strategy to cope with that uncertainty. In this case

ambiguity and uncertainty allow for the actor to engage in

*ole-making--i. e. claiming a territory of uncertainty

"ithin an organization and developing a role which controls
°º manages that uncertainty (Crozier, 1964; Estes, 1976).

A good example of this is again the OAB. As with the OAB

this laying claim to uncertainty is a way of developing

Power (Benveniste, 1972 30; Estes, 1976). Given this model

the potential exists for the Director of ABY (and other

ABs) to take the role of director/secretary and develop a
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strong political and authority dimension to the role. In

the absence of countervailing definitions such role-making

can emerge .

Finally, the planning activity itself can become a way

of reducing ambiguity or uncertainty and increasing the

potential for communication. Planning can be a "way of

mobilizing the thinking of the community, not a way to

directly change services"--a way of "clarifying the com

munity's concept of what they need". On the other hand,

the actual outcome of the planning activity may do little

to change the existing conditions or clarify practical

role requirements. As one CDDC Director expressed regard

ing the annual plans of the SDDC, the AB and the CDDC
"many times they have little to do with reality. They're

not that functional. When we get our plans together there

is no correlation. It's all a 'mish-mash" of words--great

Words--ideas and stuff but not functional".

Structural developments. Structural developments are

also a way of meeting ambiguity and uncertainty in roles

*nd communication processes. For example, structural

Slaborating is a process wherein structure is increased or
°hanged in an attempt to, or for the illusion of, change.
Bxamples include workshops, the OAB and the recent down

Érading of the Federal Office of DD to bureau status.

Another process is structural specialization in which

task allocation allows for concentrated efforts and

Specific goals--e. g. a subcommittee system on ABY.”
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De facto goal ascription is another social structural

process in which the absence of clear role ascription falls

de facto to the organization which assumes it. An example

is the case of ABVI and the dismissal of the County-wide

Community Action Board which resulted in an appeal to the

Board of Education. When it failed to respond an appeal

for action went to ABVI.

Consequences

Role ambiguity and miscommunication can set the condi

tions for public programs being structured for failure

rather than success. However, some ambiguity is expected

and can be healthy. Although it might be useful for

"clarity in the legislation at the beginning" ambiguity in

roles can allow for creative and novel responses which

might be more effective in meeting local needs. Yet, the

danger is that role ambiguity and miscommunication will

80 on too long in the face of time constraints placed by

federal legislators (e. g. questions of accountability,

Validity and cost).

The strategy of coordination operating within plural

1st and decentralization models in the United States re

quires a degree of flexibility if it is to work within the

aforementioned constraints. On the other hand, coordination

*equires a consensus of meaning and the ability to align

action which may not work when flexibility of interpreta

tion and action exists. Further, based on the decentrali
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zation model there is the danger that the ambiguity and

uncertainty will be taken over (i. e. controlled) by local

interest groups whose definitions and priorities will come

to dominate whether or not these definitions and priorities

coincide with the mandate of the public program or the

needs of the population.

A further consequence of role ambiguity and miscom

munication is what has been termed the "implementation

problem" (Bardach, 1977). These conditions result in

underperformance, delay and the escalation of costs--i. e.

the "classic symptoms" of the "implementation problem".

However, one cannot assume that role clarification

and systems of communication mean "all is well" with the

implementation of a public program. It is a great lack of

wisdom to suggest that differences are due only to mis

understanding. There may be very real definitional dif

ferences, especially perspectives on economic and political

Solutions, which may not be easily resolved and which

strongly test the models of pluralism and democracy. It

is always necessary to distinguish between definitional

°onsensus and definitional coercion (Colt, 1970 : 1202;

Alford, 1976, Estes, 1979; Miller, 1976).
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 5

l. J. Pressman and A. Wildavsky have also focused on the
problems and complexities of building joint action in their
research on the EDA in Oakland, California (IMPLEMENTATION
ZBerkeley, University of California Press, 19737). See
also J. Pressman, FEDERAL PROGRAMS AND CITY POLITICS : THE
DYNAMICS OF THE AID PROCESS IN OAKLAND (Berkeley Univer
sity of California Press, 1975).

2. See also Mark Lefton and William R. Rosengren,
"Organization and Clients : Lateral and Longitudinal
Dimensions", AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW (December 1966),
31, pp. 802-810.

3. "Summary of Report to State Developmental Disabilities
Council by Ad Hoc Committee on Guardianship", May 6, 1977;
attachment SDDC memorandum May 1977.

l!. "Summary of Report . . .", p. 2.

5. SDDC "Minutes", April 14, 1977.

6. "Because of the kinds of workers whom the agencies
employed, the way they had operated in the past, and the
ºanner in which their employees were paid and supervised,
the possibility of effective performance toward the new
šºals was practically doomed from the start". Lance
Riebman, "Social Intervention in a Democracy" in Eli
Sinzberg and Robert M. Solow (ed.) THE GREAT SOCIETY:
[ESSONS FOR THE FUTURE (New York Basic Books, Inc.,
1974), p. 18.
7. SDDC "Minutes", November 8, 1978.

8. SDDC "Minutes", November 8, 1978.

9. REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 1 RETURNING THE MENTALLY DIS
ABLED TO THE COMMUNITY--GOVERNMENT NEEDS TO DO MORE.
(Washington, D. C. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, et. al., 1977), pp. 133-140.

10. Examples of such workshops include a May 5 and 6,
l977, workshop on "Power and Responsibility" in Berkeley,
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California, sponsored by the SDDC. Another workshop was
held on July 14, 1978, to discuss the "communication
problem" between ABY and the CDDCs as well as to face the
immediate "crisis" posed by the passage of "Prop l?".
Participants included not only ABY and the CDDCs but RC
representatives, consumers and other agency staff.

ll. • ABY has created a subcommittee system whereby selected
issues become the focus of attention (e. g. Child and
Youth Services; Intellectual and Social Development;
Transportation; Housing : Work and Vocational Services).
In l977 the subcommittees were characterized in ABY's
annual plan as the "action arm" of the AB. However,
problems have arisen. The very role that many see
particular to the AB-- i. e. research and recommendation on
an area wide basis--has also found problems and criticisms.
One study from ABY's Child and Youth Services Committee on
infant stimulation programs was variously defined as
"laudable", "poorly done", "what the AB should be doing"
and "of questionable methodology" by ABY as well as other
units in the "DD program".





CHAPTER 6

GOAL DEFLECTING : HOW GOOD

INTENTIONS GO AWRY

Legislation stands as a promise of intent to meet

goals expressing definitionally ambiguous, but morally

imperative and politically imperative, public policy.

Policy analysis has shown that few programs live up to the

hopes and expectations expressed for them. Goals are not

met ; actions conflict with one another. There seems to be

an ebb and flow away from goal attainment.

Accepting the premise that public programs exist in

an arena of definitional flux goal attainment becomes a

°ritical problem in program performance. In addition to

definitional conditions other social psychological and

*9°ial structural processes challenge goal attainment.

What follows is a discussion of the processes resulting in

É9al deflection rather than goal attainment in public

Programs.” Included are a definition of goal deflecting

** a basic social process in programming; examples of goal

deflecting at the federal level with the disabled in

Éeneral and the DD in particular; the conditions for goal

deflecting; strategies for goal deflecting; and the
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potential for goal deflecting as expressed in the l9 8

"Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services and Developmental

Disabilities Amendments" (P.L. 95-602).

Questions. Assumptions and Definitions

The subprocesses resulting in goal deflecting emerge

from the fact that legislation impacts upon a very complex

social network or series of relationships making up the

various social worlds in the program arena. There are

multipotentialities for the intent or mandate of the

legislation to be blocked, hindered or in other ways re

defined through social action--i. e. the process of goal

deflecting. The result is that the program does not meet

Prior expectations and policy is again tainted with

failure. Due to the complexity of social action(s) the

reasons for this failure may or may not be easily recog

nizable.

When speaking of goal one means "Goal" in the sense

of the large values of "equity" or "justice" inherent in

Public policy and social programs. These are the intel

lectual "moorings" for creating social action. But goal

also means those specific goals as established in legis
lative mandates--e. g. deinstitutionalization; increased

access.

The source (s) of goal deflecting may be an individual,

a group, a formal body, an act of legislation or an his

torical-cultural event. Actions leading to goal
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deflecting may be aligned or nonaligned, intended or unin

tended. The action(s) may be program-specific or they

may occur in the larger social and political arenas

within which programs or legislation must develop. Goal

deflecting can also begin prior to legislation when goals

for targeted populations or issues are socially construc

ted .

Blau (1964 243) and Warner and Havens (1968 5!0-541)

distinguish between goal succession (i. e. goals are

achieved in a program and new ones emerge in the natural

career of the program) and goal change (i. e. goals are

not achieved but replaced by others through goal diversion

or goal displacement). Goal deflecting does not equate

with either of these definitions. For example, it does

not equate with goal change because the original goals

may also remain as intended outcomes which are not

realized in action.

When goal deflecting actions are identified, by

individual or cumulative impact, serious doubts may de

velop as to whether the public program is a successful

strategy for public policy. However, since goal deflec

ting actions are not always readily recognizable it be

comes a problem for program management to create an aware

ness of, and response for, goal deflecting actions.

Crucial to the success of any public program is that goals

be clear and well defined and within the realm of realistic
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expectations, Otherwise, with definitional flux the

uncertainty, ambiguity and inconsistency which develop

become conditions for goal deflecting.

Goal deflecting processes as used here are analogous

to, and include, what Biller (1976) has described as

"terminating processes" for policy. Describing policy as

finite--limited in "space (area of coverage) and time

(durability and applicability) Biller (1976 : 134) states

that actions may occur which "redraw" or "shrink" the area

covered by a policy--e. g. through budget cuts. Such action

results in deflecting or reversing the movement toward

attaining the goal the policy represents.

Similarly, Bardach (1976) suggests policy termination

may come as a "bang" but is equally likely to come as a

"whimper". That is, policy termination——or retreat from

goal attaining by a strategy embodied in that policy--comes

from a "long term decline in the resources by which a

policy is sustained (Bardach, l976 : 125).

Subprocesses of £oal deflecting. Goal deflecting is

composed of subprocesses such as reverse tracking in which

social action appearing to move in one direction seems to

reverse itself with loss of newly won gains. A recent ex

ample of reverse tracking and the disabled came with a l979

Supreme Court decision (June 1979)* wherein the "Rehabili

tation Act" of 1973 extending civil rights to the handi

capped was redefined/reinterpreted as not compelling
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affirmative action by educational institutions. The Court

"severely restricted the legal rights of the handicapped

persons . . . by holding that a school, university or

college, need not change its standards or curriculum to

accommodate someone unable to meet the physical require

ments of its program".” Despite the 1977 DHEW regulations

requiring colleges to provide special help (e. g. sign

language interpreters for the deaf) the Court defined

existing law for DHEW as "lacking authority to enforce

those regulations.

This "narrow interpretation of the law amounted to a

sweeping defeat for organizations representing the blind,

deaf and lame"." The l973 law--whether real in substance

-—had become a symbolic act to the millions of disabled

for "affirmative action" with federal assurance of compli

ance mechanisms. To the disabled this action appeared to

reverse recently won gains and eliminated the "distance

Won",

Goal displacement. Literature on organizations, pub

lic programs, and implementation processes speak of goal.

displacing processes at the level of specific public pro

gram organizations (Estes, l975; Merton, 1940; Warner and

Havens, 1968). As an intraorganizational process goal

displacement substitutes one set of ends (goals) for

another (set). "Major goals claimed by the organization

are neglected in favor of goals associated with building

or maintaining the organization" (Warner and Havens,
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1968,539).”
The similarities between general goal deflecting and

specific organizational goal displacing processes lie in

the basic conditions giving rise to their occurrence--

e. g. the ambiguity and uncertainty of defined goals.

Such vague goals are "expressions of intended states" and

"do not provide guidance for group action, and as a conse

quence, more tangible substitutes are developed" (Warner

and Havens, l968 5!0). Goal displacing is most common to

organizations constructing action around intangivle or

very abstract ideas. Similarly, discretionary processes

leading to goal deflecting arise out of vague or highly

abstract legislative mandates for "equality" or "justice".

The common denominators are poorly defined or ambigu

ous referents for the expressed goal concepts. Goal dis

placing arises out of the condition of uncertainty. In the

reduction of uncertainty attention is shifted from in

tangible to tangible goals. As one SDDC member stated i

"it can be mindboggling how the mechanics can prevent you

from getting to the people who need you. I think we are so

concerned these days with "is this the right procedure, are

we following the guidelines?' "

Equally important as definitional ambiguity and uncer

tainty to goal deflecting are the political and economic

conditions and power considerations leading to discre

tionary actions and away from the original mandate or goal.
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The significance of the concept of arena re-emerges as a

context within which to understand this social action.

Goal deflecting and implementation. Both goal de

flecting and implementing as theoretical constructs are

concerned with the same segments of social action. Goal

deflecting is one explanatory variable for what occurs

during stages of the ideal typical process termed implemen

tation. Both processes assume that actions occur before

and during legislation within the program arena and the

larger sociopolitical arena creating conditions leading to

program success or failure.

Many of the variables expressed in the implementation

literature are similar to those found in the strategies

and subprocesses of the generic process of goal deflecting.

For example, Bardach (1977 : 264-265) using a game theory

approach has created an "Implementation Scenario" of which

many categories relate to the processes of goal deflecting

and structuring for failure. (Goal deflecting is a sub

process of structuring for failure. ) Bardach includes the

diversion of resources (e. g. "easy money"; "pork barrel");

dissipation of energies (e. g. "tenacity"; "not our

problem"); and delay as (goal deflecting) categories.

Further, Rabinovitz, Pressman and Rein (1976) provide

a format for goal deflecting when they speak of staging

in the implementation process. They speak of complexity

and nonlinearity in the implementation stages--i. e. as
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"circular not sequential". "There is no graceful one

dimensional transition from legislation, to guidelines,

to resource distribution, to practice, to monitoring .

Rather the process must be viewed in a circular or looping

fashion" (Rabinovitz, Pressman and Rein, 1976 ill-O2). These

dimensions of the implementation process become conditions

for goal deflecting.

Federal Goal Deflecting

Deinstitutionalization. An illustration of goal

deflecting in the goal of deinstitutionalization for the

disabled is provided by the experiences in Community

■ ental Health. Community Mental Health supports the goal

of deinstitutionalization. However, Titles XVIII and XIX

of the "Social Security Act" support institutionalization

--if unintended--through reimbursement practices by fully

reimburing only inpatient care (Miller and Byrne, Inc.,

l97717). This reimbursement process acts as a disincentive

for community development of supportive structures needed

for deinstitutionalization.

If community facilities are a key to realizing dein

stitutionalization why are resources so frequently put

into the hospital sector?" In New York State in 1968 it

was estimated that l?, 000 disabled could leave the state

schools. Yet, there were only community services avail

able to handle 2, 180 of this population . At the same time

the state had nine new state hospitals in the design stage
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to handle the population rather than designing community

service facilities for deinstitutionalization

(Abrahamson and Bloomfield, 1973 6).

Similarly, in 1979 in California the Mentally

Retarded in state hospitals were reclassified to voluntary

commitment status which means that they could leave the

hospital of their own choosing. The condition for this

being actualized is availability of suitable places in the

community to receive them. While many will not understand

or request to leave the hospital it is doubtful whether

many would be able to do so given the available facilities

(or funds to provide them) in the community.” As long as

certain solutions are chosen over others the community

support system will continue to be minimal or nonexistent

as will the realization of alternative systems of care

beside the institution.

Title XX. Another example of goal deflecting in

federal public programs affecting the disabled has been

found in Title XX and its application. One-third of

federal funds for the retarded have come through Social

Security (Ross, June 29, 1977). In addition, there have

been efforts to eliminate or to put limitations on the

disabled recipients of SSI and AFDC.

The "account" or justification given for these actions

--i. e. "a statement made by a social actor to explain

unanticipated or untoward behavior" (Scott and Lyman,
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1968 46)--is that there is a basic conflict in philosophy.

The Social Security Administration perspective asserts that

the original intent of the Social Security program--to

protect and to provide for the very poor--is undermined by

the inclusion of the disabled. This perspective sees the

increased limitations on Title XX funds as preserving the

original intent of the Social Security legislation.

However, to the DD and their representatives increased

limitations are perceived as an exclusion and denial of

benefits.” (Since 1972 to l979 the total federal authori

zation for social services to states had remained at a

federal ceiling of $2.5 billion. However, in 1979

H. R. 3434 and S. ll34 were proposed to increase funding

and to amend Title XX.)”
In addition, goal deflecting has been seen in Title

XVI (SSI/guaranteed income for the disabled) which supple

ments the cash assistance portion of state programs of

Aid to the Totally Disabled (ATD).” Some local Social
Security offices have reduced clients" incomes when SSI

payments were also being received. Through these practices

the Social Security organizations have nullified or

deflected portions of the federal mandate for the disabled.

One structural condition for this deflecting process

in the conflict over the universe of eligibles is the

emerging "crisis" in the Social Security program. As the

demographic trends show an increasing proportion of aged

and a decreasing proportion of workers, the future portends
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the less supporting the more. The Social Security

insurance payment system is not, as generally perceived,

from payments made earlier by retired workers. Instead,

current workers support the payment system to retirees.

In addition, the percentage of the federal budget going to

direct benefit payments to individuals has changed from

22¢/federal budget dollar in 1964 to 374/federal budget

dollar in 1979.” Whether or not a "crisis" exists--

Edelman (1977) has cautioned us to be wary of such defini

tions-—the fact is that the structure of the Social

Security program is in the midst of considerable reconsi

deration and possible major change.

Confusion exists when trying to decide if these goal

deflecting actions are intended (i. e. that the federal

government has parameters set, and a policy created,

defining support limits) or unintended (i. e. the result

of complex interactions of multiple federal program

actions). Providing cost control and disincentives for

financial support are acceptable goals in the provision of

federal programs. The question is whether enough support

is being provided to encourage goals such deinstitutionali

zation and independent living for the disabled. Or,

whether by the process of goal deflecting, the disabled

are reminded that full habilitation will not be a reality

even if believed to be a right.

Medicare. Goal deflecting is represented in Medicare
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programming. There are two programs 1 Part A. and

Part B. Part A. provides a minimum income for the dis

abled but it can result in a drop from Medicaid coverage.

At which time they are subsumed under Part B. However,

Part B. includes a deductible and a monthly premium. One

consequence is an underutilization of Medicare by the DD.

This disincentive is similar to strategies utilized in

Health Maintenance Organizations (HIO) where disincentives

for utilization are created when access is no longer a

barrier. Long waiting times, rotating staff and excluded

coverage are used to cut down on utilization and provision

of services (Mechanic, l976 : 88–97).

Again, the interesting question is why certain solu

tions and not others are chosen. While the type of data

obtained during this research did not generally lend itself

to this question there are some suggestions in this and

other research. Estes' research (1979) on the aging pro

gram suggests that the perspectives, definitions and

policies for the aged are derived from the underlying

interactional processes of the economic and political

structures in society. The result is the "aging enter

prise"—-i. e. the "congeries of programs, organizations,

bureaucracies, interest groups, trade associations, pro

viders, industries and professionals that serve the aged"

--butressed by legislation but resulting in a social policy

of segregation, isolation and impotance for the aged
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(Estes, l979 2). Her solution is basic restructuring of

institutional arrangements so that stated policy and

existent structure will coincide (Estes, l979 i 246).

In the case of the DD the universe of required ser–

vices is not that well defined and the potential for their

escalation is everpresent. This creates a certain "watch

dog" mentality amongst congressional fiscal conservatives.

In addition, the DD share the fate of other economically

and socially disadvantaged groups as the 1980's portend

increasing fiscal conservatism with social programs the

likely victim. Vernon Jordan, President of the National

Urban League, suggested in 1980 that "there is clearly a

balance the budget hysteria. There is clearly a growing

conservatism, growing negativism about government programs,

about government spending, about the needs of those at the

bottom of our economic and social rung".”
"DD" as goal deflecting. Goal deflecting in program

ming for the DD has been emerging since the early l970's.

From the perspective of certain disability groups the term

"developmental disabilities" is an example of goal deflec

ting in terms of policy making for their disability group.

Interest groups for the Mentally Retarded have defined

inclusion of other groups under DD as an "administrative

strategy" for siphoning funds targeted for the Mentally

Retarded to other disability groups (Abrahamson and

Bloomfield, 1973; 6). Conflict between disability interest
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groups has in some instances increased. This brings into

question the original goal for combining disability

groups--i. e. to align actions in order to utilize common

strengths to achieve common goals and a federal policy on

the disabled.

The DD groups pre-existed as independent and organized

entities. In coming together with established group

identities, goals, allegiances and social worlds, they

provided diverse structures upon which the new concept of

"DD" was superimposed. Populations such as the aged or

ethnic minorities were not separately organized before

the labels of "aged", "senior citizen", or "black" were

applied for political and policy purposes. They had no

other overarching prior identity aside from age or

ethnicity which now was in conflict with these "official"

labels. Yet, while the disabled were that they were also

strongly identified with, and rooted in, the identities of

Neurologically Handicapped, Cerebral Palsied or Mentally

Retarded. These old labels became difficult to shed for

the umbrella category of DD.

One consequence of this social psychological condition

is that there is discretionary commitment to , and partici

pation in, the DD program. A second consequence is that

in conflict situations there are pre-existing identities

and allegiances toward which energies may be withdrawn.

Moreover, conflict itself is more likely given the precon
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dition of diverse allegiances. A third consequence is

that consensual agreements and coordinated action must be

viewed as tenuous unless supporting structures guarantee

their continuation.

Conditions for Goal Deflecting

Various conditions exist for public programs which

can lead to the deflecting of original goals. These condi

tions themselves are symptoms of definitional flux or

they provide the situation which maintains or enhances

definitional ambiguity, uncertainty or inconsistency.

These conditions include the existence of multiple reali

ties and social worlds; legislating for expediency; con

textual (environmental) variables which make up the pro

gram-specific arena; competing goals; dissensual defini

tions and goals; and emerging participants in the program

arena •

Multiple realities and social worlds. Actors coming

to the program arena with differential participation in

various social worlds choose different courses of action

the impact of which may be unforeseen. Different commit

ments, involvements, expectations and strategies may

result. For some participants "DD" is a key or "life"

issue; for others "DD" is one of many concerns demanding

attention. One legislator responded to the DD issue with

"not involved" and "no interest" when questioned about

following the legislative outcome--"legislation is an
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idea; some work, some don't". This individual occupied an

important position on a California legislative committee

involved with the DD.

With differential perspectives actors enter the

bargaining or negotiating situation with different expec

tations, resources, strategies and political "savvy".

The consequence is conflict over definitions, means for

problem-solving, key issues and urgency. For example, the

July 14, 1979, workshop on ABY-CDDC communication involved

a variety of people "those who knew nothing except the

agency work they do; those who are really involved with

their agency as well as the local council; those who were

at the next level as well". These individuals bring vary

ing perspectives even under the general rubric of being

"advocates" or "planners" for the DD. In turn their

general perspective differed from those who provide ser–

vices--e. g. administrators of half-way houses and commun

ity care facilities. These perspectives are all generally

reflected ("appeased") in subsequent legislation creating

a program for minimal change.

Legislating for expediency. Goal deflecting can occur

during the legislating process especially when legislating

occurs on the basis of expediency rather than from well

deliberated and defined policy making. Frequently, legis

lation is enacted in response to "crisis generating" pro

cesses wherein an issue or group is defined by the govern
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ment and the mass media as requiring immediate attention

(Edelman, 1977; l;3-55). As Democratic Representative John

Moss of California has stated i

you can go through a whole series of issues
where Congress has done ludicrous things
because it's popular. Not because it's right
or because it's been demonstrated as being
necessary or desirable, but because it's a

response to a sense of panic that they've #3%to do it or they'll be in trouble at home.

As already discussed the concept of area board has been

labeled by some as poorly conceptualized "California

was not prepared to go for fifty-eight DD Councils so it

created the concept of area".

Similarly, other federal programs have been created

in response to political and social pressure only to be

constructed for failure. Hamilton (1971,298)* asserts

of the "War on Poverty" program that the "Community

Action Agencies were conceived in a time of crisis and

were victims of the lack of a coherent, long term concep

tualization of what should be done". The Professional

Standards Review Organizations (PSROs) reflected Congres

sional concern with cost overruns of Medicare and Medicaid,

and the "New Towns In-Town" program was launched suddenly

with little or no planning and ill-defined objectives

(Derthick, l972 i lj).

Contextual variables. Contextual variables are those

variables acting as environmental influences in the program

--i. e. political, economic and social. This includes
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areas covered by "micro" and "macro" labels which in

analysis are not easily separated—-i. e. the federal and

local levels are continually influencing each other.

The degree of receptivity of the policy environment

into which the program is introduced is important for

program outcome. Miller and Byrne, Inc. (1977 t l?) found

it is important to introduce programs into a "consensual

policy environment" in which "everyone agrees on what the

major issue is”.45 For example, the "National Health

Planning and Resources Development Act" of 1974 was intro

duced into a preconsensual environment--i. e. states had

not decided on the definition of health planning and its

parameters (Miller and Byrne, Inc., l'977; 5, 13). The "DD

program" has found an overtly more receptive environment

for implementation--i. e. the planning experience and

philosophy pre-existed it from the Mental Retardation

legislation.” However, it is apparent not everyone agrees

on what the major issue is (e. g. planning; advocating;

coordinating services; generating services) and how to

implement solutions.

Moreover, the program-specific arena is not static

but undergoes change by the introduction of the program.

This may bring to light stresses and tensions in the

existing local relationships--e. g. between powerful

interest groups. Further, the program impact may change

the way groups in the local arena perceive themselves and
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their roles.” Correlated with the "DD program" in

California has been a rise in professionals (e. g. social

workers in DD) and a decreasing sense or participation and

responsibility by some parental segments--"the sense that

it's no longer their baby". Once in place the program has

represented a legitimate structure to take care of the

"problem of the DD" with some decreasing efforts by the

parents or community to force change. "Moral outrage" has

been translated into program agendas. However, its re

emergence is expected if the "DD program" fails to meet

expectations. (See Chapter 8. )

Dominant philosophical and ideological positions

represented in the local arena must be understood--i. e.

how do they help or hinder a program's development and how

do they "fit" together with other key contextual variables.

For example, the pluralist model supports a decentralized

approach to problem solving. Yet, much federal legislation

must assume some degree of centralized action in terms of

process and definition. Yet, decentralization strategies

at the local level may not be compatible. ABY has found it

difficult to play a centralized role within a local network

of units stressing decentralization and autonomy.

Similarly, Derthick (1972 i zv) found the "New Towns In

Town" program was unsuccessful because the federal level

attempted centralized action in a "system" decentralized in

behavior.
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Existing power structures or key actors in the local

arena must be identified and strategically defined or

goal deflecting occurs. If the program overlays or ignores

existing relationships a resistent reaction by locally

powerful actors develops. This has been seen in the

interaction of ABY and the CDDCs. Similarly, the success

of the "New Towns In-Town" program was hindered with

federal awareness of the need for heavy involvement by

locals but without any idea of what would evoke local

action, thereby failing to develop community support

(Derthick, l972).

Goal deflecting also results when strategic power

points in the environment needed to solve problems have

been neglected. For example, Hamilton (1974 l8) claims

the failure of the Civil Rights Program in the 1960's is

due to the inability to centralize political authority at

the federal level. The federal level "acted as if"

pluralism would succeed and the program failed when they

tried to rely on local action.* Conversely, Witherspoon

(1968) asserts that this program failed because the pri

mary focus should have been on intergroup relations at the

local level. Although they disagree on areas of emphasis

both critics agree that strategic power points were mis

understood and ignored.

Goal deflecting results when one fails to recognize

shifting relationships of actors and directions in the
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environment. For example, the federal grant system has

created direct federal involvement in state politics which

has changed the environment within which actors function

and altered the distribution of influence--the federal

government has become a key actor and therefore changed

relationships (Derthick, l970 201). This is also an

example of how goal deflecting occurs from the spurious

division between federal (macro) and local (micro) units--

i. e. acting "as if" the local are truly autonomous from

federal influence. There is little likelihood that the

state or local levels set goals in a policy vacuum ignorant

of a larger public (s)--strategies of funding being the

primary way for the federal to influence local policy and

decision making processes.

Goal deflecting results from the misassumption that

the targeted population has become a public issue and has

large-scale support--i. e. that it has been defined as

an important priority. "Social legislation needs a con

stituency larger than its direct beneficiaries. A larger

public must share the goals of social intervention before

political reform becomes possible" (Ginzberg and Solow,

1974 1212). Public awareness and public commitment are not

necessarily correlated as one can see when the DD take to

civil disobedience in protest. There is a "public" which

responds to their goals and strategies but there also

emerges a "public" which does not and which becomes hostile
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when demands are made. What appears in the mass media is

not a barometer of a real constituency.

Goal deflecting results from the failure to account

for divergent and shifting political party perspectives.

Different national parties have (used to have ) distinct

priorities and economic policies. Programs should struc

turally prepare (create strategies for) the "changing of

the guard" to protect achieved gains (Silver, l972 33l

336). Increased emphasis on "crises" in energy and the

economy in the early 1980's means that the interests of

the disabled will become especially vulnerable to changing

political priorities.

The general failure to "read" these macro- and micro

contextual variables leads to inappropriate situational

definitions (e. g. strategies and tactics) for problem

solving and program implementation. The Civil Rights

Movement has been termed a "failure" because program

tactics which worked in the South did not work in the

North (zashin, 1978,211).”
Competing goals. In addition to multiple realities

and social worlds, legislating for expediency, and con

textual variables, competing goals is a fourth condition

for goal deflecting. This exists when political, economic

and social goals compete for social and national dominance.

One dimension of this process is the natural ebb and flow

in popularity of given issues. Despite the legislative
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prominence of the DD as a targeted population in the

l970's one respondent claimed that "actually the DD--

really the MR-—were more 'fashionable" in the l960's--I

don't think it's fashionable anymore". The Neighborhood

Health Center experience is another example of this pro

cess. These centers grew out of the "War on Poverty"

and survived by linking with "health" as an emerging

issue only to become stagnated in the late l970's

(Reynolds, l976 : 50–51).

The assumption of competing goals as a basis for goal

deflecting is based on the belief that this is an era of

limited or scarce resources--e. g. in energy, the environ

ment (Fuchs, l976). The l960's were viewed as a period of

economic prosperity while the l970's and l980's have long

forgotten prosperity and focused on inflation, recession

and depression as economic conditions. New programs are

viewed de facto as challenges to the hegemony of other

social and economic programs.” All public programs are

"on guard" for the backlash which occurs when the program

becomes more costly and new programs emerge--"the handouts

that they /the public/ think are handouts are the handi
capped and I think they really believe that".

Dissensus and coordination. A fifth and final

condition for goal deflecting is the level of dissensus

which exists. For the coordination strategy to be success

ful in the implementation of public policy a working level
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of agreement is required on key problems, possible solu

tions and program parameters between federal, state and

local participants. However, data suggests that this is

not the general experience of many public programs con

cerned with "social problems". The "DD program" has

suffered nationally from a lack of a specific mandate from

DHEW headquarters enabling participating HEW agencies to

agree on a common strategy for deinstitutionalization.*
This condition has kept funding at the institutional level

rather than the community facility level.

Dissensus arises from the definitional flux in

program and policy making built into the program. However,

dissensus may also arise later when general definitions

become refined by participants. Dissensus over role has

been most notable in the "DD program". Program dissensus

may owe its beginnings to the interworkings of the social

movement(s) which gave rise to the program. For example,

the Women's Movement developed internal dissensus as the

movement matured "NOW members were begging to turn their

energies against one another over what seemed to be dif

ferences of sexual ideology" (Friedan, 1977; l89).

Dissensus may manifest itself in differential enact

ment of enabling legislation. For example, the implemen

tation of the "Education for All Handicapped Children Act"

(P.L. 94-192) has been uneven some states over-read regu
22

lations; some states under-read them. This opens the
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arena to collusion, goal displacement, goal deflection,

differential enactment and power plays conditions for

goal deflecting. Moreover, social service programs such

as the "DD program" are especially prone to such discre

tionary processes. For social service programs are

"characterized by broad, diffuse goals, an inability to

specify the meaning of social service, and uncertainty of

political commitment to continuous support for these

difficult to define activities" (Rabinovitz, Pressman and

Rein, l976 l; O5).

Coordinated action must be the reflection of consensus

definitions. Or, at the least, consensus regarding the

next movement or direction in a program. However, it must

be kept in mind "consensus at what cost"——whose interests

are being repressed or ignored to develop consensual social

action (Alford, 1976). The liberalist model of competing

dominant interests may no longer work in developing public

programs. A new perspective may have to emerge if the

philosophy of the Great Society--extending opportunities

and resources to all segments of the nation--is to remain

viable.

Strategies for Goal Deflecting

Manipulating symbols. One of the strategies for goal

deflecting to which actors have access is in the use of

language--i. e. the manipulation of symbols (Edelman,

1977; Gerth and Mills, l953; Mead, 1956). In focusing
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attention on chronic social problems the manipulation of

symbols is significant in determining 1 l) the ways events

are perceived; 2) the imputation of guilt or responsibility

to actors (e. g. "blaming the victim", Ryan, 1971); 3)

parameters for solutions and lº) which issues are perceived

as important (e. g. "crisis creating"). As Edelman (197l

65) has stated "language forms perform a crucial function

by creating shared meanings, perceptions and reassurances

among mass publics".

Contradictory sets of beliefs about populations or

social issues are everpresent in social life waiting for

maneuvering by officials, politicans, interest groups and

the mass media. These beliefs are especially vulnerable to

the "linguistic reconstruction of facts" (Edelman, 1977;

37) by politicians and the mass media. The public percep

tion of issues, populations and public programs comes

mainly through the language of these two groups. "Language

is an integral facet of the political scene i not simply an

instrument for describing events but itself a part of

events, shaping their meaning and helping to shape the

political roles officials and the general public play"

(Edelman, 1977 i !!). Manipulating actions can enhance,

retard or give the illusion of social change in public

programs.

For example, whether or not the current status of the

DD is perceived as "crisis", "chronic neglect" or "benign
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inattention" is dependent upon how the situation is

defined by legislators and translated back to the public

through the mass media. The sit-in of the DHEW agency in

San Francisco brought news coverage and commentary

stressing the hardships to the disabled in the sit-in,

their anger and the resistance of the public officials.”
The focus was on disability. Less emphasized in the media

was the real issue of the protest——i. e. the fact that a

section of an enacted federal statute was not being imple

mented. Yet, the failure to implement was important for

all people not just disabled people.

Language can also be manipulated in giving the illu

sion of change through symbolic gesturing. Appearance

becomes the substitute for concrete social change . Exam

ples of this are "Senior Citizens' Day" (giving the illu

sion of fundamental prioritizing of a population) and the

""War" on Poverty" (giving the image of a massive assault

on poverty).

Legislation itself is a symbolic gesture--"political

acts are symbolic acts" (Gusfield, l963 ill; Edelman, l97l).

Groups are frequently satisfied by the passage of legisla

tion even though the execution of acts often contradict

the intent of the legislation (Edelman, 1964). For legis

lation is a symbolic conferral of respect for particular

groups and confirms the individual or group's conception

of place in the social order (Gusfield, 1963,171).” Con

versely, the disabled correctly perceived that the failure
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of the federal government to write the regulations for

Section 50% of the "Rehabilitation Act" of 1973 was a

rejection of their legitimacy and their place in a new

social order.

Symbolic gestures are likely to occur in programs

where an incremental approach is taken towards institu

tional restructuring. For "this form of structuring of a

problem always produces symbolic or token gestures" where

increments become perceived as the core of the problem

while one remains oblivious to the larger structural pro

cesses (Edelman, 1977 : 37). Shonick and Price (1977 2149)

in their research on public services to the poor con

cluded that "tangible benefits to the poor were rarely

found" but instead the more general strategy was in the

"granting of symbolic benefits"--e. g. l) appointment of

study commissions; 2) announcements of "great programs"

with a lot of public fanfare but which actually resulted

in limited or temporary funding for more modest ones; and

3) the reorganization of agencies promising better or

increased services through rationalization of structures.

Writing regulations. Regulation writing is a

second strategy for goal deflecting. Regulations deter

mine the operationality of legislation and they elaborate

and interpret what has already been expressed. Through the

regulations the "legislative intent is translated into

administrative prescription for action" (Rabinovitz,
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Pressman and Rein, l976 : 402). The two types of legisla

tive regulations include : legislative directives ordering

rule-making and interpretive regulations which agencies

issue in the absence of specific legislative directives.

Both allow for redefinition and discretion.

The writing of regulations as a gap-filling process

allows for the exercise of "considerable policymaking at

HEW" for social legislation (Altman and Sapolsky, l976 :

1926). Regulations for social legislation especially are

conceived amidst complex and turbulent situations versus

the low turbulence, high agreement and cooperation of

federal programs such as the progressive income tax

program (Rabinovitz, Pressman and Rein, 1976 : 402).

Within this situation decision making and bargaining

involve a wide range of individuals and organizations with

varied interests, perspectives, goals and resources. Dis

cretionary processes emerge when "what is decided in

Congress must be interpreted and redecided within /federal/
agencies in order to be implemented" (Altman and Sapolsky,

1976 ill?).

Examination of the regulation writing process shows

how the agencies and officials' definitions and reconstruc

tions lead to some, rather than other, actions. In

addition, regulation writing involves a series of steps

and, even then, is not published or developed all at once.

"Publication of final regs for specific sections may be
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months, in some cases years apart" (Altman and Sapolsky,

1976 : 519). Moreover, while feedback is considered--

primarily in a form to promote cooperative implementation

--additional regulations or guidelines may be written by

different groups of officials with different definitions

and priorities. This represents one of a "number of stages

in the policy process at which interest groups compete and

bargain with each other" (Rabinovitz, Pressman and Rein,

1976 ill! ). For example, the HMO program regulations

involved three sets of HEW officials with three diverse

roles--i. e. reviewing activities, reviewing crucial

policy decisions, and translating policy decisions into

technical language (Rabinovitz, Pressman and Rein, 1976 :

412). In addition, the regulation writing process is

inexorably linked to the political process.

Laws that emerge from Congress inevitably
involve some compromising of diverse interests;
legislative ambiguity and contradiction is
frequently the price paid for getting sufficient
support to pass a bill . . . Guidelines cannot
impose consistency, rationality, and calm on an
environment that lacks these qualities
(Rabinovitz, Pressman and Rein, l976 : 41%).

The major point for consideration in writing

regulations as a strategy for goal deflecting is that the

accommodation of perspectives and the reconstruction of

realities through redefinition is a continual process and

occurs during legislative enactment and regulation

writing. For example, in the CETA amendments in 1978

(P.L. 95–524) several definitions in the proposed regula
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tions differed significantly from the statute and intent

of Congress. "Economically disadvantaged" in the statute

included the handicapped without an income limitation.

Yet, the regulations asserted that the handicapped were

included but must have a family income of 100% or less of

the Lower Standard Income Level.” The definition of

"economically handicapped" in the statute also included the

phrase "in community care". This was dropped in the regu

lations with the consequence of making ineligible a signi

ficant portion of the handicapped population and the

portion most likely to benefit from employment and train

ing opportunities. This was contrary to the general goal

of deinstitutionalization.

The regulations for the "DD Rights Act" (P.L. 94-103)

did not arouse great conflict but potential conflict was

built into the regulations around deinstitutionalization.

Included in the regulations was the requirement for the

state plan to provide a provision for the protection of the

rights of employees working in institutions who would lose

their jobs as alternative care facilities developed.

Further, the regulations on the advocacy goal of the

"DD Rights Act" were criticized for the "absence of
26

specific content". DHEW countered that detailed provi

sions were not called for in light of the newness of this

provision--more data on experiences were needed. Guidelines

to states gave wide latitude as to options and discretion
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as to a model for a Protection and Advocacy system.

Finally, as one respondent said of the regulations for the

"DD program" i

obviously, whose "chain is pulled the hardest"
will make a difference as to whether the regs
come out. The statute's one thing; the regs
are prepared by experts. Those regs are not
really instructive, creative. They're puni
tive and almost always will be. However,
given a sense of imagination, humor, willing
neSS to Work, there have been some marvelous
things accomplished.

On the other hand, early on the regulations of the

"Education for All Handicapped Children Act" engendered

controversy. The issue of funding for necessary changes

was emphasized. by the resistance of school districts to

provide additional services and programs to meet the

legislative goal of equal opportunity. An inclusion of

"learning disabilities" in the regulations was problematic

because of an inadequate definition of who and what con

stituted this category.” This created a problem with the

numerical classification of children for needed funding

requirements.

These regulations further provided for discretionary

processes in the case of the mandated "individualized

education program" (IEP) for each disabled child--i. e. a

written program with parents, educators, local educational

agency representatives and the child present.” The

regulations stated that this was not a legally binding

contract and the states were given the discretion of deter
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mining its status. Parents with institutionalized and

noninstitutionalized disabled children consider the IEP a

key step in allowing for normalization and deinstitu

tionalization and continue to be concerned about its

progress.

Patterns of funding. A third strategy for goal de

flecting involves the amount of, and patterns of, funding

which reflect commitment to populations (e. g. inadequate

funding means limited staff which cannot maintain services

much less do "outreach" or program innovation). Funding

patterns favoring one alternative over another determine

the outcome of a program. For example, Medicaid funding

for skilled nursing facilities and intermediate care

facilities, plus the limited funds to develop community

alternatives, makes institutional, not community, place

ment more likely for the DD. Therefore, "budget is policy"

and becomes a major condition for goal deflecting (Carlson,

l971; Howard, l970; Wildavsky, 1964). As Ginzberg and

Solow (1974 1215) suggest a "social program is usually

better defined by its budget than by the language of the

enabling legislation". Further, the lack of a coordinating

policy on resources leads to fragmentation and differential

allocation (e. g. see the experience of the CHPs, Roemer,

et. al., 1975 i 205-206).

The kinds and sources of funding can create goal

deflecting. An example is "new money". Estes (1976 ill, 3)
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found in the "Aging Program" that General Revenue Sharing

billed as "new money" would have to replace other sources

of federal revenue--"even with General Revenue Sharing an

overall decrease in federal funding to states and

localities may result".

One tactic for goal deflecting in funding is to

launch "exciting, new" programs by repackaging the funds

which had been appropriated a year earlier (Ginzberg and

Solow, l974 1215). A second tactic when under pressure

to solve a problem is to "pass a bill with high-sounding

language, establish an agency and starve it for funds"

(Ginzberg and Solow, l974 : 216). A third tactic of the

federal government is the awarding of project grants to

selected agencies under private auspices. This gives the

appearance of creating a "large number of federally

financed services while using much less funds than would

be required to systematically finance such services in

all affected cities over long periods of time" (Shonick

and Price, l977 t 2198).

The elasticity or stability of funding are dimensions

affecting program performance. To what degree are funds

committed to a particular category or population or

can these funds be transferred to other categories or

populations? For example, Estes (1974 il27) found that the

"Older Americans Act" consolidated six social service and

formula grant programs with guaranteed funding for the
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aged but up to 30% of these funds could be transferred

from one area to another according to varying state and

local conditions.

The adequacy of the budget is a key dimension. At

what point does the feasibility of program continuation

become threatened? For example, the Center for Independent

Living in Berkeley, California, serving the disabled,

lost 25% of its budget from the 60% cut in property tax

by Jarvis-Gann's "Proposition 13" threatening its program

and services. Similarly, the Neighborhood Health Centers

operate mostly from grants with an annual fixed budget.

"Success"--i. e. full efficiency--will necessitate

trade-offs (e. g. among numbers to be served or services

to be provided, Reynolds, 1976 : 67).

The lack of alternative funding sources promotes

goal deflecting. If the "DD Rights Act" was not amended

by November 1978 the SDDC in California would not have

been federally funded. The question was to what degree

California's General Revenues would have taken up the

$2.5 million slack--especially with the growing fiscal

conservatism.

Fundamental dimensions of the legislative funding

strategy are the authorization and appropriation processes.

The authorization process is what the legislation pro

mises; the appropriation process is what Congress

actually funds--usually a lower figure (Frankenhoff, l977
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22l). In a l979 article Phil Draper, Executive Director

of the Center for Independent Living in Berkeley,

criticized the l978 rehabilitation and DD amendments

(P.L. 95-602) for the vast discrepancy between authoriza

tion and appropriation levels for the first federally

funded independent living centers. As an example of goal

deflecting Draper asserted that the "White House nego

tiated a deal with some other legislators to support a

$2 million appropriation for this program instead of the

$80 million authorization. This reduction proposed by the

administration would turn the law into a token measure".”

Power and social control. A fourth strategy for £oal

deflecting lies in gaining power and social control in

the legislative and program arenas. Bardach (1977) asserts

that in the implementation process actors are constantly

trying to gain social control over each other while at the

same time trying to remain out of the control of others.

The New Federalism has been one way for the federal

government to decentralize problems it does not know how

to solve but which has only intensified the processes of

definitional and power dominance at the local level.

Although definitional and power dominance can accrue to the

community through mobilization it is generally the more

entrenched or "power elites" whose perspectives will

dominate (Walton, 1975).

Dominance in power does not only meant political or
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interest group dominance but is broadened to questions of

cultural or social dominance. Recent reports on the

numbers of minority students enrolled in classes for the

Mentally Retarded (i. e. "educable mentally retarded",

EMR) in California show that minorities make up 35% of the

school population but l;8% of the enrollment in "retarded

classes".” San Francisco, California, with a 28% total

Black enrollment shows a Black retarded enrollment of

56%.3% While there are allegations of recruitment of

retarded in order to get more funds for the school dis

trict--i. e. $3050/year to educate retarded versus

$ll,00/year to educate the nonretarded--more basic ques

tions are whose definition of "cultural normalcy" will

dominate and who will be socially controlled by that defi

nition (e. g. "to devise tests that distinguish between

culturally caused ignorance and innate stupidity Zsic?".2%
Therefore, when one speaks of fundamental social

change through public programming it is important to see

which actors are chosen or emerge during the transition

period as "official" spokesmen and actors. Vladeck

(1977127) asserts that those who lose out in interest

group representation and interest group bargaining are the

consumers--"the losers are the general public".

Fundamental change only comes when the actors can also

go beyond taken-for-granted definitions and perspectives.

When such redefinitional processes can occur the public or
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"enlightened" actors will cease being the "losers". Other

wise, as Vladeck (1977 : 27) has asserted of the HSA

program, programs will "provide an institutional forum

for legitimizing existing patterns of power distribution

and Zaccede/ slowly" to forces producing major social

change .

The real antithesis to creating major social change

emerges when one looks at the incentives or sanctions

for change built into public programs. As already dis

cussed the "DD program" has interorganizational and com

munication problems, but it also has large questions re

maining as to the locus and dimensions of authority and

power to enforce change through the program units.

Similarly, O'Connor (1974) found that the CHPs had as a

goal the "redistribution of power-—a fundamentally radical

proposal—-yet, had no "elaborated regulatory mechanism"

to control the medical care industry. Their only power

was to comment and to make recommendations. Wladeck

(1977:28) suggested that the only sanctions available for

the HSAs to implement their plans are unlikely to be used

because of the way in which health services are financed.

Therefore, if the assumed goal is significant social change

it is likely that goal deflecting will occur unless socio

cultural, political and economic conditions change to sup

port such change.
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Goal displacement. Goal displacing actions create

a fifth strategy for goal deflecting. These are actions

in which structures and processes in organizations become

diverted from the original goals and aims to the means to

obtain them. For example, the procedures by program units

to serve targeted populations become the focus rather than

the services to the clients. Estes (1974 : 685) has cited

the following precipitating conditions for goal displacing 1

l) the characteristics of the organization; 2) the

individual members and their interests and needs; 3) en

vironmental context; l; ) institutional character or organi

zation; and 5) general culture or society. Added to the

above are the lack of consensus definitions over goals

and roles and the communication processes (i. e. interac

tional processes).

In the "DD program" data again and again one sees

or hears of the problems of getting "bogged down" in pro

cedure. One SDDC member who instigated the writing of

by-laws later complained that nothing was getting done

because of the tendency to focus on procedural proprieties

and organizational enhancement. Similarly, Estes'

research (1971, 1687) on the "Aging Program" found that the

general goals of planning, research and education were

displaced by "maintenance and enhancement activities bene

fitting the member organizations in the planning bodies".

Differential enactment. Actors can differentially
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enact legislative mandates as a sixth strategy for goal

deflecting. This occurs when legislation is ambiguous or

vague or when few or no sanction mechanisms exist.

Differential enactment resulted in delay in the "DD

program" around the Protection and Advocacy System and

around appointments to the ABs. Both delays in action by

the Governor meant that funds were threatened and

activities hindered. Yet, there was little in the way of

influence that could be made on the Governor that would

force the necessary actions to be taken. Similarly, at

the AB and CDDC levels a great amount of action was the

result of "personalities" making the units become more

active (or less active) according to their own interests

and motivation.

At the national level deinstitutionalization has been

hindered by the Department of Labor in its slowness to

create affirmative action for the disabled (e. g. job

training and placement programs not available to Mentally

Retarded in institutions or released into the community).

No special efforts have been made to reach this group.”
Another example has been in the area of housing. Only one

of eight local housing authorities had addressed the needs

of the disabled under the housing assistance plan by l977

and by 1977 Housing and Urban Development (HUD) had not

developed a strategy to implement the l97l Presidential

directive to develop community housing for the Mentally
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Retarded.”
Bureaucratization. Bureaucratization or structural

elaborating and reorganizing is a seventh strategy for

goal deflecting. Giving the appearance of change the

outcome may be simply that-–the appearance of change--or

it may work against more general goals. Structure elabor

ating or the growth in bureaucracy is a current trend in

health care organization as a response to increasing com

plexity. Just as experts develop as a social psychological

response to uncertainty so bureaucracy developes as a

structural response.

Yet, bureaucratization has the consequence of making

things more complex by the nature of organizational

structures (Mechanic, 1977). Bureaucratic organizations

frequently come "to serve those who control them"

(Mechanic, l976 : 3). This can result in confusion over the

"landscape"—-i. e. questions of authority and responsi–

bility--which has been evidenced in the SDDC and ABs as

well as in the special units such as the Protection and

Advocacy system (e. g. its relationship to other units).

Similarly, structural reorganization can give the

appearance of change but may indeed be a condition and

strategy for goal deflecting. For example, the "DD pro

gram" experienced reorganization at the state and federal

levels during 1976–1978. Reorganization in California

with AB 363 involved the abolition of the Department of
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Health and its replacement with ten departments created

under the HEW agency (including a Department of

Developmental Services). The functions of the Department

of Health were taken over by Health Services (formerly

the State Department of Benefit Payments) and the Office

of Statewide Health Planning. Even if the reorganizing

is not of itself a strategy for goal deflecting the pro

cess of reorganizing can be as formal actors and the

public a just to the changes and try to continue with

"business as usual" in a changed environment.

Reorganization at the federal level involved the

reorganization of the HEW Office of Human Development

Services (OHDS) and the dismantling of the DD Office (DDO)

with the reassignment of some of its responsibilities to

other components of the Rehabilitation Services Adminis

tration (RSA). The DDO was also reduced to bureau status

under the new office of program development. All OHDS

programs serving persons with disabilities are consoli

dated into a single new administration of Rehabilitation

Services Administration.

Prior to the Carter administration the DDO Director

reported directly to the OHDS Assistant Secretary. Now the

DDB Director reports to the Association Commissioner for

Program Operation who will report to the RSA Commissioner

who will report to OHDS. Further, the DDB adminsters

l) state grants and 2) SDDCs and Technical Assistance.
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There has been a movement underway by the administration

for the DDB to administer only the state grants. Some

feel this is "tantamount to dismantling the concept of

DD",

Moreover, there is a movement to transfer programs

authorized by the "Rehabilitation Act" and administered by

the RSA to the new Education Department. This is opposed

by some because of costs and the separation of rehabilita

tion from health and social service programs.” It is

opposed for fear the Education Department will have domi

nance over Vocational Rehabilitation. It is opposed

because of the fear of increased prioritization of young

children and young adults at the expense of older dis

abled. It is also opposed because the transfer could

undermine the consolidated human resources department

approach now trending in many states.

Whether or not reorganization and elaboration through

bureaucratization result in goal deflecting depends upon

the clarification of roles and definitions and the inter

face between these and the longer range goals. However,

"organizational theory suggests that frequent or wide

spread structural reorganization is symptomatic of organi

zations under stress" (Shonick and Price, l97l 223).

Edelman (1977: 77) supports this with the theory that sur

vival or demise of administrative agencies is not a func

tion of accomplishments but dependent upon public anxiety
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about coping with social problems.

Goal Deflecting and the 1978 Amendments

The 1978 "Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services and

Developmental Disabilities Amendments" (P.L. 95-602),

amending the "Rehabilitation Act" of 1973 and the "DD

Assistance and Bill of Rights Act" of l975, redefined

"developmental disabilities". The question is whether in

redefining this concept conditions are being created to

deflect action from the achievement of a national

"Program" and policy for the groups heretofore defined

as DD.

Functional definition. The new functional, not cate

gorical, definition of DD means a severe, chronic dis

ability (mental and/or physical) before age 22 with

substantial limitations in three of seven life activities

(i. e. self-care, receptive and expressive language,

learning, mobility, self-direction, capacity for indepen

dent living and economic self-sufficiency. These acti.

vities require coordinated and lifelong services. The new

definition is less arbitrary in terms of who is included,

focuses on more substantially disabled and is consistent

with the trend to functional not categorical definitions

of the disabled (Gollay, 1979).

The new definition is designed neither to eliminate

or expand the population nor to determine eligibility

for services. It is designed for policy and planning.
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One definitional assumption is that the DD are different

from other disabled and require a separate definition yet

are "sufficiently similar" to each other to be grouped

together (Gollay, l979). A second definitional assumption

is that combining by functional needs may reduce the

conflict between included and excluded groups. For

example, this definition expands coverage to populations

of disabled such as Spina Bifida, Osteogenesis Imperfecta

and Tuberous Sclerosis as well as continuing the originally

mandated populations.

This definitional elaboration could be a major step

in the evolution of a national policy ("Program") for all

disabled. Yet, there is a danger of retrenched program

ming for the original groups. A danger recognized in the

l978 legislation by the requirement for a final impact

report to DHEW by January 1981 of the new definition on the

original DD population. Moreover, conflict from diverse

perspectives was present already during the creation of

the legislation.

Creating the legislation. The Senate Subcommittee on

the Handicapped introduced S. 2600 to extend the

"Rehabilitation Act" . It would have abolished the "DD

program" as examined in this research and substituted a

new program of "comprehensive services to severely handi

capped individuals". As Senator Randolph stated of

S. 2600 a "commitment should be made to all severely
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handicapped persons, not just to persons with specified

disability". Yet, not everyone wanted to abolish the

system of SDDCs. Amendments were sought to restore them

and to preserve the interaction of state officials with

private citizens. The House introdued H. R. l.2326 to

retain a program specifically for the DD, especially the

severely disabled. (H.R. 12467 was the House version of

the "Rehabilitation Act" extension. ) What emerged was a

compromise of these two bills.

The Carter administration represented a mixture of

perspectives. Some segments wanted to abolish the "DD

program". Others wanted a moderate revision to retain

the current structure plus some new program authorization

for grants to establish local capabilities. The enacted

amendments possess the following "DD program" (SDDCs)

retained; a new "National Council on the Handicapped"; a

new Title VII, "Comprehensive Services for Independent

Living" for severely handicapped without potential for

employment (including independent living centers) and the

new definition of DD.

Potential for goal deflecting. The important ques

tion to be answered is whether the definitional change and

structural elaboration will increase, maintain or dilute

existing services to the DD populations earlier targeted.--

though as one DD respondent stated "services should be

provided to all disabled despite disability". For example,
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will there be an increased population despite the claim

that such will not occur (Gollay, l979) and will appro

priate funding follow? The late 1970's "DD program"

impacted on a population of lo, 637,000 (11.5% of the

national population) and of this 5,530, 300 were substanti

ally disabled (50% of the DD population).” Mental

Retardation, Cerebral Palsy, Epilepsy and various child

hood psychoses alone account for 75-80% of all Social

Security Childhood disability benefits (Boggs and Henney,

l979).

In terms of funding a look at the negotiations

during legislation is interesting. During S. 2600 an

attempt was made to include a "limitation of assistance"

provision whereby state plans under Comprehensive Services

and Developmental Disabilities would have had to address

different population categories thereby eliminating the DD

from Comprehensive Services (Title VI). Moreover, a look

at the levels for authorized funding in P.L. 95-602 is

enlightening. P.L. 94-103 set up a schedule of $40 mil

lion in FY'76, $50 million in FY'77 and $60 million in

FY'78. P. L. 95-602 authorizes $55 million for FY'79,

$65 million for FY'80 and $75 million for FY'8l-–the old

schedule would have been $70, 80 and 90 million. This

does not take into account the increasing inflation rate--

a two digit figure.”
One potential for goal deflecting and the DD that
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emerged with S. 2600 is the possible strategy of empha

sizing handicapped individuals who are capable of rehabili

tation at the expense of the severely disabled. For

S. 2600 emphasized the Comprehensive Services and Indepen

dent Living Centers. Yet, as already shown, the

authorization and appropriation levels have varied greatly

and appropriations for the latter have fallen drastically

short of need and expectations. Despite an avowed mandate

to the severely disabled the failure to strongly support

the independent living center concept results in goal

deflecting.

There are other potential consequences of redefining

the DD which can result in goal deflecting in program and

policy. First, redefining the DD may result in public

confusion--i. e. the categorical definition has aided in

educating the public about DD. Second, the change in

definition could disrupt state planning activities result

ing, for example, in the attention of the SDDC going back

to needs assessing rather than moving on to service

securing and program innovating. Third, funding may be

threatened--e. g. despite some other additions the Carter

administration wanted to reduce appropriations for the

Protection and Advocacy system from $9 million back to the

l978 appropriation of $3 million. Fourth, the physically

disabled may now have to fight other groups under the label

of Mentally Disabled (e. g. alcoholics; drug addicts).
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Fifth, the repeal of the National Council on Services and

Facilities of the DD and the establishment of the

National Council on the Handicapped could reduce the input

and influence of the former DD populations at the federal

level. Sixth, there is a potential for duplicative admin

istrative and delivery structures with an increased

inconvenience for the disabled seeking services from a

multiplicity of public agencies when an assumed goal is

coordination and comprehensiveness of services.

A final issue raised by the redefining of DD is the

question of what constitutes the label "minority" or

"targeted population". Recently the regulations of the

federal antidiscriminatory laws defined a numerical

majority of the national population as the "minority"

category or "protected" class.” Those covered included i

"femalesi all blacksi all Spanish, Asian. Eacific Island,

American Indian or Eskimo all Vietnam-era vets ; all now

or formerly handicapped; workers between 140-64; all

religious/ethnic groups (Jews, Catholics or Slavic

Groups). (Underlined are targeted for "affirmative

action".)

Some civil rights lawyers are concerned that the

growth of the legal "minority" definition has undermined

the goal of protecting certain elements of society against

the prejudices of the majority. Such is also the concern

here with expanding definitions of targeted populations
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when a national program and policy is still being

created. Public policy formulated on the basis of a

strong national commitment to a population or issue would

build on a strong base. The question remains whether such

redefinition of the DD comes too soon before the public

and governmental units have formed an understanding of,

and commitment to, the DD groups previously targeted and

their need for such heavy and continued involvement by

the public. Such redefinition introduces more definitional

ambiguity, uncertainty and inconsistency into the arenas

of disability, programs and policy with more definitional

flux and the potential for discretionary and goal

deflecting actions.
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l. Eugene Bardach (THE IMPLEMENTATION GAME i WHAT
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CHAPTER 7

STRUCTURING FOR FAILURE

At some point in the career of a public program or

public policy the judgment is made that that program or

policy is a "success" (to be continued) or a "failure"

(to be discontinued or modified). This is especially

important in that a program such as the "DD program" may

be labeled a failure by actors on the federal level within

a short period (2–3 years) of its inception. Given the

condition of definitional flux and the attendent oppor

tunities for goal deflecting during early program years,

it is important for program and policy makers to deter

mine what processes and conditions will structure programs

for failure rather than success. The ability to foresee

and to identify these processes and conditions during

implementation opens the way for intervention and change

in the direction of the program or policy.

This chapter focuses on conditions and processes--

other than definitional flux and goal deflecting--which

emerge to structure programs for failure. However,

inherent in what follows are conditions and processes

whose dimensions also include those already expressed

1 / .
th
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in earlier discussions--e. g. definitional ambiguity,

uncertainty and inconsistency; role ambiguity; miscommuni

cation; diverse perspectives; discretionary action.

Definitions of Success and Failure

There are no purely objective criteria for labeling

a program a success or failure. As Edelman (1977 i85) has

suggested "it is not facts that are crucial, but language

forms and socially cued perceptions". A public program

by one group's set of criteria will be a success; by

another group's set of criteria it will be a failure.

In discussing ways to measure the "effectiveness" of

government programs Wallison (1978 iiv-v ) has stated

whether a program is "effective" turns solely
on what is expected of it, whether what is expec
ted is important or unimportant, and whether the
same thing could be achieved another way.
Questions of this kind are heavily freighted with
ideology or policy perspectives and turn a judg
ment on "effectiveness" into an essentially
subjective evaluation.

For example, what are the possible perspectives on a wel

fare program which reduces the number of welfare recipients

--e. g. from the perspectives of the fiscal conservative :

the political liberal; the recipient of welfare; the tax

paying public; the Congressman seeking re-election? Is a

welfare program which keeps the number of recipients high

but in a position to be socially controlled a success or

failure to those concerned with control of minority popu

lations? to those concerned with radical social change?
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How is a welfare program perceived which increases eli

gibility categories for services--e. g. by politically

conservative or liberal factions?

Dimensions of success and failure. In defining suc

cess and failure for public programs the stress is often

on role performance within the program. This fails to

take into account that the groups within the program may

have little real control over the implementation and

development of the program. That is, the public program

may be structured from the beginning for success or

failure. A public program may never be intended to suc

ceed in terms of accomplishing its promises. However, it

may be intended to succeed in accomplishing the symbolic

goals for which it was created (e. g. allay anxiety; win

elections). This fosters a sense of social change while

maintaining the existing social processes and structures.

Any discussion of the process (-ies) by which a public

program becomes labeled or defined requires first the

differentiation of success or failure as defined by par

ticular social actors. Divergent perspectives and differ

ential criteria for evaluation of data can render the same

program both a success and a failure. The Great Society

has been so labeled (Ginzberg and Solow, 1974; Moynihan,

1969; Levitan and Taggart, 1976).” The actors holding

differential perspectives include the local, state and

federal governments; program participants; program
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recipients; and the various groups occupying the social

worlds making up the "general public" (including the mass

media and the "intelligensia").

Second, one needs to establish the extensity (i. e.

degree of pervasiveness) and intensity (i. e. degree of

force or strength) of the social change assumed in success

or failure. How much of an impact or difference must a

program have to be defined as a success or failure?

Available literature suggests that many publicized formal

government policies have limited or only symbolic impact

(Davis and Schoen, 1978; Edelman, 1977; Estes, 1979).

Public programs for social welfare, poverty, civil

rights, transportation and housing are frequently publicized

as responses to a "crisis" situation or a major "social

problem". This symbolic rendering of the social situation

shapes the meaning and the direction of the perceptions of

the general public and government officials. In a "crisis"

situation any change if symbolized as "cooling off" the

crisis will be perceived by, and defined by, the majority

as a successful action. Only those who have a more diver

gent perspective on the situation will see the "success" as

symbolic (or illusionary) and the social action insignifi

cant. (President Carter's vast reorganization of his

cabinet found a general public with disillusioned expecta

tions and far less willingness to redefine his actions as

successful attempts at a solution.)*
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A third dimension in defining success and failure

in programming is the level of expectations. There is a

need to differentiate expectations according to which

social actors (e. g. parents; the DD; Congress; the

public) and to understand the expectations of change as

socially cued and symbolically constructed by key actors.

Sometimes the process of structuring a public program

is itself enough to define the situation as successful

even when the final program does not meet larger expecta

tions. For example, "maximum feasible participation" by

the poor in Community Action Agencies (CAAs) did bring

some of the poor into the process of socially legitimating

their right to be there but it did little to increase

their larger political influence (Kramer, 1969 1244-250).

A fourth dimension in defining a program as a success

or failure requires a perspective on social change over

itime. Actions labeled a success at early phases of a

program simply because they are achieved may not be so

labeled at a later point in history when expectations are

different. For example, consumer or public representation

on program boards may not seem a success if after a period

of time participants feel confused, frustrated or ineffec

tive in their role performance.

All programs have a career or developmental traiec

itory. It is necessary to be aware of what the benchmarks

and transitions are for a program. The fulfillment of a
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mandated function (e. g. setting up a Protection and

Advocacy system) may be taken as a benchmark. However,

focusing on procedural and mandated requirements may give

the illusion of, and displace the planning of, other long

range goals for substantial change. Actions that are

appropriate at one stage (e. g. reliance upon outside

expertise) may not be appropriate at a later time when the

program should have transitioned to a stage of more inde

pendence. (Indeed, prolonged reliance on "experts" and

confusion over roles and definitions is a symptom that the

program is headed for failure. ) Finally, 1979 suggested

legislation for a "sunset law" for federal programs (i. e.

periodic evaluation for program continuation) behooves

program participants to know what the benchmarks for

success and failure are as used by Congress.

A fifth dimension to be considered in defining a pro

gram as a success or failure is the availability of , and

kinds of, technology with which to evaluate public pro

grams. The most common in government in recent years has

emerged from the prevailing systems approach (Hoos, l972),

especially in the form of cost-effective or cost–benefit

analyses (Fisher, l977). However, the validity of such

approaches--while heuristically valuable for guiding and

developing perspectives--is questionable. As Hoos (1972

175) points out it is a minassumption that the "information

is complete and that it is accurate". Also, there are
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multiple referents for "cost" and "benefit" (Fisher,

l977). The sophistication of the data may be low (e. g.

the "DD program" does not have a complete information

system on the kinds, numbers and treatments for the DD).

At another level the question arises as to how to measure

the "benefits" which are not tangible but equally real

(i. e. one can measure institutional admissions and depar

tures but how does one measure increased self-esteem,

self-awareness and self-reliance among the DD as the "DD

program" legitimates their existence?)

A sixth dimension in defining a program as a success

or failure is to ask "compared to what"? All programs

must be set in some historical context or arena. The pro

grams which emerge during a period must be evaluated in

terms of the larger historico-cultural variables esta

blishing the parameters of what is possible. Some programs

are impossible without violent force given an historical

epoch of a society (e. g. the Civil Rights Movement). In

this case the mere fact that the suggestion for (if not

the existence of ) a program emerges may constitute a kind

of success. In addition, a newly emerging program as the

first of its kind has no other model for comparison (e. g.

the Social Security program).

Definitions of failure. For the purposes of this

chapter working definitions of failure in programming

include one or more of the following perspectives.” One,
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there is failure when key participants in the arena define

it as such. Two, there is program failure when processes

and actions develop precluding program implementation,

development or maintenance (e. g. goal deflecting). Three,

there is program failure if the actual statistical or

symbolic impact of the program on the lives of the targeted

population is limited. Four, there is program failure

when outside critics have amassed the data and a language

to label a program as such. From a managerial perspective

scarce resources (time; funds; people; energy) have been

"wasted"; from a social perspective people have learned to

expect little in the way of change from formal social and

democratic processes.

Processes and conditions. The presence of a process

or condition structuring for failure does not always mean

that the overall program will fail--although such processes

and conditions become the basis for some group labeling it

as a failure. For example, some degree of role ambiguity

(in the beginning or during transitions) or turf-protecting

(before or during) can be expected to occur to varying

degrees in programs which try to bring together politically

and economically competing social groups. Building the

joint action which is a social program involves levels of

awareness and strategies to manage processes and conditions

that will determine program impact or outcome .

These processes include the following which emerged
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from the "DD program" in California i recruiting for

failure (i. e. the who and how of recruiting actors,

especially consumers, to perform program roles) and

factionalizing (i. e. the segmenting and conflict among

program participants holding diverse definitions of goals

and strategies for programming for the disabled).

Conditions include program-specific and general conditions

for failure (i. e. the "nuts and bolts" of budget and

organizational structure leading to failure) and success

as failure (i. e. when program success makes a program

too "costly" and, therefore, requires its diminution or

demise).

Recruiting for Failure

Although the first federal concern for the participa

tion of consumers is no where clearly stated, it originated

during the Kennedy-Johnson administrations (Thomson, l973

lk.5). President Johnson's concept of the Great Society was

designed to attend to and to provide equality of oppor
tunity and to alleviate social injustice created by the

existing social order(s). The community action goal of

"maximum feasible participation" sought out the poor, the

disenfranchised, the underrepresented, and the aged (i. e.

the minorities) for consumer or community representation on

boards setting policy, priorities and service strategies.

Consumer representation. The concept of "maximum

feasible participation" was a symbolic gesture but it was
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slowly integrated into various pieces of social and health

legislation. For example, the "Mental Retardation Services

and Facilities Construction Act" of 1963 required State

Advisory Councils to have consumer representation and the

"Comprehensive Health Planning Act" of l966 contained more

detail on the "who" and "how" of representation. However,

the latter was also the first piece of legislation where

the policy of consumer representation was debated. By

1971, the "National Health Planning and Resources Develop

ment Act" legitimated consumer representation as a

desirable and inevitable role (Paap, l978 1578; Anderson

and Robins, 1976; Ginzberg, Winter l977 : 206).

However, Parker (1970 t 2110), speaking of the New York

Neighborhood Health Center experience, has suggested that

"citizen participation" as "community Zor consumer/ repre

sentative" is not new." Rather, he suggests that the

definition is "new" because it involves "new people, new

issues and/ new ways"--e. g. the poor, inner-city and

ethnic ; the planning and delivery of health care; and

confrontation, directness and distrust of professionals

and expertise (1970 i2ll#0–2ll!2).

Whether or not consumer or community representation as

process is a new phenomenon it is an increasingly signifi

cant building block in social, environmental and health

legislation. As a strategy for social change and demo

cratization it is upheld by both liberal and radical
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critics (Alford, l975; Anderson and Robins, 1976; Ehren

reich and Ehrenreich, l970; Jonas, l978; Navarro, 1974,

l975). However, as to the ultimate outcome of consumer

participation there are different perspectives on what is

expected. The bottom line for the federal government is

cost control with consumer participation (e. g. on HSAs;

PSROs) as a strategy to this end. However, "effective

ness" for consumers "may or may not coincide with the

saving of money".” Consumer interests lie in adequate

and accessible services--albeit frequently at low cost--

which may involve actions counter to established struc

tures and processes in the provision of health or social

services. Whether or not the federal and state govern

ments and providers are committed to this role of consumer

participation requires more data.

Therefore, increasing consumer representation raises

a number of questions. For example, what consequences

does such participation have for the success or failure of

public programming and policy? Is it possible to remove

actors with the perspective of provider or professional

under "conflict of interest" (i. e. employment by, or on

the board of, any provider receiving federal or state

funding) and find within "volunteerism" the necessary

experience and knowledge for decision making? Do the

boards as Veatch (1975 : 26) has suggested become "more like

interest groups than decision making bodies" (see also
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Bardach, l077). Or, do they suffer because they are un

able to "maximize the political clout of those do who sit

on these bodies" and are unable to "present an independent

challenge to the present system"?” Does the government

really want to develop a "consumer bloc" in the creation

of public policy?

Moreover, how much power can the consumer wield in a

governmental system increasingly influenced by special

interest groups? Senator Kennedy stated in 1978 that l709

lobbying groups then existed and corporations were forming

new groups at "the rate of one a day" with the consequence

that "we have the best Congress money can buy".7 Added to

this are the questions of role and role performance--aside

from the question of competency considered frivolous

according to critics who suggest that the lack of the lay

perspective is the problem (Alford, 1976; Enrenreich and

Ehrenreich, l970; Navarro, l974). Can the consumer as

volunteer representative identify with and assume the

role of policymaker and create the power to enforce social

change?

These questions emerged in researching the "DD pro

gram" and are further exemplified in other public programs

by the process recruiting for failure (see Colt, 1970 :

ll.98; cf. Sills, 1957, 1959). Through the recruiting pro

cess, from the condition and properties of the volunteer,

and from the organizational and social properties of the
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lay or consumer participant, public programs can be struc

tured for failure in terms of program performance and of

achieving the larger goals for the targeted population.

This gains special significance when large-scale pro

grams such as National Health Insurance (NHI) are being

contemplated. A recent NHI proposal by Senator Edward

Kennedy provides for a bipartisan federal (later state)

authority appointed by the President to oversee the pro

gram. At least "one-half of its members would be consumer

representatives".”
Conditions for recruiting for failure. The degree and

type of experience influence role performance ("people who

care but don’t know what the hell they're doing"; "most

of us who come on to this board are not very sophisticated

--bureaucracy, politics, etc."). Does the volunteer have

knowledge of or experience in the field of the board to

which appointed ? opportunities for role rehearsal? For

example, "people will be on the AB for one year and not

know what the CDDC is". Given the condition of limited

time (board appointments for one, two or three years) much

time is spent ("wasted") trying to define the situation and

the role .

The complexity of the information (type and amount)

becomes problematic without self- or organizational cues

or guides for interpretation and relevance. "We can read

a bill but we're not competent to tell you the conse
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quences or to answer questions" (ABY member). One conse

quence of this information processing is that members

become bogged down with admistrative details and process

rather than being concerned with program evaluation (Jonas,

1978 151#2). To be effective the lay participant needs to

understand the terminology, the organizational structures,

the program developmental processes, the public agency

goals (especially long range), key actors and "politics".

(Colt /1970 - 12027 refers to "politics" as the "conflicts
of interests or of value between various members of the

. . . system Zindividuals, groups or institutions/").
A strategy of boards to cope with the "novice" is in

training or educating but as one ABY member asserts "we're

so far back we don't even know what the questions to ask

are",

This was the response of the Chair of the SDDC to one

such training endeavor. w

In April I made a mistake. I made the decision
that I would go along with a training program
for the ABs. We got a good group from the
Health Training Center from the DD Consortium
people and they trained well--how to be a good
board member; how to be a facilitator. But
again it was just contemplating their navel.
They weren't talking about what they were going
to do with all this. They were learning how to
be more facile but not how or why they're doing
it. I think it was a mistake because it rein
forced their assumption that they ought to be
re-examining themselves all the time.

Research on the experiences of other board situations sug

gests that this strategy is not that effective (Greer,
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1976; Henry, 1970; Parker, l970; Thomson, 1973). This

strategy also implies that the problem lies within the

board members and not with the structure of the program

and its compatibility with consumer representation or the

role assignment for consumers within it or the larger

program arena (Paap, l978 1581).
-

In public programs (especially related to medical and

health issues) the barriers of access (e. g. to informa

tion; to structures) invalidate any power that is symboli

cally as well as legislatively given to lay participants.

For this reason the recruiting process (i. e. the "who"

and "how" of recruitment) is even more important. Parti

cipants without knowledge, role, identity or power will

withdraw from attempts to change or to create new deci

sions and policies.

Two strategies of the board members to the informa

tion problem are "making do" and "recreating the wheel"

both contributing to failure. "Making do" (just trying to

keep up with role demands) invites goal displacement and

"recreating the wheel" (assuming that what prior boards

have done is "tainted" and requires starting from

"scratch") wastes time and energy. Both strategies were

seen in members of ABY.

The degree of emotional involvement or commitment is

significant. As one ABY Director stated i

I go through a lot of day-to-day "is it
worth it?" Do I really want to go to one
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more meeting and what am I going to do and
do I really need all this grief? Do I
really need somebody yelling at me about
something that in some cases I have no
control over.

Without the necessary commitment to the unit and the pro

gram the conditions are set for individual and/or group

conflict leading to factionalizing, goal displacing and

redefining processes. One member of ABY tried from a sub

committee base of ambituity in identity and purpose to

redefine the focus of the board to abused children (of

which some are or become DD). Further, a lack of commit

ment results in absenteeism and in limited performance

which obstructs joint action ("some Apeople7 are just

there . . . pretty common to all ABs").

The status given to , and the properties of ,

volunteerism act as conditions structuring for failure.

A volunteer cannot be coerced or required to perform

(other than by informal sanctions or the threat of re

scinding the appointment). More often "whoever feels on

the spot picks up the chessboard and goes home". Volun

teers give only as much time as they can or choose--other

properties such as job and family compete for attention

(Moore, l963; James and Simon, 1958). As one ABY respon

dent stated "I think it's the nature of the beast. They

meet at night generally tired after working. They don't

have a lot of reward for what they're doing. There is a

tremendous amount of guilt associated with each parent.
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They're impatient--the intractibility of certain legis

lation".

What Moore (1963 i log) calls the "active center" and

the "passive periphery" can develop where only a minority

meet the organizational ideal for participation. Over

time Moore suggests that those who "invest time" (the

"active center") develop as centers of power. In addition,

over time the board changes in terms of who has power.

One ABY member claims that in the early career of the

board the active center was composed of women but as the

board matured women receded into the background and men

became more prominent in positions of decision making

(e. g. as Chair of the board or the subcommittees).

The organizational structure ob boards combines with

the properties of novice and volunteer to make problematic

questions of authority--i. e. who has it and over whom?

What is the relation of the board to the AB staff 7 Com

pliance from board members is especially problematic where

the collegial or team type structure dominates--typical

of most boards (Estes, 1975).” The problematic nature of

authority arises from the ambiguity and uncertainty of

role definition. For example, AB staff as "Director" or

"Secretary" connotes different authority relationships to

the board and other staff as well as outside units.

If authority lines are unclear joint action may become

possible only on those issues where consensus is high.
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Members learn to avoid conflict or to withdraw but do not

learn how to resolve conflict. Conflict avoidance

refocuses the attention of the board--goal displacement

occurs. As one SDDC Chair stated i

ABs are hidebound in their own procedures.
They think if they run a Roberts Rules effective
meeting that type of process will get at the
issues and get them discussing. Obviously, it's
better than screeming at each other. ZBut
they're/ so concerned with this organizational
charade that they forget that they ought to be
walking in a parade. They'd rather mark time
than go someplace.

This situation does not help the learning of issues or

the creating of policy.

The composition of the board in public programs can

structure for failure. The "DD program" (as other public

programs) places an emphasis on the targeted population as
10participant. Yet, research during the two year period

on the California "DD program" showed only one DD on the

SDDC and none on the AB (although guardians and parents

participated). Where are the mandated DD7 DD representa

tives are not the answer to the mandate. As one SDDC

member stated of one such parent 1

she's been in the thick of the fight for
twenty years but she's still seeing things
through the eyes of a parent of a Mentally
Retarded child. She claims to represent all
DD and she tries but it's people like her
quite frankly who are impeding progress by
the DD because of their overprotectiveness
. . . That's one of the flaws of having only
one person with DD on the board.

The SDDC does have a DD on its staff and one other
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disabled person on the SDDC represents Rehabilitation.

However, since 90-95% of the DD are Mentally Retarded or

have severe physical communication disabilities the

question of competency to perform required activities

can legitimately be raised. But it is also questionable

as to whether the limits of this have been explored.

This experience raises in general the question of the

commitment to encourage and to seek the inclusion of the

perspective of the targeted populations into the program

policy and decision making processes (Estes, l973 l83).

Certainly with the expanded definition of DD there should

be an increase in the numbers of DD--even if non-Mentally

Retarded--participating on boards. That is, if consumer

or public representation is a value and a goal. If not,

then the boards will develop delimited perspectives (e. g.

the "middle class bias", Ryan, l97l) neglecting those

segments of the population Alford (1976) labels the

"repressed minority". (However, ABY did show an ethnic

and sexual mix but what it lacked was a disabled person. )

One of the conditions for this exclusionary process is

the recruiting process (i. e. how recruits are found and

selected). For example, the "DD program" obtains recruits

through Gubernatorial and Board of Supervisors' appoint

ments. This further excludes the poor or the ethnic who

distrust established structures and processes. Moreover,

those who are nominated have generally shown some promi
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nence in community or other activities which again ex

cludes some people--especially the ethnic poor. One board

member termed ABY the "social club" and further suggested

that what "really happened" on the AB could only be ob

tained by interviewing those "who dropped off the board

in frustration". Goffman (1968 i l’71) suggested that sets

of expectations predominate in an organization with "an

obligation to be a given character and to dwell in a given

world". If this social world was unacceptable to an

individual s/he would create "role distance"--on ABY as

challenger and dissenter--and if this failed s/he would

leave the setting. (Which is what this individual sub

sequently did do . )

However, inclusion of the neglected populations as

consumers on boards does not guarantee that the inter

actional processes will produce successful and constructive

joint action. Neglected populations may have as much, and

probably more, difficulty with role requirements of board

activity. Differing perspectives combined with role

ambiguity and miscommunication will lead to more, rather

than less, conflict and unaligned action among actors. The

strategy for successful policy making and performance will

become more intangible.

Further, recruiting consumers on boards can be as one

ABY member stated a strategy for "cooptation" (see Austin,

1972; Selznick, 1949). Her prior involvement had been "in
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some sort of confrontation with the "establishment" . The

implication is that in becoming legitimate the "politiciza

tion minimizes their power, substituting ritualistic par

ticipation or representation" (Edelman, 1977: 12%-125).

As a tactic to silence or to lessen the political and

social activities appointment to a board is a way of

channeling real or potential hostility--"parents are all

angry people". This does not refute the criticism that

board activity is "predictably" middle class "reflecting

existing inequalities in the resources of participants

especially Zfor/ influencing others to define the political
world as they do" (Edelman, 1977 t l21). The "token"

radical or critic is unlikely to have much impact or to

remain on the board. As one member of ABY stated "con

frontation politics of consumer groups do not work well

here". However, in all fairness to ABY members the meet

ings are required to be public and this can act against

conflictual or hostile behaviors--converesely, it can also

promote them as individuals play to different audiences.

But generally ABY members

don't want to embarress somebody. You don't
want to take somebody apart. That's not
the goal. That's not what people are trying
to do. We're trying to resolve issues-—to
solve problems.

Further, there is a countervailing condition for con

frontation politics and that is that parents fear the dis

cretionary power by professionals in the form of reprisals
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in treatment for their institutionalized (or other) DD

children : "I'm concerned about what's going to happen to

him. Am I going to be intimidated by people representing

agencies and services? I'm not so sure how far I would

push them because there is no alternative /author's

emphasis/".
A lº'78 article from the Consumer Commission on

Accreditation of Health Services, Inc., suggests that

the consumer experience on HSAs has shown that while in

principle the federal government supports consumer repre

sentation, in practice "there is now negligible government

interest (or money) in the training, educating and

ll Without such supportorganizing of the consumer sector".

or without a larger consumer support network through

public interest groups individual consumers as representa

tives will be vulnerable to threats and intimidation

(e. g. loss of services).

Yet, conflict is endemic within the program between

individuals and groups. It arises out of the same condi

tions affecting other portions of the program--i. e.

ambiguity; uncertainty; differential perspectives and the

failure to coordinate activities around consensual defini

tions (including the inability to identify as a group

whose interests are truly held in common).

Eactionalizing

Factionalizing is a process emerging from intra- or
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inter-group conflict which results in actors drawing into

self- or group-interest and protection. The consequence

for the program is an inability to agree on goals, proce

dures and strategies for joint action in problem solving

and policy making. The end consequence for the public

program is failed efforts. Factionalizing occurs at the

social structural and social psychological levels in

terms of organization and identity. The two basic sub

processes of factionalizing are turf-protecting and

securing for one's own.

Turf-protecting. Definitional ambiguity, uncertainty

and inconsistency are prime conditions for agencies draw

ing into self-protection (Bardach, l977; Warren, l97l).

The potential for losing scarce resources becomes a more

probable outcome for an agency when relationships and

definitions are unclear and when the agency or unit is

involved in a new public program. For example, 89% of

President Carter's l979 federal budget went to "ongoing

programs of entitlements for people who Zmet/ specific

statutory eligibility requirements"—-most in income

support and health services (Iglehart, l978 53).

Past relationships between agencies already defined

by conflict (e. g. county agencies competing for the

county budget) augment a present distrust which operates

against joint action (Blau and Scott, 1962). Warren

(197l 1202) has suggested that organizations will enter
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voluntarily into concerted decision making processes only

under circumstances conducive to preservation or expansion

of their respective domains (Blau and Scott, 1962; Levine,

White and Paul, l963). In 1975–1976 the Pennsylvania

Department of Vocational Rehabilitation was negotiating

with the Department of Education to facilitate easier

communication and continuum between agencies in the pro

vision of services. However, negotiating at the end of

8–9 months was unsuccessful because of "concern over the

sharing of funds . . . a prime impediment to developing

such cooperation" (Enck, 1976 : 6). The units in the "DD

program" are similarly afflicted.

I think that ZABY7 is much more organized than
any of the other ABs; runs better than any of
the others and yet all of us know there are
tremendous, tremendous problems. Dollars
would not solve jealousy problems with local
DD councils who have their turf, want to do
their thing and don't even know what the
ABS are .

The condition of differential jurisdiction or bureau

cratic loyalty results in referential perspectives in

conflict over situation definitions. Organizationally

this translates into what Weick (1976) has termed "loose

coupling"/"loosely coupled structures" to describe

behavior among private and semipublic organizations and

actors in the policy sector. Each organization has its

own problems, perspectives and purposes and acts more or

less autonomously. Weick (1976) argues against the "layer

cake" or coordinated federalism perspective (i. e. coopera
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ation through hierarchy). From this perspective one would

not expect cooperation in the SDDC-AB-CDDC structure.

For example, the voting history of the SDDC shows

voting blocs between agency representatives (professionals)

and the general public or consumer, especially regarding

"radical" or censuring actions towards official bodies or

in taking strong positions vis-a-vis these groups. Paap

(1978 1580) suggests that because professionals have vested

career interests they will generally oppose change by

consumers (see also Spitler, l974 ill).

The condition of psychological or physical Éeography

in relating to one's "home turf" makes the broader process

of relating to the concepts of "area" or "region" more

difficult.* For example, the concept of "area board"

suffers from an inability of the CDDCs and consumers to

find a "home" in the AB. There is no constituency for the

AB and consumers (and professionals) find it easier to

utilize and to identify with the locale and organizations

wherein their problems occur. This acts against the AB's

success "I think the way the ABs have the best chance of

surviving would be if the coordinating councils Zlocal/
were wiped out".

Nor are the ABs as a group immune from the turf-protec

ting process. As one SDDC member stated i

ZABY7 is so hung up on respite care. It is
one priority in the state plan but it's not
the number one priority. There are other
things that funds ought to be used for
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beside respite care. But the idea that you only
do "ours" and when we saturate respite care we
go on to something else is too provincial and
absurd. The SDDC is not going to allow them
to do it.

As Miller and Byrne, Inc. (1977 : 5) found advocacy groups

want to get "a piece of the pie" even if it means the

destruction of the larger goal-setting processes. (Not

all research bears out the theory of interest group

competition. For example, see O'Connor, l974. )

Securing for one's own. This basic social psychologi

cal process of consumer/volunteers and their organizations

dominated prior to large scale government involvement when

interest groups found little support for their needs and

services. Even when public programs are developed con

sumers on boards--especially when conflict arises--tend to

problem solve in terms of past identities failing to take

the perspectives of others into account.

There are just so many jealousies. People
who serve the retarded don't want to serve
our people /the Cerebral Palsied/. We've
been told a million times that our people
cannot be served because they're not DD--
if you're not CP and MR you're not that
disabled.

In terms of coordinated action on the boards "we come with

our own interests with a tendency not to look at DD in

general". At the individual level the parent or guardian

looks at issues in terms of "what kinds of services is my

kid going to get. All I want to insure is that my kid gets

the proper treatment".
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The new majority definition of DD can reinforce old

competition. As one parent stated 1

let's face it the DD movement wasn't an
outgrowth of services for the retarded or
the movement for the retarded. It was the
others wanting to get on the bandwagon
because the money was there for the retarded.
The legislation was there to serve the
retarded.

The expansion of the DD definition raises the fear that

needs of groups will be ignored. This uncertainty and

confusion in the program arena results in self-protecting

tactics for one's group.

Conditions for factionalizing. The presence of

multiply constructed social realities yielding differ

ential perspectives on problems and strategies and the

change inherent in definitional flux are conditions for

factionalizing. In the "DD program" philosophical differ

ences (over definitions, procedures and priorities) and

conflict emerge in interaction between "old" and "new"

parents, between the general public and the direct con

Sumer, and between the consumer and the professional.”
The politicization of the consumer, as part of the

redefinitional and identity—transformation processes of the

formerly powerless emerging from repressed interest status

into a vocal minority, results in conflict and factionaliz

ing. For example, ABY had two members on the board

identified as "troublemakers" or "radicals". One of these

individuals was active in a consumer organization within
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the state which dealt with issues beyond the DD (e. g. the

aged). For her none of the actions of the AB were

"political" and, therefore, ineffective. Her perspective

was not shared by many other ABY members yet research

showed that many ABY members and other organizational mem

bers felt that the AB would profit from "taking a stand"

and "doing something". Beyond this intra-organizational

conflict this politicized position meant conflict with the

larger structures comprising the arena and interorganiza

tional relationships for the "DD program".

The issue of accountability leads to factionalizing

if it is problematic and raises questions of responsibility

(New, Hessler and Carter, 1973 s 209). To whom are various

actors accountable--e. g. do AB members have a consti

tuency? have direct accountability? As stated in

Chapter 14 (p. 83) there is no direct chain of accounta

bility between the ABs and the Secretary of DHEW recog

nized in federal legislation. In terms of community there

is no direct linkage organizationally to the community

--e. g. through the CDDCs. "They /ABs/ aren't representing
groups, they are representing themselves. There should be

a feedback process". While the DD are the constituency by

law, in practice the ambiguities in the concept itself

operate against the realization of a strong constituency.

New, Hessler and Carter (1973 207) have suggested that

where no direct source for accountability exists conflicts
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arise. No one is "watchdogging the watchdoggers".

Program=Specific and General Conditions
for Failure

Budget and allocation of resources. Uncertainty,

ambiguity and inconsistency surround the funding of

public programs. Frequently mentioned as leading to

program failure is the inadequacy of funding (O'Connor,

1974). Yet, in the "DD program" data shows frequent

reference to funding problems but few participants feel

more funds alone would solve the program problems. The

problems are not a priori with the amount of funding but

emerge from the processes involved in funding public pro

grams. (See Newman, 1972, for a similar perspective on the

Medicare and Medicaid programs. )

One property of funding which structures for failure

is its uncertainty. Is there a stable source of funding?

(See Klarman, 1976, and Stedman and Neufeld, l977.) Such

instability or uncertainty can result in discretionary

behavior and hampers planning efforts. For example, a

report by the OAB to the SDDC included the following 1

it has been reported that regional center ser
vice cuts have resulted from insufficient
funding and that regional centers, in setting
service priorities, are deny service to
clients with some disibling conditions whileproviding for others.

The "Comprehensive Manpower and Employment Act" of l973

(CETA) found the absence of long range funding a disadvan

tage in planning efforts. The "budget's allocations were
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handed down each Spring with planning guidelines allowing

insufficient time to do the nitty gritty of planning

before the new fiscal year began".”
A second property of the funding process is whether

the mandate for funds is guaranteed in statute. The

Lanterman Amendments referred to a Community Service Fund

(a percentage of General Revenues) to provide for projects

for services to the DD but "no funds followed Zas of 19787
the services into the community". In 1976 Title VI and

Title XX Social Services funds were used by a Northern

California county to purchase long term workshop and

activity center services for l, 300 mainly DD adults.

However, the service--never defined or recognized as a

priority mandated in federal and state regulations of the

Social Security Amendments of 1976--found funding capped

and the disabled "abandoned".” The University Affiliated

Facilities program of the "DD program" was recently

described as funded from "numerous sources with no fixed

pattern, vague mission statements, and varying guidelines"

placing it in a "no win" situation.” (It is one of

four programs comprising the "DD program". The others are

Special projects, Protection and Advocacy and State

formula grants. )

A third property of funding involves the disbursement

of funds and its compatibility with the goals of planning

and prioritizing. With increasing frequency public
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programs are purchased by contracts not grants and reim

bursement follows an activity resulting in delays and cash

flow problems.

A fourth property of funding is the compatibility of

program or community needs and the categories or condi

tions attached to the funding. Since many programs will

shape their activities to the funding source the goal

stressed for funding (e. g. transportation; independent

living) may be incongruent with local needs (Spitler,

1974 ill). This further structures the program for failure

since it hampers efforts to gain credibility and local

support. P. L. 94-103 authorized only that states spend

allocations for administration, planning, construction and

services. As a recent federal report by the Comptroller

General has stated "the law did not specify the types of

expenses to be included in these categories, nor did it

instruct the States regarding the nature, type, and fre

quency of financial reports to show how program funds were

being used".”
In California the AB system creates a special property

for funding considerations. With the AB system l; 5% of the

federal allotment goes to the ABs while only 25% goes to

the SDDC. In 1977 and l978 the federal legislation ear

marked for all states 30% for deinstitutionalization

efforts (1976 earmarked 10%). As a result other SDDCs can

put a greater percentage of their federal funding into
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SDDC activities which may have more successful conse

quences for their activities. (The state matches by 25%

and using the Regional Center funding as its match

California matches by more than 25%.)19
In addition, as already noted, some other conditions

are influential for federal funding practices. These

include : one, the larger policy vacuum (i. e. no

"Program") and incrementalist strategy for policy implemen

tation (Fiorina, 1977); two, built-in jurisdictional con

flicts (turf-protecting); three, rising expectations of

legislation and programs; four, philosophical conflicts

(e. g. Title XX of the Social Security Act); five, regula

tory confusion with variations in policy interpretation

(differential semantic assignment); six, the Congressional

appropriations process wherein an appropriations bill

vetoed by the President results in expenditures at last

year's level; and seven, the "catch 22" of funding due to

the inadequate data and population assessment processes

resulting in an inability to project requirements for

funding.

The Carter Administration has expressed a commitment

to programs for the disabled and other minorities.** Yet,

the administration is also faced with competing domestic

demands for curbing inflation, balancing the federal budget
2land resolving the energy "crisis". The consequence is

that resources are viewed as scarce (Fuchs, l973, 1976)
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with interest groups preparing to "do battle" for their

issue. The consequences of competing claims shows up on

review of the Carter Administration's proposed and actual

budgets for the disabled during l978-1981 (Iglehart,

1978).

Comparing the actual l978 and l979 budgets to the

proposed l981 federal budget shows a mixture of goal

attaining actions and goal deflecting actions.” For

example, the l978 Protection and Advocacy funds remained

static at $3 million despite increased authorizations (and

double digit inflation). The trend appears to be con

tinued in the proposed l981 budget where the l980 figure

of $7.5 million remains static for 1981. (The increase in

funding is not a sign of success since many states prior

to l979-1980 did not have a Protection and Advocacy system

in place--although required by law. Therefore, the

increased funding reflects increased need from additional

structures. )

The overall "DD program" budget has gone from an

actual l978 amount of $59.07 million, 1979 of $59. 07

million, and 1980 of $62.44 million with proposed l981

of $62.44 million (again despite double digit inflation).

The Rehabilitation Services Administration budget in 1978

was $862.57 million, 1979 was $898.7l million with a pro

posed 1981 budget of $926.62 million.” Yet, in 1979

testimony before the Senate Labor/HEW Appropriations
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Committee for FY'80 by a coalition of organizations for

the DD (including EFA, NARC and UCPA) recommended $l.2

billion for Rehabilitation Services (including $l.25

million for the National Institute of Handicapped

Research) and a $78 million budget for the overall "DD

program".

Overall, the Carter budgets have been examples of

goal deflecting in that basic line items relating to

mainstay services for the DD have remained static.” In

addition, the l981 budget has been called by some a

"campaign budget"--high on promises but probably low on

realization.”

The difficulty with requesting budget increases is in

proving the need for them. One would expect to find such

recommendations in looking at existing program budget

outlays. Yet, in terms of accounting for the state budget

outlays the recent Comptroller General report on

California, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Washington asserts that

DHEW (responsible for overall administration and

accounting) "can only speculate how states are actually

using their allocations because state financial reports

* (DHEWare inaccurate, incomplete and inconsistent".

uses state financial status reports, submitted quarterly,

as the only monitoring and controlling mechanism.)

In addition, what is "bare bones" for one State's

planning expense (e. g. Ohio) is much different when one
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adds on ABs and other activities (e. g. California).

What one state interprets as planning costs is really

administration costs (e. g. Ohio and Pennsylvania designa

tion of Council staff salaries and benefits). Or, incon

sistency exists over time within one state (e. g. in

California AB expenses were planning in 1976 but services

in 1978).27
Missing links. At the levels of structure and process

there are components missing in programs making develop

ment inadequate or conflictual resulting in poor implemen

tation or implementation failure. In the "DD program"

some missing links already discussed have been no formal

communication network between the key units (especially

between the ABs and CDDCs) and the failure to formally

recognize the role (s) of the CDDCs as well as the kinds of

actors recruited (e. g. consumers and the lack of segments

of the populations from "DD program" representation).

However, one key missing link to the federally mandated

goal of deinstitutionalization has been the issue of

rates for out of institutional placement for the DD.

The Lanterman legislation did not solve the rate

guestion. It only "created a battleground". Yet, the

participants feel the issue of rates for services has been

the "critical issue, the one priority that has meaning,

the place where energies should be concentrated". Neither

state nor federal legislation has adequately addressed this
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issue which is a key to successful fulfillment of the

national policy for deinstitutionalization and independent

living.

A rate basically establishes the maximum amount of

money that the state (agencies) will pay for specific

types of services for the DD. Until the reorganization of

the Department of Health this unit was vested with statu

tory authority for assuring that such rates were "consis

tent and equitable". With the Lanterman Amendments the

following was written into law i

in order to assure the availability of a
continuum of community living facilities of
good quality for persons with developmental
disabilities, the department shall establish
and maintain an equitable system of payment
to providers of such services. The system
of payment shall include provision for the
special needs gf persons with developmentaldisabilities. 2

The past history of rates has not been positive. Two

reports in 1976 had the following to state "low maximum

rates, insufficient increases and failure to pay for

special needs or respite care have been the objects of

concern and criticism for fifteen years"29 in that "rates

of reimbursement barely cover the operation costs for

facilities to maintain their licenses and . . . as a

result many nursing homes which served DD clients have

gone out of business within the last few years, which, in

some cases, forced clients into state hospitals because of

inadequate community facilities".” For example, in 1976





testimony by Ray Warren (Administrator, Horseshoe Ranch

for Children) before the Assembly Permanent Subcommittee

on Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities stated

that "during the last quarter . . . our costs averaged

$15.50 per day. The regional centers are paying small

family homes like ours $270 per month for their services,

which averages $8.80 per day".2* Moreover, the determina

tion of rates has been a victim of reinterpretation and

discretionary processes as documented by the Assembly

Health Committee, Permanent Subcommittee on Mental Health

and Developmental Disabilities.

Warious state and local agencies responsible
for out-of-home placements have not used a
consistent approach in determining rates for
disabled persons having similar handicapping
conditions. The rates currently paid vary
widely, and one cannot escape the impression
that the guality of care is actuallyunequal.2
Not only is the rates issue important for legislative

as well as humanistic and developmental reasons, but, when

for government the bottom line is generally cost control,

keeping the DD in state hospitals is "poor business".”
A state commission report in 1976 estimated the annual

expense per person for institutionalization at $14,600 to

$18,250 per year.” and a l977 ABY meeting again estimated

the figure at $ll!.00 per month or $16,800 per year.”
However, it must be remembered that state hospitals pro

vide more services for the client than do family care home

operators (e. g. therapies).
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However, the rate issue has been and remains unclear.

At an ABY meeting it was brought up that the Department

of Health issued a rate schedule which caused "widespread

alarm and confusion among parents and providers". The

amount to be alloted for special services and to whom this

would apply were uncertain. Administrative procedure,

time delays and the work required brought into focus the

consequences of inadequate rates (i. e. discontinued ser

vices; unmet needs). ABY took tow actions. First, a

telegram was sent to the SDDC requesting that a public

hearing be held on the "rates issue and that a moratorium

be declared until an orderly examination can be made of the

effect of the rates schedule". Second, a meeting was to

be held of the Gubernatorial appointees and the Governor

to "explain the effect the proposed rates would have on

facilities" in the area of ABY.

Legislative attempts to remedy the rates issue have

included state bills. Introduced by former Assemblyman

Lanterman in 1977 AB 865 was to revise the bases upon

which rates were to be paid. An appropriation of $15

million for l977–1978 to augment existing funds for rates

was requested. Also requested was that the Legislative

Analyst study the feasibility of establishing an "indepen

dent rate setting commission for community care facilities

and health facilities for the developmentally disabled".

It passed but Governor Brown reduced the appropriation from
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$15 million to $5 million claiming "sufficient funds

until all client assessments are completed and final cost

estimates are determined".

In 1978 Lanterman introduced AB 3116 for a DD Rate

Commission to establish rates-—then exercised by the

Department of Health. This bill died in committee "facing

great opposition and the idea of a commission was dropped

and no other bill is pending. The response is that the

Department of DD Services has a better ratesetting sys

tem”.3% Lanterman retired in 1978 claiming that his

legislation for the DD had been greatly hurt by the

inability to resolve the problems of rates.”
The lack of incentives for social change through

public programming is a missing_link. Health programs

(e. g. CHPs; SUAs and AAAs PSROs: HSAs) and now the "DD

program" units (SDDCs; ABs in California) show inadequate

or nonexistent incentives to enforce the mandates and

create necessary social change (Ginzberg, l977; O'Connor,

l974). Most program participants can "recommend" but not

impose compliance. ("What it /the legislation/ says they
ZSDDC, ABs/ can do--there is nothing to carry it out".)

Power is symbolic and illusory.

In the "DD program" the structure mostly likely to be

effective and to gain a level of power is the Protection

and Advocacy program. For example, it remains independent

of other administering or service agencies--in California
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reporting directly to the Governor. Yet, the l980

Comptroller General report recognizes the needs for more

national directives and increased funding (federal or

otherwise) to secure the strength of the Protection and

Advocacy units.”
The result of missing links in the public program

and its arena is the continued fragmentation of program

units resulting in further barriers to effective community

participation. A more general type of fragmentation is the

contextual fragmentation of various programs in relation

to each other. What are the relationships of various

publically mandated programs? Are the geographical

boundaries of the HSAs, the PSROs and ABs coterminous?

What consequences result from their relationships (or lack

thereof) 7

For example, the "DD program" in California by

funding alone affects only a small amount of the overall

DD services and programs. There has been an approximately

"$2.5 million budget for the "DD program" units but over

$100 million for the state hospital system" housing the

DD. How does the SDDC-AB system intermesh with the state

hospital system (e. g. services)? with RCs (e. g. advo

cacy)? How fragmented is the arena within which public

programs must exist?

Success as Failure

Miller (1976) has suggested that the public programs
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of the 1960's were anticipated to be of low cost ("cost

free liberalism"). However, the 1970's and l980's have

witnessed a return to the conservative position as the

cost of remedying "social problems" is defined as higher

than existing political and economic structures are

willing to meet. Yet, the cost in the 1970's and 1980's

will remain high in terms of social needs and "political

liberty" (Miller, l976 :lºl). Etzioni (1977–1978 1607)

advances a contrary yet compatible thesis with a similar

consequence in speaking of the "structural overload /to
society/ caused by an explosion of rising expectations

. . . that the government owes /people7 services and
resources". Etzioni (1977–1978 16ll) further suggests that

conflict is inevitable because Americans are "philoso

phically conservative yet programmatically liberal".

The consequence of either position is that parameters

for action leading to social change are shrinking and

successful gains only bring about failure through "back

lash". That is, that as programs do become successful and

meet some of their goals of increased accessibility,

deinstitutionalization, liberty or integration a "backlash"

will occur wherein gains become losses and successes become

the basis for future actions leading to failed goals.

Action is taken insuring that programmatic advances will be

curtailed.

The "DD program" (and national policy) exhibits such
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retrenching efforts. For example, an April 1979 "CBS

Reports How Much for the Handicapped" raised the ques

tion of the increasing costs of successful public programs

to meet the needs and rights of the handicapped. Ironi

cally, as one respondent has reminded us "the handouts

that they think are handouts are the handicapped".

One condition for "success as failure" is the compet

ing claims of interest groups. Any one program cannot be

come too costly. Another condition for failure is that

success can breed an escalation for program performance.

The response is strategies for control. For example, the

rapid growth of the disability insurance program since the

early l970's has brought cries of high cost and raised the

question of whether benefits have been too high. and asked

for a reappraisal of who is eligible. The situation was

augmented, for example, in Title XX when the program

increased its universe of eligibles and began to pull in

"middle class" clients.

One federal strategy for controlling costs is to

decrease costs by declaring (defining) a "crisis" in a

program (e. g. Medicaid) calling for reform of defined

abuses (e. g. mechanisms for work incentives). For the

"DD program" the l978 Carter Administration budget

included a formula for allocating rehabilitation funds to

States emphasizing services which would increase the num

bers terminated from benefit rolls. Another strategy is
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to redefine "need" and "right". It is a "right" of the

wheelchair-bound to have a University remove architectural

barriers--defined as universal usage over time. However,

it is not a "right" of the deaf to have translators--

defined as a particular one-shot consumer item.” The DD

will remain vulnerable to the discretionary redefinition

of right and need as long as political, economic and

social structures fail to support a commitment to a well

defined, consistent national policy ("Program") for all

disabled.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 7

l. Eli Ginzberg and Robert M. Solow (Zed.7 THE GREAT
SOCIETY: LESSONS FOR THE FUTURE /New York'■ Basic Books,
197l-7, p. 219) have stated of the War on Poverty program
"of all the Great Society programs, the war on poverty is
most open to criticism. The promises were extreme; the
specific remedial actions were untried and untested; the
finances were grossly inadequate; the political structuring
was so vulnerable that it had to be radically reformed
within a few years after the program was launched".

2. For example, see "Politics of Sacrifice i A Search
for Patriots", SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, August 2, 1979,
pp. l, 25; "New Poll batters Carter", SAN FRANCISCO
EXAMINER, August 6, 1979, pp. l, 16.

3. Lance Liebman ("Social Intervention in a Democracy"
in Eli Ginzberg and Robert M. Solow, THE GREAT SOCIETY:
LESSONS FOR THE FUTURE, pp. lºp-29) set out the following
explanations for "failures" of the 1960's programs :
l) things improved but not enough to meet rising expecta
tions (Banfield thesis); 2) there are some things we do
not know how to do; 3) the instrumentalities that deliver
urban public services are inefficient; and l; ) adequate
resources were not provided.

14. A great deal of the literature on consumer and com
munity participation on public boards comes from the
literature on the experiences of the Neighborhood Health
Centers (Steven Jonas, "Limitations of Community Control
of Health Facilities and Services", AMERICAN JOURNAL OF
PUBLIC HEALTH /June 19787 68, 6, p. 51 l).
5. "Consumer Effectiveness i Now, and under NHS",
CONSUMER HEALTH PERSPECTIVES (October 1978), 5, 14, p. l.

6. "Consumer Effectiveness i Now, and under NHS", p. 3.

7. "Kennedy Assails Pressure Groups", SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE, October 24, 1978, p. 8.

8. "Kennedy's Health Care Plan", SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE, October 2, 1978, pp. l, 21.
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9. C. L. Estes ("Goal Displacement in Community Planning
for Elderly 1 Implications for National Policy",
Chapter 20 in Lawton, Newcomer and Byerts, PLANNING FOR AN
AGING SOCIETY /Pennsylvania, Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross,
19757) identifies organizational structure as one major
factor leading to goal displacement.

l(). Recent federal DD legislation mandates that one-half
of the voting SDDC members be DD, guardian or relative;
HSAs mandate 50-60%; PSROs have four representatives
despite being defined as physician self-regulatory boards.

ll. "Consumer Effectiveness i Now, and under NHS", p. 3.

l2. Charles W. Hamilton, "Blacks and the crisis in poli
tical participation", in Ginzberg and Solow (THE GREAT
SOCIETY: LESSONS FOR THE FUTURE), p. 207.

13. Estes ("Goal Displacement in Community Planning for
Elderly") found that the "services" philosophy of profes
sionals recommends a "service approach" to problem
solving. Ignored are the political and economic perspec
tives that might redefine the social situation requiring
a "redistribution of resources to victims" as a possible
strategy.

lk. SDDC "Minutes", January 17, 1979, p. H.

15. IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER LEGISLATION,

Subcommittee on Employment, º and Migratory Labor,United States Senate (December 1974), p. 32.

16. Position paper, Committee for Development of Direct
Long Term Funding for Workshops and Activity Centers
(Untitled), October 18, 1976, p. 5.

l7. REPORT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED, SENATE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES : HOW FEDERAL
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAMS ARE WORKING, Comp
troller General of the United States (Washington, D. C. :
U. S. General Accounting Office, February 20, 1980),
p. iii.

18. REPORT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED, p. 32.

l9. For example, P. L. 94-103 funding for FY'76-'77
included a national total of $55,000,000 of which
California received $2,312,028 ABs ($l, Olk 0,1,13); SDDC
($1178,007) and deinstitutionalization ($693,608).

20. "The President's State of the Union Address", SAN
FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, January 24, 1979, p. 6.
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2l. "The government will simply not be able to do as much
as it has in the past. Inevitably, real sacrifices must
be made if we are to overcome inflation" (WORD FROM
WASHINGTON, February, l979, p. 10). "The idea of making
the states pay for a balanced budget through lower federal
aid seems to be gaining popularity within Congress which
has already been petitioned by 26 states to call a con
vention that would consider a constitutional amendment to
require a balanced federal budget . . . In California,
for example, the biggest cut would be in federal aid to
Medi-Cal which would drop $700 million from $1.5 billion
to $800 million under the Obey proposal" ("A Report on
Balancing U. S. Budget", SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE,
February 17, 1979, p. 6).

22. I am indebted to the Governmental Activities Office
(for United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc., Epilepsy
Foundation of America and National Society for Autistic
Children) in Washington, D. C., for much of the statistical
information given here.

23. WORD FROM WASHINGTON, (February 1980), ll, pp. l-2.

24. John K. Iglehart ("The Carter Administration's Health
Budget i Charting New Priorities with Limited Dollars",
MILBANK MEMORIAL FUND QUARTERLY/Health and Society /19787,
56, l, p. 53) found that President Carter's l978 federal
budget for the then DHEW programs had 89% of the alloca
tions for "ongoing programs of entitlement".

25. "Dispute Over Budget Plan Worsens", SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE, May 29, 1980, p. 18.

26. REPORT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED, p. 31.

27. REPORT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED, p. 35.

28. Chapter 6, Article 3, Section lºé80, California
Health and Safety Code).

29. "Rates of Payment in Community Facilities for Persons
with Developmental Disabilities", FINAL REPORT HOUSE
RESOLUTION 53, Assembly Health Committee Permanent Subcom
mittee on Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities,
Frank Lanterman, Chair, May 20, 1976, p. 14.

30. "A Study of the Administration of State Health
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with Developmental Disabilities", p. 14.

32. "Rates of Payment in Community Facilities for Persons
with Developmental Disabilities", p. 70.

33. "The number of developmentally disabled persons
expected to be in state hospitals in 1979–80 is about
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rates are paid to providers of community care_and a full
range of community services becomes available.7 "reduced
utilization of state hospitals would result in a sub
stantial reduction in state hospital costs"--e. g. from an
estaimated $237.8 million to a reduced hospital utiliza
tion of $184.0 million ("Rates of Payment in Community
Facilities for Persons with Developmental Disabilities",
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36. Private communication.
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PART IV STRUCTURING FOR SUCCESS

IN THE DISABILITY ARENA



CHAPTER 8

STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS

Public programming and public policy require the suc

cessful interaction of formal and nonformal actors--i. e.

those mandated for official roles in the "DD program" from

those not so defined (e. g. SDDC and ABs; private interest

groups and coalitions). Nonformal actors include some of

the groups defined as "relevant others" by Wamsley and

Zald (1973 26) i

a variety of actors in and out of government;
interest groups, competing public organiza
tions, superior organizations, individuals,
appropriation subcommittees, subject matter
committees, and staff agencies.

The distinction between formal and nonformal actors is

significant because in an issue (e. g. disability) arena

influence is frequently through nonmandated groups with

their strong commitments and competing definitions. Their

activities insure that a group or an issue remains a

public priority. This chapter explores the strategies used

by both formal and nonformal actors to make mandates

realities and not empty promises.

As Wamsley and Zald (1973 s 26) have suggested any

public organization is "part of a policy subsystem, an
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arena of individuals, groups and organizations, of

'relevant others' affected by and interested in a given

policy"." For successful interaction three conditions

must be satisfied 1 l) that actor credibility be esta

blished; 2) that various actors' perspectives be recog

nized and taken into consideration; and 3) that out of

this interaction a new social reality is negotiated

constituting the public program. All actors must accept

this negotiation process.” This negotiation process

becomes the implementation of the program. Yet, without,

and even with, this implementation-negotiation process

actors will use the changing definitional setting to

create strategies to achieve power and input into the

disability arena.

Chapter 7 has considered the failures of policy

making and programming for the disabled. This chapter

is concerned with l) the strategies’ used by actors in

creating and maintaining credibility as significant actors

in the disability arena; and 2) the strategies created for

guaranteeing that the social definitions dominating policy

making and programming reflect the perspectives of less

powerful, generally nonformal, actors.

This chapter adds to the extant program evaluation

literature which views successful public programming from

three conceptual foci implementation (intended actions

are realized); instrumentation (created structures fulfill
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intended goals); and normative justification (programs are

morally justified by appeal to some "norm, principle or

value", Kerr, 1976). Such evaluations of quantifiable out

comes frequently occur after years of program experience

(e. g. Davis and Schoen, 1978, a ten-year appraisal of

"health and the war on poverty"). Yet, I would like to

step back from this longitudinal type of analysis and sug

gest that public programming success (or failure) can be

studied with the beginning or early interactions of pro

gram actors. From the beginning of program creation the

basic problems of establishing credibility and Éaining

control over social uncertainty and social definitions

(e. g. through politicizing at the "grass roots" and

building bases of support) confront program actors.

Action must be created to respond to these problems. For

this reason public programs can be evaluated at any

time during their "career" provided that one studies the

social understandings and reciprocal social actions which

have evolved. (Outcomes over time must by definition be

studied after designated time lapses. )

Establishing Credibility

Perrow (1961) has cited four organizational problems

needing to be resolved of which securing acceptance or

establishing credibility is one. (The others are funding,

assembling skills and coordinating. ) Establishing credi

bility is an organizational and consumer problem in public
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programming. While legislation is a "promise" what the

enacted legislation accomplishes is what makes the program

credible.

Unfortunately, the California "DD program" units have

not been successful in establishing credibility. As one

ABY member stated "I think that the ABs are not seen by

the general populace or the populace serving the DD as

effective--as impacting anything". DD and nonBD individuals

strongly involved in consumer issues repeatedly say of

the SDDC and ABs that "they don't do anything". Albeit

the "process is slow and all Zare/ impatient" there are
processes for establishing credibility which can be

developed by ABY as well as other public program units.

Establishing credibility involves building trust,

politicizing and mobilizing support of intended recipients

as well as the general community. As one ABY Director

stated such mobilizing of support provieds "that kind of

energy I'm hoping is going to create the credibility of

this Zarea/ board-–parents are all angry people". These

subprocesses for establishing credibility include:

1) becoming known; 2) developing leadership; 3) taking a

stand; and *) gaining power.

Becoming known. It is not surprising that becoming

known is a basic process of structuring public programs

for success rather than failure since a unit cannot have

influence if the public does not know it exists. Unfor
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tunately, as the Director of a private health agency stated

"the ABs came in through the back door without the fanfare

Zor/ the support that they needed". Not only has the

public been uninformed of program components but the ac

tors themselves (e. g. staff; board) have spent time

learning and defining the program. As one DD parent

stated "I did not know about /ABY7, the CDDCs or the
other agencies until I became a member of this board? I

was never told what agencies were available to me". One

DD member of the SDDC stated that "the first time I

heard of a DD act was the act /P.L. 94-1037 of 1975". This
suggests that the success of federal programs requires

adequate publication and "PR" (if their utilization is the

intended consequence).

ABY has generally relied upon inter-agency communica

tion for becoming known but as seen in Chapter & this has

had limited effectiveness. Indeed, ABY recognizes this as

a continuing problem and one requiring solution. Unfor

tunately, individuals in the disability arena who are not

formally connected with the "DD program" units were not

found during this research to have much knowledge of the

SDDC or ABs and frequently not even of the CDDCs suggesting

that much needs to be done in the way of advanced publicity

for public programs (e. g. newspaper articles ; radio and

television spots; fliers from schools and regional

centers). Yet, being known is not enough if the unit can

--
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not fulfill its promises. However, without public aware

ness there is little chance for the unit to have the

opportunity to prove itself.

Developing leadership. A necessary condition in

establishing credibility is developing strong leadership.

As one respondent noted "we've never had a staff person at

ZABY7 who had a concept of personal and professional
strength in their role--"I'm a professional and I know

something'". As already seen definitional ambiguity

(statutory and interpretive) of the role of staff as well

as the social psychology of board members mitigates against

strong leadership development. However, such a force is

necessary to maintain the vision and direction promised in

policies and programs. To establish a viable link between

the SDDC and ABs requires an "aggressiveness" so far not

prominent. The SDDC noted in 1977 that "if authoritative

leadership is not developed now--this creative time--/it/
may be lost as a real strategy for a long time"."

For nonformal actors and units the problem becomes one

of maintaining leadership as much as developing it. Many

of the more radical or smaller disability consumer groups

have been proficient of late in developing "adversary" or

conflict type leadership. Yet, with success many of these

disabled leaders who have gained personal credibility as

Significant actors leave the arena to take salaried posi

tions in the "normal" working world. For many leadership
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was developed while being sustained by welfare or dis

ability insurance. Loss of such indigenous leadership

may have significant consequences for sustained group

activity.

Taking a stand. From the perspective of nonformal

actors taking a stand on an issue or "doing something" is

crucial for the SDDC and ABs in establishing credibility.

"Taking a stand" has been defined by critics as avoiding

procedural delay (e. g. through "red tape") and being

willing to act without all the information even if some

times this might mean an inapproriate action--i. e. some

action is better than none. The staff of ABY have

admitted that it "is very poor on taking stands and so

nervous. What would happen if they /the board/ took a

stand without knowing all the facts. They'd look a little

foolish but it wouldn't be so bad".

Outside criticism has been equally negative. A DD

protestor of the AC-Transit responded regarding the SDDC

and ABs 1 "Oh, those clowns, they've never done anything

for us before". Units outside the formal (legislated) "DD

program" such as the CDDC are equally pessimistic about

the action potential of these units. As one CDDC Director

responded : "my response to people is to come to our council

and we'll support you; you'll be wasting your time going

to the AB or SDDC. That is my advice, it really is".

Bolan (1969) has suggested logically that decision
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makers tend to make decisions which they believe have a

greater possibility of being acted upon--rather than those

which might be controversial. Therefore, they choose those

actions capable of having consensual support and focus

upon the limited problem where cost-effectiveness is easily

estimated. Unfortunately, many of the issues before the

SDDC and ABs are—-if taken seriously—-controversial in

terms of required problem solving. Bolan (1969) also sug

gests that planning groups charged with a more comprehen

sive view are slower to act and do so in a more defensive

manner. Considering the uncertain, changing and wide

spread mandate for both the SDDC and ABs reticence in

taking action would be expected.

Taking a stand involves building trust between program

units and the community but it also must be established

within unit membership. ABY members have stated that "I'm

not willing to assume the responsibility for anyone else"

or "I don't want to vote on something I didn't see". Such

internal distruct of one's "team" does not lend itself to

consensus and cooperation in decision making. Moreover,

this creates a "vicious circle" since failure to develop

such internal trust inhibits viewing the AB as credible for

its members much less establishing credibility for out

siders.

However, this is not to assert that the SDDC and ABs

have not accomplished significant actions, especially in the
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areas of advocacy and monitorine.” But these areas have

also been those most clearly discussed and defined.”
A presentation before the Senate Subcommittee on the Handi

capped stated that "one of the major accomplishments of the

Developmental Disabilities program at national, state and

local levels" has been in "systematic advocacy" for the

DD.7 Monitoring, once criteria are established, becomes a

process of seeing whether or not organizations or groups

are out of compliance with statutes and regulations

(assuming resources are available).” However, where

difficulty arises——which is often--is when the SDDC or ABs

are asked to pass judgment and make quick decisions to

"crisis" situations. This becomes an organizational and

general program problem. For as ABY has recognized issues

are often "embroiled in uncertainties" and if it is to act

wisely and "if the board is to have an impact, it must be

involved at an earlier date".”

Building trust through taking a stand as a condition

for establishing credibility in the community in turn

politicizes the DD and the community. This mobilizes the

energy for program support and participation helping to

make the "DD program" promises a reality. In turn this

becomes a condition for gaining power and further enhances

the chances of successful programming.

Gaining power.” If adequate authority is not written

into DD legislation ("there is no muscle behind the plan
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ning activities") then power-seeking behavior will emerge

to establish actors as a group with which to bargain and to

appease. Etzioni (1961 : 396-397) has distinguished three

types of power two of which are coercion through fear of

force or physical power and compliance or material power

where benefits or losses are due to conformity or noncon

formity to threatened loss. If the legislation has suf

ficient power written into it these will be the bases of

such power. From the data the "DD program" needs to have

such "clout" developed either "de jure" through legislation

or "de facto" through action.

For the nonformal actors coercion and compliance are

not readily available forms of power. Rather, the third

form of power suggested by Etzioni, normative or symbolic

power, is most available. That is, compliance to demands

comes because of a consensus or ideological commitment or

conviction about right and wrong, justice and injustice.

This is the most common form of power to which disadvan

taged groups such as the disabled can appeal. Yet, even

now the normative power of the disabled as a group is

building very slowly as it emerges • One strategy to

increase potential power as a group is to build bases of

support and processes for action within the larger com

munity or general public.

For the disabled themselves becoming known, taking a

stand and gaining power have been attempted through
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"radical" means patterned on other civil rights groups.

As Harold Russell (Chair, the President's Committee on the

Employment of the Handicapped) has stated i

I remember the wheelchair march on the
Capitol; the all-night vigil at the Lincoln
Memorial; the wheelchairs blocking Fifth
Avenue in New York City; /and/ of more recent
vintage, the demonstrations in half a dozen
cities to promote the #ºnin; of Section 50l.,regulations by Mr. Califano. l

These actions have been taken as a means of building a

constituency and legitimating their claims through

politicizing at the "Érass roots".

Politicizing at the Grass Roots

Some groups of nonformal DD actors have chosen to

create the awareness of, and commitment to , the disabled

through politicizing those actors who are consumers but who

are not necessarily "attached" to any formal structure.

This politicizing strategy is rooted in American tradition

and has existed in the arena of disability (e. g. parent

groups). It primarily involves a "bottoms up" approach in

which program implementation and instrument successes will

only fully develop when there is strong local support. It

is a strategy for offering counter definitions socially

constructed and sustained through group identification

and support. As Edelman (1977; l.20) has suggested "politi

cization is the creation of a state of mind".

Further, the politicizing process involves a change in

social (definitional) control for the general public or
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consumers over the area of uncertainty (-ies) from the
l2dominance of experts at the national level. Politicizing

also involves redefining a "private" issue as "public"——

i. e. "to politicize an issue is to define it as appro

priate for public decision making" (Edelman, 1977 l20).

That is, it redefines an issue and a situation (or

"crisis") as legitimately involving more actors than

formally recognized. However, this redefinitional process

is not without conflict. For as Edelman (1977; l.23) fur

ther suggests it is not predictable since it is based upon

the already existing conditions of vulnerability, anxiety

and uncertainty which lead to differential perceptions of

politicizing cues. (See Oberschall, 1973, on conflict and

social movements.)

Politicizing as a strategy involving the development

of group identity and influence also complements what

Zald and Berger (1978) label the resource-mobilization

perspective on social movements. (Also see Oberschall,

l973. ) Applying this perspective to social movements in

organizations it is assumed that organizations such as the

SDDC or ABs exist within a wider social life and are

influenced by changes in this wider arena. As groups

within and without this organizational structure mobilize

their resources they create the energy, breadth, strength

and potential power to create social change. Such mobili

zation of resources--whatever types of resources--is a
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basic premise of the politicizing process.”
As a strategy to gain power politicizing behavior is

an attempt to control the definitional processes in the

situation of the disabled and their representatives (Estes,

March, l979 il). It is an attempt to counter the welfare

philosophy defining government as "parent" (in which the

state has taken over "helping the poor or disadvantaged"

thereby establishing "dominion over people's lives",

Gaylin, et. al., 1978 i lò7) and to relegate conflict resolu

tion to the administrative, not political, arena (Horowitz,

1972 347; Schatzman and Strauss, 1966 l2). This social

control has had some challenges in recent decades with an

emerging emphasis upon social as well as juridical rights

(Gaylin, et. al., 1978 69–70; Miller, l976 t 134-135). As a

member of the SDDC responded "we need to get to a point

where we / the DD7 are not being spoken for or about but
where we're speaking to people about ourselves and they're

listening to us instead of "us" being shoved to the side".

lly andTo accomplish this requires creating a "public"

building support at the federal but equally at the local

(or "grass roots") levels supporting and calling for social

change (Halebsky, 1964; Smith, 1964). Most social programs

are predicated on this control remaining in the hands of

the providers, professionals and experts. The role of the

consumer may be legislatively recognized but there is no

guarantee that consumer representation will remain a long
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term strategy. Further, for powerless populations such as

the disabled traditional modes of influence (e. g.

lobbying through interest groups) are not as developed as

for more powerful groups such as in labor or medicine

(Dowse and Hughes, l972; Hall, 1969; Lapalombra, 1964).

There have been examples where social control of the

disabled has been successfully challenged and within these

examples lay some clues to successful future action for

powerless populations. One such successful attempt in

redefining the disabled, their rights and control over their

role in social normalization at the local level is the

Center for Independent Living (CIL) in Berkeley,

California. As a nonprofit services and advocacy organiza

tion established in 1972 by the East Bay disabled com—

munity, CIL is federally recognized as a prototype for the

new independent living centers provision mandated by the

l978 "Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services and DD

Amendments Act". Run entirely by the disabled CIL offers

such services as counseling, housing assistance, training

programs, a fleet of vans for door-to-door transportation,

the only shop in the Bay Area specializing in low cost

wheelchair repair and a publication, THE INDEPENDENT.”
The developmentally and other disabled have become a

highly visible and freely mobile group in the community and

streets of Berkeley as they live, work and attend school.

CIL has managed to establish a credible structure and a
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reputation building upon successful organizing and poli

ticizing strategies.

To change public perceptions and awareness CIL recom

mended an "aggressive attitude on the part of the dis

abled" in order to teach the public about and how to treat

the disabled.” This idea was and is revolutionary

because it challenges the philosophy of paternalism and

protection as well as the services strategy inherent in

social legislation for the disabled. One SDDC Chair sug

gested, in speaking of the community, that most programs

are based upon the assumption that the DD "community can't

take care of itself . . . They don't think people can

take care of themselves" and consequently through

structure elaborating "administrative pathology" develops.

Of course, such challenges to existing social atti

tudes can produce community resistance and conflict. The

l978 AC-Transit sit-in (or "wheelchair-in") was described

thus t

The people that were getting on the buses were
saying "why in the hell are you inconveniencing
us?" And the disabled were saying "look, this
is what we have to deal with everyday of our
lives. We are only inconveniencing you one
day". The response was then "Hey, look you,
I'm paying my tax dollars so that you can get
these services". The exchange continued getting
unruly.

Yet, conflict has its positive functions and the disabled

were creating a new social world and re-establishing the
17boundaries of what is acceptable social control.
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Conditions for politicizing. These conditions

emerged from data on the "DD program" either through

observed action, voiced concerns or the emerging "stock

of knowledge" among program participants. They complement

much of the literature on social movement and group iden—

tification processes.

Powerlessness for building support is not in itself

a sufficient condition. Powerless groups must be cued

into politicizing behavior. Most of the (developmentally)

disabled have been powerless in terms of social resources

such as income, education or other personal influence.

Most of the politicizing behavior has occurred among the

parents and some disabled representatives. It is only

recently that the disabled themselves (e. g. CIL; other

coalitions) have begun to define themselves as having

resources (individually or in groups).

Visibility of a population in a community is a condi

ition for politicizing wherein definitional clarification

can occur (e. g. the CIL experience in Berkeley). Visi

bility in the community can counter traditional community

perspectives on the disabled wherein the community "wants

their little wood hut with /disabled/ people--a lady
opening the door and inviting them in. And things will

happen and they'll go out". The importance of visibility

is a major argument for deinstitutionalization and

available community facilities.
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Strong leadership is a fundamental condition for

politicizing and coalition-building. Representatives as

role models become a "centering" force. Philip Draper,

Executive Director of CIL, has been active in the "politics

of disability" at the local and federal levels for years

translating "home" issues into action; and Ed Roberts, the

first quadriplegic to head a major state agency, felt his

presence in the Department of Rehabilitation would help to

dispel the "myth of the poor helpless cripple".” Unfor

tunately, such leadership has more chance of emerging out

side formal organizational structures in public program

ming although as Wald and Berger (1978 1833) suggest suggest

such leadership may develop inside the organization becom

ing one condition for intra-organizational change--e. g.

through an organizational "coup d'etat". Yet, as one

respondent stated regarding ABY "the system seems to work

against recruiting that kind of person. She might not be

maintained too long /but/ she would provide the kind of
intensive support that volunteers need".

History in terms of recent social, political and

philosophical reconstructions is a condition for emerging

groups to be politicized. The decade of the 1960's saw a

general loosening of social control by disadvantaged groups

interested in the "politicization of deviance" (Horowitz,

1972 349) or in opposition to established structures and

processes, e. g. social movements for civil rights, women
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and free speech (Oberschall, l973). Tactics such as sit

ins and protest marches utilized by the disabled are in

herited from this earlier period and have become common

place and "acceptable".”
Creating a sense of "we-ness" or common fate is a key

condition for politicizing--i. e. making the social world

of the disabled a paramount concern (Marris and Rein,

1973,7).” Many DD, parents and guardians have united

through parent groups and private volunteer organizations

but many still feel a sense of isolation as well as

ambiguity over the direction in programming for the dis

abled. "There is infighting among and within groups of

disabled people concerning attitudes, political standings

and willingness to be "political"--'50■ , coalitions' are

still rare".” However, through interaction with other

disabled an identifiable social world is emerging as

individuals and groups within the disability arena become

increasingly sensitized--e. g. through organization and

coalition publications (e. g. THE INDEPENDENT) and meetings.

Public awareness or an emerging constituency for the

disabled is an important condition for politicization. As

an ABY member stated "'PR" is the biggest thing lacking.

We really need an extensive public information system".”
The assumption being that an informed public can become an

aroused public--committed to the improvement of the plight

of the disabled.
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The most obvious strategy to educate or to create a

supportive public is to let the community see the DD in

the community successfully managing to live and to work.

A l979 effort in Portola, California, was the hiring of

five disabled to become "metermaids". Such an effort

allows frequent interaction between disabled and public

(e. g. asking passersby to place the ticket on the window

of the vehicle when the disabled is wheelchair-bound) and

helps to demystify the disabled.

Developing "political moxy". For successful program

ming to occur a kind of political awareness and willingness

to act is needed amongst formal and nonformal actors. As

one respondent stated of the role of ABY Director "it takes

an incredible person to play that staff role and to have a

lot of political moxy. You really have to be a political

animal first and then some of the other stuff". Such a

recommendation also applies to the nonagency participants.

"Political moxy" is roughly defined as knowing "how

the system works", what resources are available, who or

what are the key actors or units, knowing how "to make

things happen"—-i. e. understanding the "politics" of the

situation. ("Politics" is about "power"--who has it and

how it is used /Dowse and Hughes, 1972, 77--and it is
defined as "all forms of pressure by deviant or orthodox

pressure groups" ZHorowitz, 1972,3527.) As one DD related i

"y.9u have to know the law. My school had an arbitrary rule
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that typing skills were needed for an editing class. I

50l., "d them".” Or, as one CDDC Coordinator suggested,

"planning is a way of mobilizing the thinking of a com—

munity . . . of clarifying the community's concept of

what they need". At the level of the AB this process in

volves the full awareness and acceptance of their "poten

tial legally Zand/ legislatively". One respondent stated

that ABY is not politically sophisticated-–"they don't

know what to do if they want to alter staffing arrange

ments or even get a different kind of stationery".

The need for politicizing and developing "political

moxy" was recognized by the SDDC when it sponsored a l976

workshop and clinic on "power and responsibility” to

train AB members and SDDC members to "become more effec

tive . . . ZºtoZ really get things done". Some of the ses

sions included "building agendas" (e. g. forming collective

agendas out of individual needs); "impacting the public"

(e. g. media options for reaching the public); and "getting

it together" (e. g. building teams; facilitative behaviors).

Key conditions for political effectiveness were recognized

in definitional clarification (e. g. "define roles and

responsibilities of community and ABs"; "realistic goals

and objectives for the ABs") and communication networks

(e. g. "have a coordinator for communication purposes";

"sharing information").

Such a strategy by the SDDC supports Zald and Berger's
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(1978 1829) resource-mobilization perspective that organiza

tional infrastructures (e. g. communication networks) are

significant factors in supporting or hindering collective

organizational action, or, in this case, intraorganiza

tional action. In addition, while politicization was the

overt goal of the conference the working out of inter

organizational conflict (e. g. SDDC-ABs) to enhance coordi

nation efforts was also a goal.”
Tactically participants were taught to think in pro

cessual terms (strategies and goal-setting--one-, two- and

three-year goals). Responses to this clinic strategy

included "the importance of identifying where individuals

are and how they perceive their roles", "how I can develop

strategies so they will receive my meanings from the words

I use", "how to get to know each other" and "building

bridges of understanding". Yet, more than one or two con

ferences were/are needed to actually alter actors' be

haviors.

Politicization is not unknown to "DD program" actors

--especially those who have had long term "careers" in the

arena of disability. Parents have spent a great deal of

time cultivating legislators to get needed services or

legislation--e. g. the Regional Center system. Many

parents individually developed such knowledge when they

tried to get services for their DD children——e. g. empha

sizing deafness and downplaying Epilepsy to get services
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for a deaf and epileptic child. However, today it is sug

gested that parents "don't follow a lot of legislation,

don't know their legislators and don't know how to do

anything". Since "we've gotten councils /CDDC; SDDC7 and

services, ABs and all the rest--/the parents do not/ recog

nize that it's their baby anymore".

This latter may have great significance in federal,

state and local programming for the disabled. For social

reform has been "professionalized" (Moynihan, 1969) with

the untoward consequence of removing those most concerned

with the disabled--and with long histories in the dis

ability arena--from direct political and social participa

tion. These individuals, if not involved in the formal

program structures and yet still concerned about direct

participation, may develop "splinter" groups in the dis

ability arena whose goals and strategies may not be com—

patible with the formal "DD program".

Politicizing and accountability. "Members of ABY

meet and talk but there is no accountability to any other

groups". Such is the criticism of the formal "DD program"

structure in California. "They aren't representing

groups; they are representing themselves. There should be

a more official hook-up in terms of the feedback process".

Without politicizing at the grass roots so that a

constituency in the idsability arena is created accounta

bility becomes an issue. Without a constituency to whom is
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a program accountable?” What happens to the "good idea"

of a legislated program will depend upon whether or not

such support exists (Lynn, Jr., 1977 278-279). Without

such a constituency the program actors will define the

issues and impose their perspectives. As Estes (March

l979 l) has expressed "the process becomes the policy out

come" and if the DD (or representatives) choose not to be

come or to remain actively involved in the disability

arena (or are excluded) the outcome will reflect the role

they have been assigned, accepted, defined or neglected.

Building Networks of Support and Power

Definitional flux and the failure to secure a defi

nitional consensus on the direction of policy or "Program"

results in contextual ambiguity. This inhibits the elici

tation of the "normative" support essential to building and

maintaining successful public programs. Therefore, a key

problem facing public programming is creating networks of

support and power among actors in the issue (e. g. dis

ability) arena who make up the program's environment.

However, sometimes the networks which actors seek to

create are segmented, lack coordination or are in conflict

with the formal program. The strategies used for social

and political influence--i. e. coalition-building and

interest group building--may produce action and direction

different from the formal program. Therefore, an important

question for the "DD program" is whether efforts by non
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formal actors in the program arena will be parallel to

or be coordinated with formal efforts. For without coordi

nation the consequences may be wasted, duplicated or con

flictual actions as nonformal (and some formal) actors con

tinue to see coalition-building and interest group building

as strategies for success in political and social influence.

Coalition-building. Challenging existing structures

and social definitions by nonformal actors in the dis

ability arena requires formation into coalitions for the

"purpose of achieving a public goal" (Berry, 1977; 25l. ); to

determine whose definition will prevail in the political

process; and to bring formal structures into accounta

bility.” Politic i zing the public (or creating a con

stituency) creates the condition for this group arousal and

formation. Derthick (1972 183) has stated that one failure

of the "New Towns In-Town" program was the failure to

"mobilize the poor" as a supporting group. Therefore, the

success of any program requires the formation of involved,

vocal groups committeed to its goals for an issue (or

population).

Coalition-building can occur among actors representing

consumers or the general public (nonformal actors) or among

a mixture of agency and public actors. The July 11, 1978,

"crisis" (Proposition l9) meeting of the "DD program" par

ticipants (AB; CDDCs; agency representatives) tried to lay

a foundation for such coalition-building efforts (e. g. "to
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view things as a whole new ball game") among nonformal

and formal actors.

For many nonformal actors coalition-building has

emerged as a strategy because they have not been recognized

in a formal manner (i. e. legislatively and possibly in

practice administratively) as legitimate representatives

or actors in the political arena. Or, because they feel

"outside" influence is needed to provide perspectives on

the long range "Program" for the disabled--e. g. parent

groups ; CIL (Halebsky, l976). If the disabled or their

representatives feel that the "DD program" accomplishes

"nothing" for them or misrepresents their perspectives they

will seek other means of expression and organization

(Berry, l977; Edelman, 1977; Halebsky, l976; Lipsky,

1968).

The disabled waited three to four years during which

the "Section 504" regulations were not signed. This was a

denial of their social claims and, almost, of their social

existence. Edelman (1977 137-138) suggests that for

groups who experience this social response "the very uncer

tainty and ambiguity of their situation makes militant

action seem necessary". A "50l., Coalition" was formed

from concerned disabled (e. g. CIL) as the strategy and
the tactics included the sit-in of the then DHEW office

to increase public awareness and to define the disabled as

a bargaining power. Although constituting only a minority
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of disabled the protesters represented the plight of all

disabled and helped to form a "public identity". However,

to secure continual influence coalition-building will have

to develop a more permanent structure (e. g. interest

group building) since they have by nature tended to be

informal, temporary, episodic and issue-specific (e. g.

the "50lb Coalition").

Yet, with groups such as the disabled coalitions pro

vide involvement and training in decision making. Pre

'viously, this population was in a socially isolated and

powerless position removed from influencing public policy.

Moreover, coalitions for the disabled such as People First

(see "Coalition-building and interest groups") are

explicitly concerned with developing the skills required

for participation in decision making by the disabled in

formal structures (e. g. how to present a resolution in a

committee meeting).

National coalition-building. Common to the DD and

other actors in the disability arena is "crisis reacting"

-- i. e. behavior in response to newly emergent situations

without clearly defined plans or goals with which to

evaluate or upon which to guide action. Such a process

was recognized on May 2, 1971, when over lso disabled and

their representatives gathered in Washington, D. C. , to

create a national coalition for the physically and mentally

disabled. The goal of coalition-building was expressed in
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the Summer issue of the THE INDEPENDENT (CIL) i

we have not controlled our own destinies because
we have been unable to work out a plan by which
we can systematically achieve our goals. We
have also failed to see that it is essential
for all disability groups to drop the weapons
which we have been holding at each other's
backs and join hands as brothers and sisters
to work for improved ºngºons for allpersons with disabilities.

Lack of coalition-building was cited as one cause for the

vetoing of the "Vocational Rehabilitation Act" that year--

"had a communication network been in operation with someone

feeding the information from Washington, our chances of

. . . defeat would have been greatly reduced".” Unfor

tunately, the lack of coalition-building was created by a

process still in evidence in the disability arena-- i. e.

factionalizing (the fear that coalescing efforts with

other disability groups would dilute one's control in de

fining priorities and needs and potential power).

However, in 1975 five national organizations involved

with the implementation of the "DD Rights Act" (e. g.

UCPA, Inc. , ; EFA ; National Association of Coordinators of

State Programs for the MR) suggested that fifty national

groups come together to organize a coalition to "coordinate

and complement" governmental activities of member organiza

tions on "national policy". The outcome was the Consortium

Concerned with DD (CCDD). In 1976 CCDD was actually com

posed of twenty-one national organizations representing

eight consumer groups (e. g. parents; voluntary private
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associations); five professional groups; four state agency

representatives; three provider groups; and one private

foundation. In 1974 CCDD structurally elaborated with five

task forces--e. g. the CCDD Task Force on Health to monitor

all national health insurance (NHI) proposals and to work

with DHEW implementing Medicaid Early Period Screening,

Diagnosis and Treatment program (EPSDT)--thereby increasing

its potential for influence in public policy.”
At the national level CCDD has developed an influ

ential position in terms of definitional input for the

disabled and for many groups is viewed as a credible actor

in the disability arena. In the Spring of l979 CCDD con

tinued its efforts to influence legislative outcomes by

testifying before the House Subcommittee on Health and

Environment hearings urging the enactment of the "Child

Health Assurance Program" (CHAP). In addition, CCDD has

coordinated efforts with some mental health groups thus

forming a coalition around CHAP. They have testified for

the need to coordinate existing health programs and the

need to enact legislation assuring basic health care to all

children including those with special (disabled) needs.”
Moreover, CCDD has also been instrumental in influ

encing budgetary policy--e. g. influencing an increase in

the Protection and Advocacy Program funding for $7.5

million from a l979 appropriation of $3.0 million. Also,

the CCDD Task Force on Housing in cooperation with the
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Ad Hoc Coalition for Housing for the Elderly endorsed a

recent Senate floor amendment raising the ceiling on FY'80

Section 202 construction loans from $800 million to $860

million (settled at $830 million in negotiations).”
A coalition less specifically directed at the dis

abled but still influential as an actor in the arena of

disability is the National Health Council (NHC). It was

founded in 1921 and is composed of eighty-six national

voluntary health organizations with a goal to "advance the

nation's health". As CCDD, it founded a Washington, D. C. ,

office in the mid-1970's (1974) and targets the disabled

as one of its groups for attention along with "women,

rural youth, Hispanics Zang7 Native Americans".” on two
occasions in 1978 the Washington representatives of NHC's

voluntary agency members of its Governmental Relations

Committee met informally with the Deputy Assistant Secre

tary for National Health Insurance for a "frank exchange on

the special needs of the disabled and the chronically ill"

under any NHI proposal.” The consequence was the develop

ing of "care profiles" of constituent populations by the

voluntary health agency members for use by DHEW planners

who noted them as "extremely useful". NHC Washington

representatives of voluntary agencies have also been

involved with DHEW's Task Force on Deinstitutionalization--

in formulating public policy for what has become the

Departments of Health and Human Services and that of
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Education on returning institutionalized DD, "mentally ill",

alcoholic or drug dependent persons to the community.

Further, NHC persuaded DHEW to re-evaluate the definition

of "consumers" and "providers" in the "National Health

Planning Act" to improve participation of volunteers and

professionals on Health System Agency boards.

However, the ultimate success of NHC efforts as a

coalitional body will be hampered by l) the coalition's

lack of direct, rather than indirect, influence (i. e.

persuasion versus authority); and 2) the organizations of

which it is composed. Coalitions do not always possess

the needed political or economic resources and may not be

recognized as primary powerful actors (Lipsky, 1968).

Coalitions such as NHC have become increasingly instrumen

tal but they still function in terms of persuasion and

influence--i. e. they cannot impose their perspectives on

the actors who do not want to relinguish their social

control in the arenas of health and disability.

Moreover, political economists would remind us that

there is a built-in conflict of interests (i. e. different

interpretations of needs, goals and strategies) in those

organizations--augmented by their very diversity--recruited

to NHC (Alford, 1976; Estes, l979; Miller, 1976; Navarro,

1975). Definitional flux is not only likely it is encour

aged by this diversity.

In 1978 three new organizations became members of
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NHC creating the total of eighty-six (with thirty-four

potential members for l979). These three included the

American Medicorp, Inc. (corporate); the American Insti

tutes for Research in the Behavioral Sciences (nonprofit

agency) and the American Academy of Administrators. While

these organizational distributions provide an excellent

study on the diverse definitions and perspectives on

health care it is questionable whether the goals of coordi

nation and consensus can be achieved when diverse interests

and "territorial" goals exist (or "at what price?"). What

tacit bargains and agreements must be constructed in order

to engage in cooperative behavior and what consequences will

these have for any major potential social change for a

given group? Will only those already socially dominant

remain in control of policy options?

Moreover, the same conditions and processes which have

inhibited or prohibited successful programming for the DD

at the state and local levels influence coalition-building

at the national level. For example, the tendency for

factionalizing among coalitional groups ; the failure to

secure a local or state network for policy support; and the

failure to take into account "radical", challenging or

diverse perspectives on programming and policy can be seen

in some national attempts in coalition-building.

Such may be some of the causes of the less than suc

cessful attempts of the National Coalition on Housing and
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the Handicapped (NCHH) created in 1974. For example, CCDD

members joined NCHH but they were one of the few members

of the coalition to develop local chapters to create local

housing programs. Further, in terms of territorial issues

some NCHH members representing agency units (e. g. housing)

were not organizationally encouraged to become involved

with coalition-building efforts, thereby emphasizing one

of the structural barriers to successful coalition-building

efforts at the program unit level. Similar criticisms

have been raised about the SDDC and the ABs in regard to

strong politicizing efforts since some actors in the dis

ability arena question whether they can "be in the state

system and also oppose it".

One coalition which has recognized the need for

developing state and local organizations for a support

network is the 1974 created American Coalition of Citizens

with Disabilities, Inc., (ACCD)--a nationwide association

of national, state and local organizations "of and for

virtually every category of disabled people".” (In

addition, the coalition is reputed to be the only national

association thus far to be operated by the disabled.) The

member organizations represent more than seven million of

the nation's thirty-six million disabled and include con

sumer groups (e. g. Coalition for Barrier-Free Living;

Disabled in Action of New Jersey); parent-based organiza

tions (e. g. United Cerebral Palsy Association, Inc. , ;
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National Association of Retarded Citizens); and profes

sional groups (e. g. Council of State Administrators of

Vocational Rehabilitation; Council for Exceptional

Children).

Goals of ACCD include advocacy, research and training

in decision making, information and referral, community

organization on the local level by disabled individuals,

development of leadership among disabled people throughout

the nation and the l979 objectives included developing

state coalitions thereby shifting the l978 focus in

Washington, D. C. , to the state level. Coalition-building

at the state level is defined as a strategy to insure the

implementation and monitoring of recent federal legisla

tion. One tactic to insure this is through the leadership

practices on ACCD. For example, Judith Heumann (Deputy

Director of CIL since 1975) is currently serving as Second

Vice President on the Board of Directors.

Politicizing members through publications (ACCD ACTION

and THE COALITION), ACCD distributes information and seeks

member participation in influencing legislation. For exam

ple, a recent letter campaign helped to raise key sums in

the appropriations for Rehabilitation and Health categories

for FY'79 and Fy. 80.25 Support of legislators has been

sought on key bills (e. g. pressure against H.R. 3236--the

"Pickle" bill to slash benefits for recipients of social

Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) which, despite
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disincentive-removal provisions would hurt the severely

disabled who "cannot work anywhere in the national

economy".”
State and local coalition-building. Despite ACCD's

recent thrust toward coalition-building in the state and

local arenas, such coalition-building has already emerged.

Some of these have been parent-based coalitions which have

emerged to seek better services. From a common concern or

issue they continued their cooperative efforts in what

they defined as the only viable strategy for success. For

example, in 1975 in California Parents for Improved Com

munity Services (PICS) developed in response to dissatis

faction with the local regional center and to increased

awareness of advocacy issues. They felt they had to "do

something". Their goal was/is to teach parents how to ad

vocate for their own children——to teach them tactics (e. g.

"do not telephone to find out why services are denied but

have a letter written and answered as documentation" of

the interview and the situation). PICS succeeded in get

ting the first fair hearing in their area for a local

developmental center for the DD.

Unfortunately, as with many coalition-building efforts

PICS has no permanent structure and has periods of little

or no group activity. Moreover, members are transferred to

new jobs or move out of the group. Once an activity is

accomplished there is little reason for a continued organi
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zation. In addition, obtaining recruits is still hampered

by parental fear of retribution for their child if they

cause too much "trouble". Since they are not linked

officially to other organizations or coalition-building

efforts there is no larger support group or network--the

formal "DD program" actors "know of them" but there is

little interaction or communication.

However, not all local or issue-limited coalition

building efforts result in dissolution. For example, in

the Spring of l975 the Disabled Women's Coalition from the

University of California, Berkeley, approached the city's

Parks and Recreation Department for recreational services

for physically disabled and nonretarded DD. The department

did not assume responsibility but did provide assistance to

the coalition in seeking funds. The coalition then sub

mitted a grant proposal to the city council and in October

1975 received a $17,000 Community Agency Grant from the

city's General Fund (and later a $8,500 grant for a wheel

chair sports program).” The coalition next applied for

and secured nonprofit status and became a legal entity--

Berkeley Outreach Recreation Program (BORP). Although they

still faced funding uncertainty, broad-based community

support had been developed for the BORP concept--i. e. re

creation is a right for everyone and the disabled have a

right to decide the kinds and ways of services--from diverse

groups (e. g. Disabled Students Union; University of
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California; Department of Rehabilitation).

Conflict and coalition-building.” Just as coalition

building offers an opportunity for diverse groups to engage

in cooperative behavior for common needs it also is a

condition for conflict and factionalizing to emerge. The

Bay Area Coalition of Disabled and Elderly (BAY-CODE) is a

ten county coalition originating out of the 50', Emergency

coalition.” Once the issue of the 50l regulations ap

peared "under control" the actors decided to remain

together because of other common concerns such as housing

and transportation. The Center for Independent Living

became its address. However, in the beginning different

definitions of function, constituency and goals emerged--

e. g. whether or not to include the elderly (it does).

At the same time the California Coalition of Persons

with Disabilities (CCPD) was being developed to meet ACCD's

goal for state coalitions. CCPD grew out of, and also

uses, CIL as it address. Because of common interests it

would appear strategic for BAY-CODE and CCPD to coordinate

activities, energies and resources (as well as it would for

other coalitions for the disabled, e. g. Disabled Democratic

Club i California Association of Handicapped). However,

because of fluctuating definitions of goals, constituencies

and control conflict has arisen.

Criticisms have arisen that CIL while being the "only

group to get its act together" is now trying to dominate
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the groups at the local and state levels. It has been

accused of "pushing others aside for its own issues",

"dominating the disabled community", "competing for

grants", "rivaling other independent living centers" and

"keeping the controls in CIL". For example, competition

between CIl and a San Francisco-based group over a grant

for a housing survey resulted in noncooperation when CIL

claimed that "expertise did not lie with the San Francisco

group" and chose not to coordinate efforts.” Considering

that CIL has a staff of 150 and a budget of $3.2 million

(supported by government and private grants and CIL's

businesses) and sees "800 to looo individuals a month" its

potential for definitional, political and social dominance

is obvious to other groups in the disability arena.”
Coalition-building and interest groups. One explana

tion for such factionalizing behavior lies in the long

range goal of CIL, CCPD and ACCD in building an integrated

interest group as a strategy to influence public policy

for the disabled (Dahl and Lindblom, l953; LaPalombra,

l964; Lipsky, l968; Zeigler, 1964; Zisk, l969). Interest

group building involves a more permanent, formal and long

term structure ritualizing conflict between groups joining

for the pursuit and protection of interests through

lobbying, negotiation and formal representation (Edelman,

1977,137).” Interest group building is also predicated on

a group with clearly defined goals--i. e. a sense of
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identity of who and what is being served (Dowse and

Hughes, l972)--a condition which some claim is not des—

criptive of the nonformal actors in the disability arena.

Through a structural refining process such an organi

zation must strive for definitional consensus on key

goals, strategies, tactics and actors in order to build a

unified base of support. People First ("people first,

handicap secondary" /sic/) is a coalition currently under
going such structural refining as well as structural

elaborating. Begun in Oregon in 1974 it spread to

California (e. g. Santa Cruz, Marin and Sonoma counties) as

well as to other states (e. g. Kansas, Massachusetts and

Florida). People First has the goal of training the DD,

especially the Mentally Retarded, to take more responsi–

bility for their lives and to develop the skills for input

into the more formal structures (e. g. SDDC-ABs : CDDCs;

other state agencies). California is now in the process

of developing a statewide coalition of People First. CIL

has supported the effort but the organizational goals and

definitions are not identical i

CIL is into accessibility and accessibility
is not an issue with Zus7, we're interested
more in jobs and housing although we have
constituents in the state hospitals who are
wheelchair-bound /for whom accessibility
is one barrier to deinstitutionalization/.
As is CIL People First is primarily concerned with

building a strong organization before interacting with and

coordinating action with other groups. However, already
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between states there is conflict over definitions and

strategies. For example, the state organizations in

Oregon and Kansas differ over approach. Oregon supports a

"buttoms-up, consumer first" approach whereas Kansas has

been criticized for stressing the role of professionals in

building a "top-down", experts first" organization with

professional dominance over the definitions of that organi

zation (cf. Cloward and Elman, 1966).

However, the eventual success of such local coalition

building efforts into national interest groups will re

quire taking into account the groups whose definitions and

approaches differ. Conflict will be positive if a defi

nitional consensus exists as to basic problems and common

needs around which political support can be mobilized.

Otherwise, energies will be dissipated, fragmentation will

result and efforts will be neutralized. Unfortunately,

fragmentation and competition have characterized local

community action efforts in America (Walton, l974 1368).

"As a result coordinated community action becomes more

problematic and public policy represents less a consensus

than a byproduct of the competitive process in which power

is differentially exercised" (Walton, 1971; ; 368).

Moreover, while different groups pursue their own ends

they force other groups to do the same. For example,

there is little mention in the data on local coalition

building and interest group building of groups such as the
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private nonprofit organizations originally and still so

instrumental in the disability arena (e. g. UCPA, NARC and

EFA). Yet, the policy of "New Federalism" identifies

organizations such as these as having increasing importance

in influencing and monitoring programming for the dis

abled. For example, "UCPA affiliates are evolving slowly

from a direct service provider into more and more an advo

cate monitoring and influencing public policy at the state

and local levels".” Especially in the area of advocacy

such organizations are building a role that will continue

to develop in tandem or separately from other similar

efforts. At the local and state levels these organizations

(as do CDDCs and newly emerging advocacy groups) become

missing_links in the emerging formal disability system.

Yet, they are a vital organizational structure in building

a network of support for any national policy and program

ming for the disabled. Although their nonformal, private

status is useful such ambiguity in terms of "system" com

munication and "system" organization limits the potential

power that is the goal of coalition-building.

Suggested Strategies for Success

One possible strategy for the various disability

support groups to overcome separateness and to create norm

ative support through the public or community is to align

the DD with the public interest perspective--i. e. the

"conceptualization of interest in terms of the broader
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community as an objective public need”." This perspective

suggests that the "broader and often more basic needs

of the society receive little support in either policy

or theoretical justification for state activism".”
Although reference to public interest involves a general

rather than particular constituency neglected or powerless

populations such as the disabled and their social treatment

do constitute a realm of actions relevant to the "public

interest". As Judith Heumann has suggested of social

change for the disabled 1

the changes we are talking about are changes
we believe will benefit the society as a
whole. If disabled people were able to go
to work, most of them would go to work.

In California it costs $400 million to keep
people in state institutions. For every
disabled person who can't get a job there is
one less person to contribute t? the taxsystem and one more on welfare. 6

It is not "in the public interest" to institutionalize

the disabled with high economic and social cost to the

community. However, neither is it in the public interest

to deinstitutionalize the disabled when facilities and

integrative processes are minimal or nonexistent. Moreover,

the disabled do not remain an isolated "them" when the

awareness is constructed that chemical hazards in the

home, workplace or environment can potentiate for the

general public the chances for giving birth to, or becoming,

disabled persons.”
Such a reconceptualizing process involves modifying
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the private- and self-interest perspectives held by most

targeted populations. Yet, at this stage of development

most organizations (formal and nonformal) in the dis

ability arena define the primary need as that of gaining

control of the social definitions surrounding the dis

abled. A public interest perspective would require

relinguishing that primary focus for a more generalized

focus on "society". At this point in time the "gains" for

the disabled are "too soon won" and too tenuous for such

relinguishment.

A second possible strategy for successful unification

of the various groups in the disability arena and for

increasing definitional clarification would be the repudi

ation of the policy of "New Federalism" as the best

approach for implementing public programs. By reverting

definitional control to the national level and securing

stronger clarification of terminology in legislation a

strong federal policy could be activated throughout the

state and local levels with the parameters for consensus

already established in Washington, D. C. However, such a

strategy is not currently foreseen nor would it be suppor

tive of input from the "radical" or minority perspectives

that would continue to exist at these levels. Only if the

federal definitions widened the definition of significant

and formal actors at the state and local levels and insured

channels of interaction/communication might this strategy
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be acceptable to these actors in the disability arena.

However, this suggests a third strategy--one which

arises directly from the research data--which is the

increased participation of currently nonformal groups in

the formal disability program structures either through a

legitimated role in the program or through an enhanced

position for input. Common needs and concerns may create

common social boundaries as a condition for coordinated

action. Yet, even if definitional flux and conflict

result they, too, become conditions for interaction and

increased communication and negotiation.

However, whatever degree of consensus or dissensus

exists a set of problems will remain facing all program

actors 1 l) that an increased communication network is

developed; 2) that a common core of disabilities' problems

as priorities can be defined; 3) that the formal units are

perceived as credible so that other informal "watchdog"

organizations will not be seen as necessary, and l; ) that

the power to maintain policy and program directions is

written into the disability legislation. Only then will

misunderstandings, duplicative efforts and misaligned

actions of formal and nonformal actors be lessened and the

commitment to a common cause be increased.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 8

l. "These relevant others represent a variety of actors
in and out of government . . . They may be competitive,
cooperative, hostile, overseeing, reviewing, controlling,
but regardless of their role they shape the mandate and
the conditions of existence for a public organization"
(Gary L. Wamsley and Mayer N. Zald, THE POLITICAL ECONOMY
OF PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS: A CRITIQUE AND APPROACH TO THE
STUDY OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, ZLexington, Massachusetts 1
Lexington Books, l9737, p. 26).

2. Douglas Bunker ("Policy Sciences Perspectives on
Implementation Process", POLICY SCIENCES I9727, 3, p. 72)
has suggested that successful implementation requires
"informed agreement with understood objectives of the
policy, confidence in the party, organization or person
identified as its source, or recognition of the proferred
inducements or threatened deprivations built into policy
as incentives for acceptance and compliance".

3. Jeffrey M. Berry (LOBBYING FOR THE PEOPLE ZPrinceton,
New Jersey, Princeton University Press, 19777) has
differentiated between strategies ("broad plans of
attack", pp. 212, 266) and tactics ("specific actions taken
to advocate policy positions", including testifying before
congressional committees, writing letters, protest demon
strations and campaign contributions, pp. 212-214).

l!. SDDC "Minutes", June ll, 1977, Attachment E, p. 7.

5. See the case of noncompliance at Sierra College,
Grass Valley, California, l978-1979, SDDC "Minutes",
December 20, 1978, p. 2.

6. Charles R. Halpern, "The right to habilitation", in
M. Kindred, et. al. (eds.), THE MENTALLY RETARDED CITIZEN
AND THE LAW (New York, New York i Free Press, l976),
pp - l!07–lkl6 º

7. "Statement Submitted to the Subcommittee on the Handi
capped of the Senate Committees on Human Resources on
Oversight of the "Developmentally Disabled Assistance and
Bill of Rights Act"" on behalf of United Cerebral Palsy
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Associations, Inc., March 1977, p. 9. Jacob Javits simi
larly supported such a claim on the floor of the Senate in
explaining his amendment to the Protection and Advocacy
System funding 1 "I am informed that the General Accounting
Office has found the P&A program operated by states to be
the most effective component of state DD efforts under the
federal statute", WORD FROM WASHINGTON (July/August 1979),
p. 2.

8. Monitoring was defined in ABY's DD Plan for January
l977 as "investigating evidence of denial of rights,
identification of services not in compliance with local,
state and federal statutes and regulations, preparing
written reports, meeting with service agencies, conducting
public hearings, initiating legal action" (p. 12). The
HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE of California (Section 38172) was
amended several times to clarify the "monitoring" respon
sibilities of the ABs. As originally introduced ABs were
mandated to monitor publicly funded agencies serving per
sons with DD. Concern was expressed that they would be
held accountable for monitoring all such programs. There
fore, Section 38172 was amended directing ABs to monitor
"to the extent resources are available" and Section
38.72.5 was added giving ABs more flexibility in fulfilling
their statutory roles (e. g. monitoring does not include
questions of licensing and certification of programs in
DD). It is when "publicly-funded agencies are derelict
in performing routine functions that the area boards are
expected to become involved", "Memorandum : Monitoring
Responsibilities of Area Boards", July 12, 1977, p. 2.

9. ABY "Minutes", June 7, 1977, p. 14.

lo. Peter Bachrach and Morton S. Baratz ("Two Faces of
Power", AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW /December 19627
p. 948) and R. A. Dahl ("Power", INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES /New York: Collier-Macmillan, 19687
12, p. 407) have similarly defined power as "A's behavior
causes B's behavior" and as the "ability to make B do X".
In addition Bachrach and Baratz include power in public
policy as the ability to make it so that some issues never
come up for public consideration. The most influential
definition of power is Max Weber's (THE THEORY OF SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC ORGANIZATIONS, translated by A. M. Henderson
and T. Parsons /Chicago • Free Press, 19477 p. 152) in
which power is defined as the "probability that one actor
within a social relationship will be in a position to
carry out his own will despite resistance, regardless of
the basis on which this probability rests". In addition,
"greater /■ s/the amount of power, the greater the
probability that compliance will be based upon coercion"
Zand lower is the probability.7 that the subordinate will
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willingly consent to the relationship" (pp. 155–156).
Further, "the routine operation of social institutions is
. . . a major source of power for dominant groups, rein
forcing domination by rendering subordinates unaware of
their subordination" (p. 165).

ll. Testimony (June 20, 1979) by Harold Russel (Chair,
President's Committee on the Employment of the Handicapped)
before the Senate Committee for Labor and Human Resources
on S. 1966, "Equal Employment Opportunity for the Handi
capped Act" of 1979, in PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPPED
(September/October 1979), 5, pp. 8-10.

12. It can also involve experts and professionals with a
novel or contradictory definition of problem solving.
Therefore, as a social psychological and social structural
process it occurs both within and without program organi
zational structures.

l3. Michael Lipsky ("Protest as a Political Resource",
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW ZDecember 19687 62,
pp. llll-ll 58). The "problem of the powerless" in protest
activity is to activate "third parties" to enter the
implicit or explicit bargaining arena in ways favorable to
the protestors--one of the few ways in which they can
create bargaining resources (p. lll:5).

ll. Having a "public" for one's population or issue does
not alone guarantee positive responses from the protest
target for a population which is powerless. To be success
ful the public must be aroused and engaged around the
issue or population and be able to make a difference.
Therefore, by "public" in successful protest/political
activity is meant what Lipsky ("Protest as a Political
Resource") has referred to as "reference publics"
"reference publics of protest targets may be conceived as
explicitly or implicitly reacting to protest in such a way
that target groups or individuals respond in ways favorable
to the protestors" (p. lll:6).

l5. "Resources for the Handicapped" in CALIFORNIA LIVING
MAGAZINE, SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE-EXAMINER, July 18, 1976,
p. 27.

16. THE INDEPENDENT: A NEW WOICE FOR THE DISABLED AND
BLIND (Summer l974) l, k, p. 7.

17. "Resources for the Handicapped", p. 27.

l8. See footnote 3 for the distinction between strategy
and tactic.
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l9. One of the properties for this "we" identity is through
the linguistic transformation of the image and definitions
of the disabled allowing for a new social identity and new
social behaviors. The creation of "developmental dis
abilities" is one such transformation.

20. Caroline Orr-Kisner, NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE PROJECT:
DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED INDIVIDUALS OF NORMAL INTELLI
GENCE, "Concerns and Actions", United Cerebral Palsy
Association of California, (February 1978), IV, p. 19.

2l. ABY does have a Subcommittee on the Mass Media and the
DD and, indeed, there are efforts using the mass media to
educate the public about DD and to counter images of the
disabled. Public television "spots" appear explaining DD
or alerting the public to educational opportunities or
services now legislated. However, the problem is viewing
them. The ones that have been viewed occur late in the
evening or on nonmajor television channels. Other
approaches by private voluntary organizations include
national telethons (or local) which bring a lot of atten
tion for a short period of time. Until recently much of
this attention was directed at disabled children rather
than adults.

22. NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE PROJECT, IV, p. 16.

23. May 5 and 6, 1976, Clarmont Hotel, Berkeley,
California.

24. What appeared to have occurred as much or more than
politicizing were socialization and confidence-building.

25. For example, see Bert Weinert, "Accountability in a
Health Care System", in CONSUMER HEALTH PERSPECTIVES
(October 1978), 5, 14, pp. 6-7.

26. A coalition has been loosely defined as a "group of
people who come together (usually on a temporary basis) to
obtain some end" (ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES,
II, p. 524).

27. Judy Heumann, "National Coalition Established", THE
INDEPENDENT, (Summer 1974), l, ly, p. 114.

28. Heumann, p. 14.

29. E. Clarke Ross, "Current Issues of Federal Legislation
and Program Implementation : From the Perspective of
Washington Based Coalition Efforts on Behalf of the
Disabled". Paper presented to the Council of Voluntary
Organizations for the Handicapped Luncheon, 14th Annual
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Indiana Governor's Conference on the Handicapped, October
lO, 1975, p. 3.

30. Ross, p. 3.

31. WORD FROM WASHINGTON (July/August 1979), 19, 7, p. 6.

32. NATIONAL HEALTH COUNCIL--ANNUAL REPORT 1978, p. 1.

33. NATIONAL HEALTH COUNCIL--ANNUAL REPORT 1978, p. 5.

34. "An Open Coalition", THE COALITION (Spring l979),
II, p. 1.

35. ACCD ACTION (July/August 1979), 3, l, p. 3.

36. ACCD ACTION, p. 2.

37. NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE PROJECT, IV.

38. Max Weber (THE THEORY OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ORGANI
ZATIONS /Glencoe, Illinois Free Press, 19477, p. 132)
has defined conflict as action oriented "intentionally to
carrying out the actor's own will against the resistance
of the other part or parties". Lewis Coser (CONTINUITIES
IN THE STUDY OF SOCIAL CONFLICT ZNew York : Free Press,
19677, p. 232) has offered an "everyday" or "common sense"
definition of conflict as a "struggle over values or claims
to status, power and scarce resources, in which the aims
of the conflict groups are not only to gain the desired
values, but also to neutralize, injure or eliminate
rivals".

39. This includes nine Bay Area counties plus Santa Cruz
county in California.

l,0. Numerous attempts to contact CIL members for discus
sion of these criticisms met with unanswered telephone
calls or unmet promises of discussion.

lºl. "Helping Others to Independence", SAN FRANCISCO

l;2. As Murray Edelman (POLITICAL LANGUAGE i WORDS THAT
SUCCEED AND POLICIES THAT FAIL /New York, Academic Press,
19777, p. 177) has suggested "formal organization insti
tutionalizes actions, formalizes signals of support and of
opposition, reduces uncertainty about other's behaviors
and therefore inhibits individual search for cues and
individual militancy, helping to furnish the conditions
for ritualization and cooptation".
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l!3. E. Clarke Ross, "Deinstitutionalization--National
Efforts in Consumer Advocacy and Monitoring t The United
Cerebral Palsy Associations Experience". Paper presented
to the looth Annual Meeting of the American Association
on Mental Deficiency, Chicago, Illinois, June 2, 1976,
p. 6. In addition see Ruth A. Gullerud, "Advocacy Must
Start at the Local Level", THE CRUSADER, UCPA, Inc.,
January/February 1979, p. 7.

lºlº. Sandor Halebsky (MASS SOCIETY AND POLITICAL CONFLICT;
TOWARD A RECONSTRUCTION OF THEORY /Cambridge Cambridge
University Press, l9767, p. 294, footnote lllk). Halebsky
(p. 205, footnote l2l) further asserts that "almost any
area can be defined . . . and be perceived, therefore, as
partaking of the character of public interest. However,
for practical purposes and without requiring too sharp a
change in prevailing perceptions of the role of government,
the application of the concept of public interest may be
established if a sense of quantitative difference—-leading
in effect to qualitative difference--is used. Thus refer
ence is to a significant transcendence of a particular
group constitutuency and to the presence of significant
consequences for the members of society".

45. Halebsky, l976, p. 294, footnote lllk.

116. "A Champion for the Disabled", SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE, July 7, 1980, p. 21.

l!?. Chemicals in the workplace can lead to birth defects
as can chemicals used in fertilizers or to retard diseases
in trees in agriculture. These chemicals may be breathed
or consumed in the water supply in a community. Healthy
children may consume lead, e. g. by eating chips of
paint off walls in housing, and may suffer brain damage.
Through this understanding the disabled are not viewed as
suffering from something which only occurs to "someone else"
or "at birth". As long as there are environmental hazards
everyone is more or less at risk and the consequences of
being at risk are everyone's concern.
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CHAPTER 9

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The DD movement has emerged from within the larger

arena of disability created during the last two to three

decades. Common concerns (e. g. architectural barriers to

employment, housing and transportation); historical

incidents (e. g. the Supreme Court decision of 1954 for

desegregation in education; the Civil Rights act of 1964);

advances in technology (e. g. new drug therapies; electro

nic equipment aiding communication); new social philoso

phies (e. g. Civil Rights movement; the "Great Society")

and the disabled consumer movement (e. g. parent groups;

coalitions of disabled) have been influential in promoting

social change for the disabled.

Disabled persons have asked new questions (e. g. "if

civil rights for Black people, then why not the dis

abled?") and have organized new groups (e. g. National

Association for Retarded Citizens ; American Coalition of

Citizens with Disabilities, Inc. : "People First"). The

resulting changes in perspectives on, and by, the disabled

--especially the severely disabled--have brought a "new

sense of their inner equality. They came to accept them

selves on their own terms. They dared think of rehabilita
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tion, of employment".” The movement for the DD is one

additional stage of this process in transforming social,

political, legal and personal realities for the disabled.

Philosophically and politically, the concept of

"developmental disabilities" owes its origins to the emer

ging "Great Society" and welfare philosophies of the 1960's

focused on improving and coordinating services to neglected

populations. With the emergence of the arena of disability

has come federal recognition l) of the significant impact

on human lives of chronic illness or disability, and 2) of

the need for multiply coordinated services. As an umbrella

concept "DD" has been one proposed solution for targeting

a population in need. Yet, as in other categorical

approaches it has not solved the problems of fragmentation,

duplication and gaps in services. Moreover, its accep

tance has not been without conflict. For some disabled

are not included and the groups included have suffered

from intergroup distrust emerging from a history of

individual struggling to obtain services and federal recog

nition of need. Yet, with the growing disabled consumer

movement such intergroup conflict is receding.

As the numerically largest and politically strongest

disabled interest group the Mentally Retarded had obtained

federal recognition in 1963 with the "Mental Retardation

Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Construction

Act" (P.L. 88–16!!). With the decade of the l970's came a
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period of expansion and inclusion of other disability

groups (Cerebral Palsy; Neurological Handicaps : Autism;

Epilepsy) and the emergence of the DD concept (e. g.

"Developmental Disabilities Services and Facilities Con

struction Act" of l970, P.L. 91-517; "Developmental Dis

abilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act" of l975,

P.L. 94-103). In addition to legislation directed specifi

cally at the DD other pieces of legislation emerged af

fecting the lives of all disabled (e. g. "Rehabilitation

Act" of l973, P.L. 93-ll2; "Education for All Handicapped

Childrens Act" of 1975, P.L. 9k-ll!2).

Through these acts coordination and comprehensiveness

of services have been sought to achieve the goals of

normalization and independent living. Underlying these

acts has been the "New Federalism"--based on the conserva

tive Republican philosophy of states rights--emerging dur

ing the Nixon-Ford administrations. It channeled decision

making to state and local levels viewed as the best

definers of needs in programming (e. g. through bloc

grants rather than categorical programs). It also pro

vided a way of relieving and slowing the growth of federal

programs by letting the states and localities bear the

burden of financing the programs.

The New Federalist strategy is based upon the model

of American society as pluralist with numerous contending

groups (e. g. for resources; for definitional dominance;
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with diverse needs). Such a model complements the

strategy of incremental rather than radical (i. e. calling

for major social restructuring in society) programming.

However, one consequence of such an approach in program

ming for the DD (as well as other social groups) has been

a plethora of programs and services with fragmentation,

duplication and gaps in services. Even if one accepts a

pragmatic requirement for incremental programming one can

still seek a stronger federal position and national policy

vis-a-vis the emerging programs--i. e. more guidance and

direction. Even if one accepts the New Federalist stra

tegy one can still expect of the federal policy makers

and existing administration direction for the society and

nation state as a whole.

Implementation of federally mandated programs is

doomed to failure when issues or populations, goals and

strategies are poorly or inconsistently defined at the

federal level or allowance is made for wide discretion at

the state and local levels. In the case of the "DD program"

it has emerged within an arena that has a high degree of

definitional flux (ambiguity, inconsistency and uncertainty)

and cultural lag in social understandings (e. g. who are the

DD? what disabilities should be served? how far and how

great is society's obligation to the disabled?) Defini

tions of the disabled (e. g. our perceptions of them; our

placement of them on a continuum from normal to abnormal or
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healthy to ill) continue in a state of definitional flux

butressed by federal policies and state and local actions.

This becomes a major condition determining public policy

and public program outcomes--frequently of discretion and

conflict in the implementation process.

Implementation and the "DD Program"

Program evaluation for the California "DD program" is

more difficult than, for example, evaluation of programs

wherein clearcut health improvement statistics can be

obtained--e. g. the DHEW childhood immunization campaign

begun in April 1977. (For example, immunization levels for

measles, polio, diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis and rubella

changed from 1977 levels of 66% to 75% to 1979 levels of

90% for the first five categories and 84% for rubella.)”
Quantitative (i. e. assumed to be "objective") measures for

program performance and outcome easily yield dimensions

for a definition of "success".

Social action programs present different problems. As

Rossi and Williams (1972 i l’7) suggest, social action pro

grams such as the Civilian Conservation Corps or the Works

Progress Administration of the "New Deal" programs may have

had clear cut goals (e. g. provision of services or work)

but the social action programs of the Great Society

espoused general and large scale goals to change individu

als or institutions (e. g. erasing poverty or discrimina

tion). Such vagueness in programs' goals makes evaluation
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more difficult resulting in what Rossi and Williams (1972

l6) characterize as "vague goals, strong promises and weak

effects" in program evaluation. (For similar criticisms of

program evaluation see the 1980 GAO document REPORT TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED, SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR

AND HUMAN RESOURCES: HOW FEDERAL DEVELOPMENTAL DIS

ABILITIES PROGRAMS ARE WORKING . )

Further, public programs involving more complex social

processes and conditions with wide social impact potential

such as programming for the disabled may have improved

health statistics or services statistics as objectives.

But they also involve nonquantitative variables for

program performance which are equally influential for pro

gram outcome. In the "DD program", as for example in the

Neighborhood Health Centers program, the participants gain

"experience with voting, serving on boards, and organizing

health care at the community levels" (Davis and Schoen,

l978 sl62). While nonquantitative (and frequently ignored

in program evaluation) such data are equally significant

in terms of impact for the behavior of the actors in public

programs (e. g. confidence building). Similar arguments

have been made during the controversy over the "success"

of the Headstart program. When cognitive skills showed

minimal increase Headstart proponents pointed to the im

provement in physical condition or social skills of the

children--not mandated by the legislation.”
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Therefore, in social action programs labeling program

action as a "success" is a more nebulous and difficult

task. Yet, the type of analysis provided through qualita

tive analysis can be more highly developed to provide an

adequate understanding of the "why" of program performance.

(See APPENDIX: METHODOLOGY for further discussion of

qualitative analysis and program evaluation. )

In general, the "DD program" performance in California

has been uneven. Program actions are difficult to evaluate

because the goals and the strategies to reach them have

not been fully and consistently developed. Again, as

Rossi and Williams (1972 il'7) suggest of the Great Society

programs, goals

were difficult to state with either specifi
city or clarity. Thus the preambles to
enabling legislation tended to refer to very
broad objectives . . . for which we do not
yet have indicators on which there would be
broad consensus.

The data which has emerged stresses the difficulties

which program actors experience in attempting to meet the

goals embodied in the "DD Rights Act" and the "Lanterman

Amendments". Advocacy and coordination of services are two

key goals and advocacy appears to be the most clearly

understood and successful achievement. But, then, advocacy

is what nonformal actors (e. g. parent groups) in the arena

of disability have been doing for decades. Yet, even here

there are difficulties--e. g. how does the regional center

"system" interface with the SDDC-AB structure for advocacy
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and coordination?

Yet, to point out that most public programs--including

the "DD program"--responding to "social problems or

"crises" perform less than optimally in goal attaining or

goal setting is to point out a general observation of

public programming (e. g. Edelman, 1977; Estes, l979;

Ginzberg and Solow, 1971; ; Pressman and Wildavsky, l973;

Rossi and Williams, l972). The question is "why?"

For example, in the case of the "DD program" why were

the program actors struggling two years into the program

to understand definitional issues that might have been

clarified (e. g. through regulations) at the beginning

(e. g. roles of AB and SDDC; the strategies for coordina

ting roles). Why is the program "in place" ("implementa

tion success") not sufficient to insure program success?

Why, after three years, was the conceptual undergirding of

the "DD program" requiring revision--i. e. the definition

of DD7 Why has the related "Education for All Handicapped

Children Act" of l975 required in fifteen months of 1978–

l979 "at least 26 court decisions . . . to answer how to

implement the law”." Are such processes and conditions in

public programming "normal" for programming around social

problems? Why is coordination of agencies and services so

difficult to achieve?

Explanations are numerous. First, "implementation

Success" does not mean "instrument success". The structure
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of the "DD program" is in place but the structure has not

been fully conceptually developed--e. g. the relationships

between formal DD program units and nonformal units (i. e.

CDDCs; consumer organizations and coalitions). Nor have

the program unit roles been equally clarified and under

stood by the significant actors.

Moreover, the SDDC-ABs represent a "formula" of

increasing popularity in public programming--e. g. State

wide Health Coordinating Councils-Health System Agencies;

State Unit on Aging-Area Agencies on Aging--in the New

Federalism strategy of diffusing decision making to state

and local units. Such local discretion can lead to dif

ferent results (Shortell and Richardson, 1978 ; ll0). A

recent evaluation of the "Education for All Handicapped

Children Act" reveals that "each school proceeds along

slightly different lines. Local school principals have

long been accustomed to deciding what goes on in "their"

schools and they are bound to resist pressure from external

authorities".”

Second, problems have arisen in the implementation of

the "DD program" because the concept of DD is new enough to

those so designated--as well as other disability groups--

that they have distrust of an approach which attempts to

combine under one label groups which have survived because

they have sought their self-interests as individual entities.

Coordination is made more difficult because of the tendency
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to "turf-protecting" (agency) and "securing for one's own"

(group and individual). This is reinforced by agencies

which continue to exist with preference for type and degree

of disability and legislation which continues to reflect

this discrepancy (e. g. Department of Rehabilitation;

"Rehabilitation Act" of 1973). Competition and fear con

tinue among disability groups over the resources and the

public recognition so recently won.”
Third, problems with understandings arise in the "DD

program" because DD is not all disabled. The arena of

disability represents diversity in types and degree of

disability (e. g. Vietnam veterans; emotionally disturbed;

alcoholics; drug addicts; neurologically disabled at

birth). These groups represent different sets of service

needs and have different definitions of needed priorities.

They also have the tendency to self-protection. Only

recently have they begun to emerge to coordinate actions

in the growing disabled consumer movement which stresses

the common--rather than the diverse--needs (e. g. freedom

of access; equal opportunity).

The new definition of DD, stressing the functional

rather than the categorical approach to targeting popula

tions, attempts to enlarge the scope of DD as an umbrella

concept for more disabled (i. e. through the "Rehabilitation,

Comprehensive Services and Developmental Disabilities

Amendments" of 1978, P.L. 95-602). Yet, the problem of
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protecting the rights and the services of those popula

tions already targeted, especially the severely disabled,

remains a challenge to this piece of legislation. (If one

is disabled and in a wheelchair the architectural barriers

are the issue--not the source or type of disability. )

Further, even with the revised definition, fragmenta

tion, failure in coordination and favoritism still result.

There are diverse programs and legislation impacting on the

arena of disability but which also reach into other arenas

(e. g. of the aged; of the alocoholic). For example, the

"Comprehensive Older American Act Amendments" of 1978

(P.L. 95–1978) also contained provisions for demonstration

projects to "develop or improve methods of coordinating

all available social services for the homebound elderly,

blind and disabled". Therefore, challenges to policy

makers include l') creating a sense of "we-ness", of common

problems, among populations; 2) of integrating, coordinating

and reducing duplication of program services; and 3) of

preserving necessary agency domains yet encouraging coordi

nation and reducing structural elaboration.

Fourth, the "DD program" actors have been struggling

with definitional issues because the units and the program

infrastructure are inadequately defined by, and understood

by, program actors. As a result, program actors have

difficulties integrating their roles. Their social under

standings of their roles arise from the variety of perspec

tives and social worlds they bring to the program arena
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from the arena of disability (e. g. parent; professional;

disabled; administrator; advocate). For some this means

prior allegiances and priorities (e. g. the resistance

by one regional center administrator to include any but

Mentally Retarded as DD). For others this results in

difficulties in defining program roles such as AB or SDDC

member because of lack of experience or training. Without

clear legislative guidelines (including ways of preparing

volunteers for role demands) and centralized control an

inability to consensually define, and to coordinate,

program roles results and coordinated action remains

problematic.

Fifth, failure to clarify roles of formal "DD program"

units and actors adds to the failure to give adequate

power to the units and actors to generate the social change

required for normalization and independent living goals

to be realized. This in turn reflects the larger societal

ambivalences and ambiguities towared the disabled--i. e.

the role federal programming should play in their lives and

the directions it should take. Such ambiguities and uncer

tainties result in an unwillingness to grant such units

adequate power forcing units to try to create power

(e. g. HSAs; PSROs).

Sixth, the implementation of the "DD program" has been

influenced by inter-organizational conflict of formal and

nonformal units. The failure to grant legitimation to or—
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ganizations such as CDDCs or the failure to put into legis

lation a role for private health agencies or consumer

organizations (e. g. National Association for Retarded

Citizens; Epilepsy Foundation of America) has resulted in

problems of credibility for formal units and the DD legis

lation. The response by nonformal actors has been to

create strategies of influence (e. g. coalition-building:

interest group building) which will insure some--even if

limited--input into formal program processes.

Seventh, the "DD program"--as other public programs,

especially during the 1960's--represents an ongoing process

of defining and creating structures around "social

problems". Issues or populations reach a point of

visibility (Wiener, l979) wherein the public (s) requires

formal (federal) creation of policy and programs. Once

public attention is created demands for solutions are

generally mired in controversy with conflicting definitions

and perspectives on the nature of problems and the recom

mended courses of action (e. g. in the l980's it remains

such around the Equal Rights Amendment for women and

abortion as a right). These conflicts are not generally

resolved prior to legislation but, rather, are written into

legislation which is enacted for political expediency,

political careerism and/or as symbolic acts for public

consumption. Implementation then becomes a process of

trying to handle, sort out and solve the definitional

ambiguities, inconsistencies and uncertainties written into
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the legislation and existing in society. If officials are

lucky these are at a minimum; if not, they severely hinder

emerging program efforts.

Under ideal conditions social understandings and

negotiations of understandings could work as part of the

implementation process. However, with the trend in 1980's

towards fiscal conservatism in programming (see Miller,

1972) such an interplay may become a luxury. This further

requires that (preferably federal) clarification of

population, program and goals be sought at the beginning

of policy making prior to legislation to insure defini

tional (i. e. action) consistency throughout the program

network from federal to state to local. This requires

re-evaluation of the New Federalist strategy for structur

ing decision making.

Eighth, definitional flux (definitional ambiguity,

inconsistency and uncertainty) exists at the state and

local levels because it exists at the federal level in

reference to a national "Program" for the disabled. By

national "Program" is meant not only a policy on the dis

abled but program structures and strategies to implement

that policy (e. g. a policy of independent living centers

with adequate funding or alternative strategies to insure

their existence; a policy of deinstitutionalization with

assurances of community facilities; a policy of barrier

free transportation with a system of usable vehicles).
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The current Democratic administration asserts that

there is a federal "Program" for the disabled and a commit

ment "that the entire decade of the l980's is one in which

handicapped people Zwill 7 have full access to our society,

maximum independence, and the opportunity to use their full

capabilities".” Citing various actions as support* the

administration concludes that there is a strong federal

policy. Yet, Banfield” suggests incrementalism places

change in and of itself as a goal with the hope that

something "good" will occur. Yet, incrementalism may not

be synonymous with "good" nor is it synonymous with an

integrated and strong federal policy for the disabled.

Ninth, public programming is a basic structural

process with a "career". What the "DD program" experiences

as a new program for a newly targeted population may be

solved as the "career" of the program progresses. What is

needed is research into what these stages are and which

programs are likely to suffer what problems. However, from

the foregoing research it is safe to say that public pro

gramming around rapidly changing or controversial subjects

will have strong definitional issues to resolve--either as

conditions of , or outcomes of, the programming process.

Tenth, a note regarding this evaluation research is in

order. As Rossi and Williams (1972 1360137) suggest

"verdicts of "success" or "failure" in evaluation studies

greatly /simplify/ and Zabbreviate/ the typical results".
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For the complexity involved in such judgments may do more

harm than good for future policy and programming. There

fore, fixed final judgments have not been a goal of this

research. Rather, clarification of the issues facing

public programming for the disabled and the "DD program"

have been the goal. In order to do this evaluation of the

program "in progress" rather than final judgments is

required. The longevity of the "DD program" (i. e. NAC

SDDC/California SDDC-AB) and final judgments--if it is

terminated.--will depend upon the implementation of the

next programming phase through the l978 "Rehabilitation,

Comprehensive Services and Developmental Disabilities

Amendments" act (P.L. 95-602).

Public Policy

Although social definition is not the only major

condition determining program outcomes it is important to

major social action programs. Any set of programs, for

example, for the aged, ethnic minorities or women, must

face the diverse social understandings which surround these

issues and are replicated in legislation. For this reason

program evaluation and evaluation research (see APPENDIX)

should take definitional issues into consideration and

determine their objective value through data grounded in

the realities of the program and its participants. Public

policy as an emergent of incrementalist and New Federalist

approaches does not solve the definitional problems. While
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definitional ambiguity, inconsistency and uncertainty may

be resolved during programming it is more likely program

ming will continue to reflect these conditions in society.”
Programs for populations such as the disabled respond

to public pressure to resolve by legal means social con

flicts in the wider social context which have remained

unresolved. Thus, definitional flux is by circumstance

built into policy and programming. Legislation for these

social problems emerges in response to public "crises" or

because of strong group pressures. Policy becomes a

series of "minipolicies" and experimental programs.

Without some centralization and strong federal control

it is likely that program outcomes will remain uneven and

discretionary and will reflect the political economy of

the times and place and the vagaries of societal perspec

tives (Miller, 1976). The victims of such a situation will

remain the generally powerless and poor members of society

for whom constant changes in policy and programs make the

direction of their lives an especially uneven, unplanned

and uncertain venture. Public policy will continue to

grow as a symbolic gesture but serve the targeted popula

tion in a discretionary manner. Public policy is an

"educated guess" yet it need not be a shortsighted one.

As Estes (March 1979) has remined us the "process is

the policy". Policy is the ongoing structuralization of

abstract ideas. Yet, the definitions which dominate and
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the actions which emerge during implementation become the

"real" policy--not what is presented on paper through

legislation or departmental policy papers.” Therefore,

the challenges to makers and implementers of public policy

are to close the gap between what "appears" and what "is";

to bring program promises and program actions into

alignment; to move from dissensual to consensual social

understandings; and to redefine policy making from the

category of an educated guess or symbolic gesture to the

category of a rational scientific process.
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lo. For example, consider the l977–1979 court decisions
on abortions for welfare recipients wherein legal decisions
reflect social divisions in opinion on the issues.

ll. One of the unfortunate bifurcations is that between
policy makers and program implementers. Stephen M.
Shortell and William C. Richardson (HEALTH PROGRAM
EVALUATION /St. Louis The C. W. Mosby Company, 19787,
pp. 109–ll0) have suggested that policy makers have a
different set of rewards, concerns and understandings
from implementers who are concerned with the everyday
details and realities of program implementation. Policy
makers are concerned with "policy" as a more abstract and
removed process.
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APPENDIX METHODOLOGY

Evaluation and nonevaluation (or basic) research

(Shortell and Richardson, l978 18) both operate according

to accepted canons of scientific inquiry (e. g. Campbell

and Stanley, 1973; Denzin, l970; Kaplan, 1964; Plutchik,

l968; Rossi and Williams, l972; Rossi, Freeman and Wright,

l979; Selltiz, Jahoda, Deutsch and Cook, 1959). But they

differ in terms of research questions and the uses to

which the knowledge is put.

Shortell and Richardson (1978 18) have stated that the

emphasis of program evaluation research is on "judging the

worth of a specific program or project whose results are

to be used by program administrators, planners and pro

viders of services to improve, extend or in some way

modify (including the responsibility of doing away with )

the program". However, nonevaluation research seeks to

contribute to basic knowledge--i. e. theory. Moreover,

the £rounded theory approach through constant comparative

analysis seeks through generation--rather than description

or verification--substantive or formal theory (Glaser and

Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978). The goal is to inductively

generate concepts that extend beyond the units in which

they have been observed. Whereas in evaluation research
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the goal is program-specific understanding to predeter

mined deductive evaluative categories.

Much evaluation research is based upon rigorous quan

titative methodologies assessing endproducts or program

outcomes with, for example, techniques for cost–benefit or

cost-effectiveness assessments (Rossi, Freeman and Wright,

1979 250-276). What is quantifiable is relevant. Unfor

tunately, this type of evaluation does not always explain

the "why" of program development. (See Biernacki, l977,

for a similar argument. )

A qualitative evaluation approach is one response to

the criticism of classical research that "many evaluations

have revealed ambiguous outcomes, leaving Zopen/ explana

tion as to "why" Zleading/ to interest in issues of program

input and the process by which the program is put into

place" (Shortell and Richardson, l978 ; lz). Qualitative

methodologies, especially grounded theory, allow the

investigator(s) to catch the program "in process" which is

not achieved in quantitative approaches. Weiss and Rein

(1969) have stressed the need to be flexible in evaluation

research and the inappropriateness of experimental designs

for evaluation research.

This research was influenced by the research questions

guiding quantitative evaluation research--i. e. questions

regarding program planning, program monitoring, impact

assessment and economic efficiency--the four essential
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questions of evaluation research (Rossi, Freeman and

Wright, l979 33). However, as a qualitative natural

research project (Filstead, l970; Schatzman and Strauss,

l973) these questions have had to be investigated using a

different set of methodological guidelines. The concept

of Denzin (1970 i 30l) of methodological triangulation has

been useful--i. e. the use of multiple methods in the study

of the same object, e. g. observation and document analy

sis. But especially this research has been sensitized by

the use of the grounded theory approach.

As a sensitizing methodology grounded theory or

constant comparative analysis has helped in generating

categories for codes and concepts to understand the "why"

of the phenomenon under study. Simply stated constant

comparative analysis is a "general method as are experi

mental and statistical methods" (Glaser and Strauss, 1967:

2l). All methods are premised on comparison. In the

constant comparative approach "comparisons are made between

kinds of information" with the purpose of "establishing the

underlying uniformity and its varying conditions" (Glaser,

1978 : 39, 49). As Glaser (1978 19–50) has suggested the

comparison sequence should be thus : incident to incident

to generate concept; concept to more incidents to generate

properties and hypotheses; concept to concept for

"theoretical fit".

In this research the substantive focus was on comparing
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settings, units and situations within the "DD program" as

well as comparing the "DD program" to other public pro

grams (although this second goal became more minimal than

originally intended). For example, in the data the concept

of "definitional ambiguity" emerged quickly in initial

interviews in discussions of the roles of the SDDC and

ABs but it similarly was in evidence in the "Minutes" of

the SDDC, ABs and OAB. It also emerged in written work on

the development and performance of other public programs

(especially those created to "solve" social problems). For

evaluation purposes such sensitizing concepts are fed back

to be used in evaluating the program's performance along

with categories traditionally used in this type of

evaluation study--which Weiss (1972) has termed formative

evaluation ("who is to do what, when, where and how").

Types of Data and Strategies of Data Collection

This research was formally carried out over a two

year period from 1976 to 1978. (Informally I have been

associated with the issue—arena for many more years. ) The

Types of data collection included 1 interviews with state

congressional staff and persons serving on boards or

employed by the units under investigation; observations

of ABY meetings, conferences and workshops; written SDDC,

AB and OAB "Minutes" (from 1975 to 1979) and public and

private documents of the units under study (e. g. annual

AB plans; in-house evaluation documents of system
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components). Since word and deed are not synonymous

cross-analysis from interviews to observations or minutes

was necessary.

All interviews were recorded on tape and immediately

transcribed. Schatzman's and Strauss' (1973) division

into methodological, observational and theoretical (or

inferential) notes was useful, especially in the beginning

research stage. But as coding developed the categories

as filtering and organizing mechanisms required a somewhat

different organizational system (cf. Glaser, 1978). For

example, two dimensions of definitional clarity in organi

zational performance are the aligning of expectations and

gefining roles.

In the early coding stage data on the AB and its role

presented itself--e. g. AB as a "center, an active center"

(respondent Flº.); AB as "fighting for mandated services for

DD adults" (respondent H3); AB "as an informational

clearinghouse" (respondent F6). The organizing foci thus

became not the tripartite division of before but the

processes of "defining roles" and "aligning expectations"

with which other data on roles and units can be coded. In

turn these conceptual categories were compared to other

data which revealed a continuum from definitional ambiguity

to definitional clarity. These categories of "ambiguity"

and "clarity" became new organizing foci of which "defining

roles" and "aligning expectations" were dimensions.
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These codes and key variables were literally put into

"file piles". One organizes not from the data themselves

as pieces of information but from the conceptual categories

inductively derived from the data. These concepts become

the filing system and they can be cross-referenced in

developing the emerging understanding in the research

enterprise.

Gaining entrance and interviewing were not especially

problematic as is sometimes suggested of field research

(Filstead, 1972; Hammond, l967; Lofland, l97l; Schatzman

and Strauss, l973). Since I was not a participant gaining

trust to gain a position for insider's knowledge was never

an issue. Most respondent's were fairly open about dis

cussing their feelings, perspectives and involvement in the

"DD program". In fact, most were quite interested that

someone was researching an issue "close to home" about

which many had strong feelings and opinions. The only

obstacles to access that I did face were with individuals

at the level of state government. Those who occupy the

elected congressional positions frequently referred me to

congressional aides. However, given their work structure

and division of labor I had to assume this was to my bene

fit. (Although one Assemblywoman whose name appeared on

documents and as Chair of the Assembly Subcommittee on

Developmental Disabilities denied accountability or exper

tise in discussion of the California "DD program".)
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Interviewing was generally unstructured (i. e. without

a formal and rigid set of questions) although an initial

brief questionnaire was presented to start the interview

session. As Anselm Strauss (in seminar) and Schatzman

(Schatzman and Strauss, l973 187) have suggested the best

qualitative interviewing is done through "conversations"

(open ended interviewing) with theoretical import of the

emerging data determining conversational parameters. As

research progresses some questions become less relevant

while others emerge relating to emerging codes (e. g.

turf-protecting; structure-elaborating). Rephrasing of

questions occurs.

For example, responses to the question "what is the

"DD program"?" were seen as "pat" or repetitions of legis

lative passages. It was necessary to ask "what does the

"DD program" mean?" or "how do you interpret the legisla

tion?" For example, ABY as "an information clearinghouse"

became a highly ambiguous response when the respondent

was questioned as to what this exactly meant. Finding the

defining of the AB difficult for this one respondent lead

me to seek this type of questioning of other respondents.

This new direction for questioning emerged very soon in

the interviewing schedule.

Sampling. In grounded theory the traditional canons

for sampling (i. e. representation of a larger universe) do

not pertain. Rather theoretical sampling in grounded theory

requires that one sample according to the dictates of the
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emerging categories and theory (Glaser and Strauss, l967

l!?; Glaser, 1978 137). Since grounded theory requires

simultaneous data collecting, coding and analyzing, the

investigator cannot determine apriori "what to sample for

and where it will lead him" (Glaser, l978 ; 37). For exam

ple, in terms of the credibility of the AB one does not go

to a proportion of actors at all program levels. Rather,

it is to selected actors at the local level for whom

credibility is an issue that one turns for theoretical

illumination.

Reliability and validity. Since measuring in field

research does not predominate, questions of reliability

(is the instrumentation stable and consistent in measure

ment?) and validity (does the instrument measure what it is

intended to measure?) are not posed in the same manner.

Yet, because the field investigator is the instrument

problems of bias and distortion can be raised as issues

(Friedrichs, 1970; Myrdal, 1969). Yet, Glaser and Strauss

(1967) have suggested that it is not the precision of

"facts" (i. e. description) that is essential to analysis

but rather the kinds and classes of data obtained for

theoretical generation. For "" facts' change quickly and

precise quantitative approaches . . . typically yield too

few general concepts, and relations between concepts, to be

of broad practical use in coping with the complex interplay

of forces characteristic of a substantive area" (Glaser and
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Strauss, 1967 1243).

The ultimate tests of grounded theory research include

its understandability to the actors in the field under

study, its applicability in varying situations, and its

flexibility in meeting a wide range of conditions. For

example, while the problems of definitional ambiguity,

uncertainty and inconsistency emerged rather readily in the

"DD program" they may be less obvious in other programs.

Yet, this does not discount the relevance of definitional

clarity to program performance. Other programs may be

subject to different conditions (e. g. type of, or stage

of, program) in which lack of clarification may a more or

less issue. The main point is that definitional issues

and the processes leading to them will be relevant to all

programs to some degree and will influence implementation

and program outcomes and are, therefore, significant to

evaluation research.

Grounded Theory and Evaluation

As a nascent approach the first formulation of

grounded theory appeared in 1967 (Glaser and Strauss) with

the formalization of the technique in 1978 (Glaser). Prior

to l978 students learned the approach through methodological

seminars at the University of California, San Francisco

Medical Center. I took four quarters with Barney Glaser

and two quarters with Anselm Strauss.

What has emerged from the body of work of the students
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of grounded theory is an emphasis upon "process sociology"

--i. e. the basic social processes (BSPs) in socially ex

plaining a "considerable portion of the action in an area

and /relating/ to most other categories" and accounting
for a "pattern of behavior which is relevant and problema

tic for those involved" (Glaser, 1978 5, 93). A number

of dissertations emerging from this training have empha

sized the BSP as the core variable (i. e. key explanatory

variable). For example, "becoming" is a basic social

process in explaining identity transformation (e. g. Odis

Bigus, l971, BECOMING "ALCOHOLIC" i A STUDY OF SOCIAL

TRANSFORMATION; David Hayes-Bautista, 1970, BECOMING

CHICANO i A "DIS-ASSINILATION" THEORY OF TRANSFORMATION

OF ETHNIC IDENTITY). Or, "funneling options" (Marcia

Rosenbaum, l979, FUNNELING OPTIONS: THE CAREER OF THE

WOMAN ADDICT) is a way of explaining the processes by

which the identity and the status of "heroin addict" are

achieved. THE POLITICS OF ALCOHOLISM, BUILDING AN ARENA

AROUND A SOCIAL PROBLEM (Carolyn Wiener, l979) examines the

emergence of a social problem into the public domain by

increasing it's visibility through the processes of

animating, legitimizing and demonstrating the problem.

Although Glaser (1978) emphasizes basic social process

as the core variable it is controversial and some will

choose to see structure or social conditions as primary--

the approach remains valid for either. However, as
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Glaser and Strauss (1967) suggest a sensitivity to process

provides a certain generativity and expansiveness which

unit analysis does not. For this reason it is useful to

evaluation research. Weiss and Rein (1969) also point to

process in evaluation research with their focus on "process

oriented qualitative research".

Process versus unit analysis. Glaser (1978 ; log-llS)

has suggested the advantages of stressing process over

unit. This perspective adds to evaluation research which

is by definition focused on units. It is here that sen

sitization with the grounded theory approach can contribute

to evaluation research even though evaluation questions--

e. g. of monitoring or efficiency--still require unit

based statistical data for policy makers and administrative

decision makers.

Stressing the unit (e. g. description) tends to make

evaluation a one-shot, time-bound study which is generali

zable only to that unit (Glaser, 1978 ; log-llo). Whereas,

by stressing social psychological or social structural pro

cesses (or general social conditions) one can look at more

than one unit. For example, in the "DD program" the pro

cesses by which definitions are created, communicated and

sustained are common to all public programs although with

the "DD program" at a beginning stage of development and

inundated by "definitional flux" more ambiguity may be

found. Stressing the processes by which definitional

ambiguity, uncertainty and inconsistency are developed the
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DD and other programs can be placed on a continuum for

evaluation. Stressing the unit would not allow this cross

referential conceptualization for evaluation.

Moreover, stressing the conditions and processes over

time in a program evaluation one may observe the basic

social structural process (BSSP) which is program imple

mentation. That is, the emergence of a structure over

time--how it emerges, how to control it; how to change it

--is the concern of evaluation research.

In terms of generalization of findings one is reminded

again (as with sampling) that one is working with

theoretical generation not statistical verification.

Sellitz, Jahoda, Deutsch and Cook (1959 1435) have sug

gested that quantitative research would benefit from the

inspection of nonquantifiable data throughout rather than

at the end of the research and that a "single incident

noted by a perceptive observer /may containy the clue to an
understanding of a phenomenon". Grounded theory works from

the premise that these "single" incidents of nonquantita

tive data are the significant datums of analysis from the

beginning. If one then wants to quantify one's research

the theoretical findings can become hypotheses and quanti

tative research designs can be constructed for verifica

tion. Yet, the theoretical findings generated in this

document (e. g. diverse social understandings and defini

tional ambiguity leading to discretionary processes in
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programming) have relevance (e. g. the how, what, when and

where) for other programs and for a range of other acti.

vities (e. g. creating a nation-state, forming a labor

union or getting married).

Further, variation in data does not refute the current

analysis; rather, it adds to it. In unit-focused research

new data (i. e. the negative case) may refute previous

findings. With process-focused research new data only

modifies or adds to the analysis. For example, the "fact"

that a member of ABY might claim the AB is well defined

does not refute the data on role ambiguity. At first

glance it might appear so but this merely becomes an

additional dimension and poses questions for theoretical

generation--e. g. under what conditions do role ambiguity

or clarity develop? In this case, the response for ABY

role clarity emerged with those individuals who were new

comers to ABY and were nonprofessional volunteers. As they

participated in ABY activities their "ideal typical" per

ception of the AB changed and its role(s) became more

ambiguous.

In analyzing the "DD program" there were times when a

clear focus on unit (e. g. Chapter 3 on SDDC, ABs : CDDCs)

seemed appropriate for interest, for generating concepts

and as required by evaluation criteria. Yet, this did not

exclude seeking out processes within and between these

units. For example, in Chapter 7 "recruiting for failure"
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emerged from the data on volunteerism--i. e. who sits on

the boards of the units. Coupled with the condition of

increased participation by nonexperts "recruiting for

failure" emerged as a relevant process in terms of coding

behavior. Yet, "recruiting for failure" is not a unit

bound concept as it extends beyond the unit and has rele

vance for other kinds of units (e. g. educational or

business institutions) and activities (e. g. upgrading

paraprofessionals).

Glaser (1978) also suggests a controversial opinion

that unit-focused research leads to bias--i. e. one is

for or against the perspective of the unit (especially

relevant for those "going native" in field research). Yet,

he suggests process exists regardless of perspective. For

example, goal deflecting as a basic social process occurs

irregardless of one's perspective. Of course, the willing

ness to "see" a process as basic as the core variable or

to ask certain research questions is just as likely to lead

to bias. It may be that units may already, prior to

research, have acquired labels and emotional overtones

that recruit researchers with particular biases. Whereas

processes are discoverable only after research has begun.

Stressing the unit leads to unit-specific versus

general knowledge. For example, I may know a great deal

about ABs for DD but I might know little about Area Agencies

on Aging or Health System Agencies--if I begin with a focus
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on the unit(s). Yet, by focusing on process (e. g.

structure-elaborating; miscommunicating; goal-deflecting)

I have knowledge which is transferrable across units and

which is useful to policy makers and administrative

decision makers. To do the same with unit-focused

research requires a level of expertise involving being

well versed in the extant literature and in comparative

research across unit types. This may still limit one's

expertise to a given substantive area (e. g. public policy;

deviance) whereas process allows one to cross not only

units but substantive areas.

Glaser (1978 ; lll) has also suggested that unit-focused

research produces a "plethora of facts" which can be

"boring" whereas process-focused research creates concepts

which are interesting, have "grab" and are easy to under

stand and to remember. This is true. Yet, it is also

necessary to remember that evaluation work requires the

"plethora of facts" in arguing for or against the continua

tion of a program or for its modification. Whoever wants

to keep a program going (or to cut it)--e. g. in welfare;

health; education——had better be armed with the data

necessary for arguing a statistical case for support.

However, in terms of organizing data or in consulting in

the field grounded theory concepts are excellent organizing

foci.

Finally, a unit-focus tends to "cut up" social life
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rather than to see the continuums and interconnectedness

which exist. Conceptualizing the "DD program" as a dis

tinct particular social organization fails to see it as

one ongoing development in the process of defining a social

problem (i. e. disability) and programming for it. As a

stage in the process of defining and structuring a program

for the disabled the "DD program" becomes only one dimen

sion in a much longer and larger social process. Further,

programming for the disabled is also representative of a

more general problem of coordinating perspectives and

actions around any (highly charged or otherwise) social

activity. All social action arises from the understandings

which the actors bring to, create, negotiate and put forth

in any situation. Public programming for the disabled

represents just one situation and set of units in this

fundamental social activity.

Future research. Having developed the kind of

analysis in this document one might ask "where do you go

from here?" The answer is that there are various direc

tions.

One direction to those trained in quantitative metho

dologies is to see the foregoing as a set of hypotheses

to be tested and verified (or disproved). This is accept

able to those using the grounded approach.

A second direction would be to enlarge the scope of

the current research, remaining substantively oriented, to
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study the various "DD programs" across the United States.

Specific information could be used by policy makers with

traditional evaluation techniques to guide the present and

future direction of national policy and programming for

the disabled. However, in addition to the traditional

evaluation technologies it would be valuable for policy

making bodies to utilize the same grounded theory techni

ques at this larger level to retain control over the "why"

in program conditions, processes and outcomes. Covariation

does not by itself explain "why".

A third direction for research for the grounded

theorist would be to develop a more general substantive

theory of public programming. With adequate resources to

do cross-unit analysis other dimensions might emerge

leading to a theory of public programming that would be

useful to policy makers as well as theoreticians. The

focus here could be on comparing units across dimensions

(e. g. time; type of program). For example, how do pro

grams such as the income tax program or transportation

programs compare to more fluid and definitionally unstable

and ambiguous programs in the social sector.

Finally, a fourth direction is the generation of formal

rather than substantive theory from the foregoing research.

A general process might emerge which was only touched upon

or not seen in the research on the "DD program" representing

only one stage and type of activity. Formal theory would
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aim for a new "overall picture".

A Final Note

There is little in the way of literature attempting

to link the grounded theory approach to evaluation

research. However, some attempts have been made--e. g.

Biernacki, lº'77, COMMITMENT TO NOTHING : A STUDY OF

PARAPROFESSIONAL SOCIALIZATION; Jack Mezirow, SYNCHRONIC

INDUCTION: A NEW SCIENCE OF PROGRAM RESEARCH (See Glaser,

l978 ; lºº, for Mezirow's contribution). From this dearth

of research and tradition in grounded theory and evaluation

research this investigator must remain solely responsible

for the flaws and gaps which emerge in this document. It

is hoped that a positive contribution in this direction

will arise because of, as well as in spite of, the fore

going analysis.
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